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In t roduct ion 
One of the main characteristics of a living organism is the need of energy to keep orga-
nized. Energy is needed in the fight against the law of entropy. Without energy, living 
organisms tend to run down and decompose. Sunlight is the ultimate source of energy for 
all organisms on Earth [1], Photons provide plants with energy through photosynthesis, 
the most important photochemical process on the Earth. Food chains of almost all living 
animals rely on energy that originate from the photosynthetic active cells that convert 
carbon dioxide into cell material. Marine ecosystems are based on photon harvesting 
phytoplankton, zooplankton and algae. But not all photons from the Sun have the same 
beneficial effects on living organisms. Ultraviolet photons provides too much energy to be 
captured in the photosynthetic process and have a detrimental effect on living cells [2], 
Ultraviolet exposure of plants cause inhibition of photosynthesis, changes in leaf area and 
morphology, loss of fresh and dry weight, alteration in pigment biosynthesis, and affect 
flowering and reproduction [3] [4]. Ultraviolet photons are directly absorbed by important 
molecules such as DNA where they cause damage. 

The Sun emits electromagnetic radiation over a spectrum from 10 nm to 30000 nm 
approximately like a black body at ~5700°K. The solar emission spectrum deviates from 
black body radiation at the ultraviolet part of the spectrum, especially for wavelengths 
below 300 nm [5]. The Earths ionosphere absorbs all radiation from the Sun below 
102.6 nm by ionizing the gases available. Oxygene at a height of 100-25 km, absorbs 
all incoming radiation in the spectral range up to 242 nm[6]. The Earth's protection 
against ultraviolet radiation for wavelengths above 242 nm is the ozone layer. This is a 
~3.4 mm thick layer (at standard atmospheric pressure and temperature) of ozone gas 
absorbing solar radiation below approximately 295 nm. Ozone is the main limiting factor 
of radiation from 175 nm up to ~320 nm. 

1.1 The ozone layer 

Ozone was first discovered and named by C.F. Schonbein in 1840 in connection with 
electrical discharges. That ozone had a strong absorption in the ultraviolet part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum was shown by experiments in 1880. In 1913 it was shown 
that most of the atmosphere's ozone was gathered in the stratosphere. Studies of natural 
variations of the atmospheric ozone could be taken to a further level when G.M.B. Dobson 
finished the first version of the Dobson spectrophotometer in 1920. The instrument was 
made to measure total atmospheric ozone. The world wide covering Dobson network is 
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2 Solar ultraviolet irradiance measurements.. 

still important in global ozone monitoring. The data series of total ozone from Arosa, 

Switzerland (1820 m a.s.l.) is the most extensive that exist. The measurements began in 

1926 by F. W. P. Gotz and were continued by G. Perl and then H. U. Diitsch from the 

Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETH-Z). Continuous measurements of ozone 

started in Oslo in May 1978 and were performed by Søren H. H. Larsen [7]. 

Molina and Rowland [8] did in 1974 point out that anthropogenic CFC gases were able 

to act as a sink to stratospheric ozone. When the Antarctic ozone hole was discovered 

later and the results were published in 1985 [9], a lot of attention was focused on possible 

consequences of a further decrease in global ozone [10]. Later, convincing evidence 

supported the theory that the stratospheric ozone losses observed were caused by the 

enhanced amount of reactive chlorine released from long lived anthropogenic chlorine 

species, in particular chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) [11]. 

The alarming research results presented a global environmental threat, and was taken 

seriously by the world community. When the Montreal Protocol was signed in 1987 

several nations agreed upon an aim to halve the use of CFCs by 1999. Later reviews of 

the protocol held in 1990 in London and 1992 in Copenhagen, imposed all production of 

CFCs, CC14, and halons to cease by the year 2000. This has caused a dramatic reduction 

in the release of CFCs, but except for CFC-12, no observational evidence for a decreasing 

growth rate in stratospheric chlorine source gases has been reported up to 1998 [11]. 

The important role of Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs) in the activation of chlorine, 

was soon understood and later generally accepted. As stated by Danilin et al.; " It is 

now widely accepted that the spring ozone hole, first detected in Antarctica, can be ex-

plained primarily by activation of chlorine-containing molecules of anthropogenic origin 

via heterogeneous reactions on PSC surfaces and subsequent photolysis." [12]. 

1.2 Ozone U V relation 

The absorption cross section of ozone, at several temperatures, is known from laboratory 

measurements. This knowledge combined with model studies, can reveal expected changes 

in terrestrial ultraviolet spectrum due to changes in ozone. For a fixed solar zenith angle 

and fixed atmosphere a decrease in ozone would cause an increase of UVB, and the spectral 

changes correlates to the ozone absorption spectrum. 

Measurements under the Antarctic "ozone hole" established a correlation between 

an enhancement in biologically effective ultraviolet radiation and reduced ozone lev-

els [13] [14]. Ground level UVB does not only depend on total column ozone, but also the 

vertical distribution of ozone. Ozone located in the troposphere absorb more efficiently 
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than stratospheric ozone, since more light is scattered at the lower part of the atmosphere. 
A simple way of relating the change in ultraviolet irradiance at ground level to the 

level of change in total atmospheric ozone is the Radiation Amplification Factor, (RAF). 
Given stable atmospheric conditions for cloudiness, aerosol levels, solar elevation, albedo, 
and altitude, the RAF factor gives the relationship between the change in UV irradiance, 
E, with the change in total ozone column, O3. The UV irradiance might be weighted 
with a biological response function, for instance erythemal response. The RAF factor is 
given by 

For small changes ozone, the RAF factors indicate percentage change in erythemal effec-
tive irradiance due to one percent change in ozone [15]. RAF factors can be given for a 
specific biologically weighted irradiance or for a given wavelength. RAF factors behave 
differently for larger changes in the ozone column [16] and deviate from a linear relation. 
Madronich [17] suggested an alternative formulation 

where E* and E are the first and second UV irradiances, respectively to O3 and O3 
levels. The last model has a better prediction ability of UV changes due to ozone changes 
larger than 10-20% [18]. Typical factors for erythemal weighted irradiance and three 
specific wavelengths are determined from measurements at High-Alpine Research Station 
Jungfraujoch (Switzerland, 3576 m a.s.l.) are given in Table 1.1 [19]. Table 1.1 illustrates 
clearly that RAF factors increase dramatically with decreasing wavelength. This means 
that the biggest change in UV due to a total ozone decrease is expected to be found at 
wavelengths around 300 nm. RAF factors also decrease with sun elevation. This means 

Table 1.1 RAF factors measured for a given sun elevation, wavelength range, and in 
erythemal weighted irradiance measured with RB meter. The coefficients were determined 
from measurements in the Alps. [19] 

(1 .1) 

(1.2) 

Solar elevation 305.2 nm 311.1 nm 315.1 nm RB meter 
20° 2.82 1.70 1.18 1.30 
30° 2.35 1.40 1.06 1.18 
40° 1.92 1.12 0.87 0.90 
50° 1.44 0.86 0.73 0.95 
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that a measured increase in UVB due to ozone losses would be more visible at a low sun 
elevation, thus geographically at higher latitudes. 

1.3 Ozone trends 

The decline in total ozone started in the late 1970s. Statistically significant negative 
trends in total O3 are found at all latitudes, except in the tropics where ground-based 
measurement show no significant change [20]. Ozone levels in 1993 and 1994 deviated 
significantly [21] [22] from the usual trend with extensive losses, related to the Mount 
Pinatubo eruption in June 1991 [23]. 

In order to determine trends in a phenomena with large statistical fluctuations such 
as the total ozone is not easy based on limited amount of data. Ground based data ex-
ist from 1930 and global covering data from satellite measurements from 1978 (Nibus 7 
TOMS) [24]. Time series of total ozone have internal correlations and large natural varia-
tions, properties that complicates any statistical analysis of the time series. Hollandsworth 
et al. [25] pointed out that the magnitude of the observed ozone trends (Nimbus-7 SBUV 
and NOAA-11 SBUV/2) decreased with 2% per decade, if the length of the record was 
changed with 2-3 years. Interannual variability caused by dynamic pertubations may 
cause large spreads in regional trends of total ozone [26]. 

Satellite measurements show that ozone reduction is most pronounced at polar re-
gions while there is no significant decrease at equatorial latitudes. A linear decline of 
-5.1±2% per decade over Europe is reported from Dobson measurements [27]. Losses are 
most pronounced during winter and spring time [20]. Most dramatic are the losses over 
Antarctica of -22±7.2% per decade at spring time [27]. Trends determined in atmospheric 
ozone are not only dependent on latitude and longitude, but also on altitude. While a 
decrease has been observed in the stratospheric ozone concentrations, an increase in tro-
pospheric ozone has been observed for some locations [28]. Local variations are large and 
tropospheric ozone is related to polluted regions [20]. 

1.4 U V trends 

Establishment of a trend in terrestrial UV levels due to a change in stratospheric ozone is 
still a problem, mainly due to difficulties in instrumentation [10]. Due to problems with 
establishment of long term monitoring programs have caused a lack of historical data and 
historical high quality time series of UV irradiance. Few measurements exist to give us 
estimates of a "pre-ozone destruction" baseline in the UV climatology and they suffer 
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from poor calibration procedures. 

Estimates of changes in terrestrial UV radiation due to changes in total ozone, are 
based on a simple assumptions; that cloud cover and atmospheric aerosols remains con-
stant over the period analyzed. A change in the climate may alter the water contents of 
the troposphere. A change in industrial pollution, aircraft contrails, and other sources of 
cloud condensation nuclei may affect the cloud microphysics. Studies of RB-meter net-
work data conclude from variations in the UV irradiance that alterations in cloudiness 
could be comparable with changes caused by trends in column ozone [29]. 

From estimated trends in stratospheric ozone, we expect an increase in terrestrial 
UVB. Weaterhead et al. [30] reported a significant negative trend of the order of -6% per 
decade from analysis of 14 sites with RB-meter (1974-1991). However when corrections 
were made for a mean level shift due to instrument response effects, the trend changed to 
+2% per decade, but still not significant. 

For some sites, an increase in tropospheric pollution may have canceled a possible 
terrestrial UV increase. Over populated areas, aerosols and pollution can reduce UV 
radiation with as much as 40% [31]. Aerosols from anthropogenic sources are however 
expected to level off in industrialized countries. 

When considering trends in UVB and effects of a changed UV climatology, spectral 
information about changes are important. Spectral direct solar irradiance can provide 
information about total ozone and aerosol changes. If trends in spectral irradiance levels 
are considered, more dramatic figures appear at wavelengths at the lower part of UVB. 
Estimates of trends based on European measurements exist, showing an estimated 2.7% 
change per year in solar irradiance at 305 nm at Thessaloniki [32], These data are based 
on data from late 1990 and does not cover an entire solar cycle. If radiation at 300 nm 
is considered, a doubling in the irradiance level has been reported in Hohenpeissenberg, 
(Germany) during the last 30 years [33]. 

Instrumentation, calibration, and comparability of measured results are a problem 
in the attempt to establishing a possible trend and UV climatological maps. Internal 
correlation in the signal and clouds causing large variations in the time series are factors 
that complicate a trend analysis based on short time series. Weatherhead et al. [34] 
states that it will take several decades of high quality data to detect possible trends in 
the terrestrial UV radiation. 
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Figure 1.1: Definition of azimuth, zenith and solid angle. 

1.5 Radiometric definitions 

The azimuth angle <j> is defined as angle from south, where west of south is given as a 
positive angle and east of south as negative. The zenith angle 0 gives the angle away from 
zenith (the normal to a horizontal surface). A given direction on the upper hemisphere 
is defined by azimuth and zenith coordinates or direction vector fi. A solid angle dui is 
defined as the ratio of the surface dS over the square of the distance R from the receiving 
surface dA and dS where duj = dS/R2. 

In geometrical optics, the scalar approximation is applied and only a scalar intensity 
is used. All information about polarization disregarded. It is known that for a Rayleigh 
scattering atmosphere, disregarding polarization introduce errors in the modeled radiance 
distribution [35] [36]. However when clouds and aerosols are present in the atmosphere, 
the error is reduced due to multiple scattering. Spectral radiance /(A, fi) is a fundamental 
radiometric quantity that specify the radiation field; position, frequency distribution and 
direction. Spectral radiance is defined as the radiant energy propagating in a given solid 
angle 10 around a direction, fi, per unit area dA per unit time dt 

v ' cos(0) dA dt dhj dX 1 J v ' 

where the angle, 6, is the angle between the surface normal h of dA and the direction fi, 
(cos(0) = h • fi). 

1.5.1 Radiance model 

Only a few publications exist where UV radiance distributions have been measured [37] [38]. 
With a variable cloud cover the distribution changes rapidly and traditional measurements 
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are too slow to get any reasonable distribution. Grant et al. [39] made measurements of 
UVA and UVB for clear sky, using broadband UVA in UVB sensors. The data was fitted 
to a model given by Coomes [40] 

jV(1<,0,0A) = [A + Be~m* + Ccos2* cos(00)] x (1 - e"sec*)(l - e7Sec9°), (1.4) 

where the scattering angle "P is given by 

cos\P = cos 9 cos + sin 9 sin 60 cos <j>. (1.5) 

and the parameters used in (1.5) are given in table 1.2 

Table 1.2: ] 
Parameters for radiance model [equation (1.4)] 

Parameter Totala UVAb UVBC 

A 0.52 0.31 0.32 
B 17.1 1.6 0 
C 0.65 2.0 3.1 
m 5.49 1.0 0 

P 0.19 0.20 0.18 

7 0.53 0.8 1.2 
a Total short wave irradiance Harrison and Coomes 

1988 [40] 
b Weighted integral of UVA from Grant et al. [39] 
c Weighted integral of UVB from Grant et al. [39] 

The radiance distribution (1.4) has to be normalized according to 

EViff = [ N(Cl,Cl0) cos{0) dCl. (1.6) 
Jilt 

This radiance model is valid for total, integrated UVA and integrated UVB radiance, using 
the parameters given in table 1.2. Figure 1.5.1 shows two samples of UVB representing 
clear sky radiance distributions for solar zenith angles of 9 = 45° and 9 — 70°. The model 
given by equation (1.4) is fitted to results measured in a rural environment classified as 
"clean continental atmosphere." [39] 
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F i g u r e 1.2 Modeled radiance distributions using (1.4) for solar zenith angle 6 — 45° 

(left) and 0 = 70° (right) (ø0 = 0). The radiance model is representative for integrated 

UVA irradiance. Blue areas show low intensities and yellow to red indicate high intensities 

on a relative scale. 

1.6 The measurement equations 

Spectral radiance, I(X,Cl,Cl0), is a function of wavelength A, incoming angle ft, and the 

position of the sun Global irradiance, E(A, is related to the radiance and is given 

by 

E(A,fi0)=/ d£l I{X,£l,n0) cos{6). (1.7) 
J2-n 

A global irradiance measurement is a sum of all the light coming from the field of view 

above the diffusor. The solar radiance can be divided into diffuse radiance distribution and 

a direct component, where the direct component can be represented by a Dirac (^-function 

/(A, n , n 0 ) b i f f i A, n , n„) + W A , fioWfi - fi0) (i-8) 

Subst i tut ing (1.8) into (1.7) gives a new equation for the measured global irradiance 

E(A, fi0) = f dn IDiff(A, Cl, Clo)cos(0) + IDir{A, fi0) cos{90), (1.9) 
J2it 

E{ A,n0) = EDiff(X,Cl0) + Edir(\,£l0), (1.10) 

a sum of the diffuse and direct irradiance. 

1.6.1 Angular response error 

To make an instrument with an ideal angular response is a challenge if not impossible. At 

low solar zenith angles the receiving surface reflects more light than at higher sun angles, 
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causing a decreased sensitivity which is larger than the theoretical cosine projection of the 
surface dA. An ideal angular response follows a cosine dependence. The real measured 
response is called angular response and the deviation from the ideal response is called 
the cosine error. This means that angular response is CR((l) cos(0) where CR(Cl) is the 
cosine error. For an ideal instrument CR(9) = 1 V 6. For a real instrument (1.9) can be 
rewritten to 

Em{X, fi0) = f dn IDiff(X, fi, fio) cos{0)CR{6) + IDir(A, fi0) cos(60)CR(6Q). (1.11) 
J 2tt 

This can again be written as 

Em(X, fi0) = dc{fi0) • Emff(A, fi0) + EDir(A, fio)C*(0), (1.12) 

where the diffuse angular response error dc is given by 

= J2ir dCl I p i j f j X , fi, fi0) cos(9)CR(6) 

f 2 v d f i / w / ( A , f i , f i o ) c o s ( 0 ) 

An estimate of the total angular response error can be made by combining (1.10) and 
(1 .12 ) . 

1.6.2 Spectral response 

In the definition of irradiance from (1.7) the spectral irradiance is considered for the 
wavelength interval from A to A + dX. All wavelengths within this interval is equally 
weighted. In reality the spectral sampling is made with a Gaussian shaped function and 
this function is often non-symmetric. To make the measurement equation more complete 
a spectral response function, a slit-function, R(Xi — A), has to be included. This gives an 
expression for the measured irradiance given by 

poo 
Em(Xi, fi0) = / dX R{Xi - A) K ( f i 0 ) • EuiffiA, fi0) + EDir{A, fio)C*(0o)}. (1-14) 

Jo 

Including a real spectral response function will cause errors in the measurements at 
the lower part of the solar global UV-B spectrum, since light from higher wavelengths at a 
higher intensity may dominate the signal at a central wavelength A,. An understanding of 
the consequences of different spectral response functions is essential when measurements 
performed with different instruments are compared. The shape of the spectral response 
function does in general change with wavelength. A change in the Full Width Half Max-
imum (FWHM) value of slit functions of -0.2% to -0.4 % per nm has been observed [41]. 
This means the slit function in general broadens at lower wavelengths. 
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1.6.3 Temperature dependence 

A real monochromator may have sensitivity changes with the monochromator temperature 
T. Experiments performed on a spectroradiometer Optronic OL752 showed that the 
calibration factor at a given wavelength A had a strong correlation to the monochromator 
temperature. A simple model for the influence of monochromator temperature on the 
calibration coefficient can be given by 

C(X,T) = c0(A) + ci(X)T + c2(X)T2. (1.15) 

For the Optronic OL752 sensitivity changes were not the only factor influenced by temper-
ature. Wavelength settings were systematically changed with temperature as well. This 
means that Aj in the slit-function R(Xi — A) changed systematically with temperature. 
The combined effect of temperature changes is complicated to correct for. This leaves 
temperature stabilization as the definite best alternative to avoid the problem. 

1.6.4 Noise 

Spectral irradiance detectors based on Photo Multiplier Tubes (PMT) can be operated 
in either current mode, giving a current proportional to the incoming spectral irradiance, 
or a photon counting mode. Both methods are encumbered with noise. For a detector 
operated in current mode the irradiance will be given by 

poo 
S = K(T, S, A) / dX R(Xi - A) R ( f i 0 ) • EDiff(A, f20) + EDir{A, £l0)CR{6)}, (1.16) 

Jo 

where K(T, S, A) is the spectral calibration coefficient. This is in general a function of 
the detector temperature T, signal strength S, and wavelength. Most monochromators 
are assumed to have a linear response with signal strength, and the dependence upon S 
can be disregarded in the calibration coefficient. 

A part of this signal is noise. An estimate of the noise part can be made when the 
entrance optics is blocked and the spectroradiometer measures in complete dark. This 
dark current S^ark was measured before each scan and subtracted from the measurements. 
For the Optronic OL752 the dark current was strongly dependent upon the temperature 
inside the photomultiplier. The dark current had an exponential dependency upon the 
temperature and can be written as 

S{T) = s0 exp(«i T). (1.17) 

Experiments showed that s0 = l-61e — 12 and Si = 0.12 for the Optronic OL752. With 
an effective cooling of the PMT it could have been possible to keep the temperature close 
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to T — 0°C and the dark current at a mean value of 1.6e-12 A. The reality was a PMT 
temperature floating at 12 degrees below the monochromator and hence temperature 
variations in the PMT was correlated to the monochromator temperature. 

Since the dark current was removed from the measurements only variation of the dark 
current noise were of interest. From observations of the Optronic no significant change in 
the variation level was observed with temperature. 

1.7 Modeling spectral irradiance 

Radiative transfer models can be used to gain an understanding of the process of how the 
atmosphere influences global irradiance spectra. Predictions can be made for future irra-
diance levels given sufficient model inputs. This can be made for future ozone scenarios. 
Models can be used to calculate direct and diffuse irradiance ratios. Modeled irradiance 
applied in measurement equation (1.16) can be applied to estimate the consequences of a 
non-ideal instrument response. One frequently used model is the free available radiative 
transfer solver UVSpec [42] using the Discrete Ordinate Method (DOM) to solve the ra-
diative transfer equation. Model simulations depend on the input parameters which has 
to be as real as possible for a specific atmospheric situation. Some of the input parameters 
can be determined from direct measurements (ozone and aerosols) whereas the ground 
reflection has to be guessed or estimated using inverse methods [43]. Without information 
from direct measurements, input parameters have to be assumed according to an average 
atmospheric condition for the specific site investigated. 

1.8 Future U V climatological perspectives 

Madronich has made predictions that stratospheric chlorine would peak in 1999 and slowly 
start to drop to pre-CFC age levels somewhere around 2060. [44] New predictions for 
stratospheric chlorine and bromine have been made and simulations have predicted that 
the level will continue to stay close to the peak level from the earlier estimated peak in 
1998-2000 untill 2010 before the level starts to turn back to a pre-industrial level. [45] 

Further increase in greenhouse gases cause a tropospheric heating and shield the strato-
sphere from thermal radiation emitted from earth. A green house gas enriched troposphere 
acts like a thermal filter between the Earth and the stratosphere leading to a cooling of 
the stratosphere. A cooling of the stratosphere may lead to a further depletion of ozone 
via increased polar stratospheric cloud formation [12]. With these complex interactions 
between stratospheric ozone and climate change, further monitoring and research will 
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continue to play an important role. The next 20 years will be critical since the level of 
ozone depletion gases are predicted to stay close to peak levels during this period. 
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1.9 Thesis contents 

This thesis consist of work gathered in 6 papers. The first two papers have not been 
submitted for publication. The third paper has been published in the proceedings from 
The first internet conference on Photochemistry and Photobiology, Nov 17- Dec 19. 1997. 
(http://www.photobiology.com, Ed. Paul Heelis. Contributed paper C35. The fourth 
paper is accepted for publishing in Journal of Geophysical Research (ECUV special section 
scheduled for February 2000). The last paper is published in Applied Optics. A summary 
of the contents of each paper is given below. 

Spectral solar irradiance measurements in 

Trondheim, instrumentation, calibration and quality 

control 

Trond Morten Thorseth 23 

Instrument characteristics of the spectroradiometer, used for monitoring global irra-
diance measurements in Trondheim, have been mapped and the angular response and 
spectral response were measured. Angular response data was combined with modeled 
spectral irradiance data to gain estimates of the angular response error. The angular 
response error was estimated to be in the range from 6 to 10%, if an isotropic radiance 
distribution was assumed for a given clear-sky. If a clear-sky radiance distribution was 
used the error increased to be in the range from 8 to 16%, dependent on solar zenith 
angle. 

The calibration procedure for the spectroradiometer is presented and some factors 
causing an uncertainty in the calibration were studied. An automatic calibration lamp 
current control was developed, and the influence of lamp current error on the absolute 
calibration was analyzed. A wavelength dependent error in the irradiance output from 
the lamp as a function of lamp current was found to be 1% per mA at 300 nm to 0.5 % 
per nm at 800 nm. 

As a part of the post-processing of the spectral irradiance data, a wavelength shift 
detection algorithm was developed after the scheme suggested by Slaper et al. [48]. Some 
details from the development and problems in the algorithm are presented. 

http://www.photobiology.com
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Effect of temperature on biological dose rates derived 

from spectral solar U V irradiance measurements 

Trond Morten Thorseth, Berit Kjeldstad and Christer Jensen 53 

Accurate spectral solar irradiance measurements depend upon a good calibration. If 

the spectroradiometer operates at a different temperature than the calibration temper-

ature, sensitivity and wavelength settings of the instrument will change. This is the 

case for most spectroradiometers, but the magnitude of this effect will vary for different 

types of instruments. In this study a widely used spectroradiometer, Optronic OL752, 

from Optronic Laboratories Inc. has been investigated. Both the effect of temperature 

on sensitivity and wavelength shift has been quantified. The sensitivity of the Optronic 

OL752 in the ultraviolet region, 290-400 nm, decreased approximately 0.8 %/K when the 

instrument was heated above the calibration temperature. Wavelength shift coefficients 

were derived for several wavelength regions with two independent methods. One of the 

methods used was direct observation of how the measured spectral lines from a Hg lamp, 

shifted with temperature. The other method, calculated the relative shift in the spectral 

global irradiance measurements by comparing the Fraunhofer structure in the measured 

spectra to the structure in an extraterrestrial spectrum. OL752 had a systematic wave-

length shift, varying from 0.10 nm/K at 254 nm to 0.06 nm/K at 633 nm. CIE-weighted 

irradiance derived from modeled data, was used to estimate errors due to temperature 

effects. If the spectroradiometer temperature is not controlled, a change of 5 K may lead 

to an error in the derived CIE-weighted irradiance from 10% to 15% dependent upon solar 

zenith angle and atmospheric conditions. 

Solar irradiance monitoring with moderate bandwidth radiometer 

Trond Morten Thorseth, Berit Kjeldstad and Bjørn Johnsen 71 

Measurements from moderate bandwidth multichannel radiometer are considered and 

errors in the measured global solar ultraviolet irradiance due to angular response and spec-

tral response are estimated. The spectral response of each channel were used to model 

the error made applying moderate bandwidth radiometer measurements as spectral ir-

radiance measurements. A model study was applied to consider errors that would have 

appeared if the GUV had been sun calibrated against the Optronic 01752 spectroradiome-

ter. Calibration errors of the GUV were shown to be zenith and ozone dependent. Errors 
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in global irradiance measurements, due to a non ideal angular response were estimated 
for clear-sky, using several calculations schemes. Measured angular response was fitted 
to empirical models using least squares. The error estimates where radiance models were 
used in stead of the isotropic diffuse radiance, gave largest errors. The 305 nm channel 
had a systematic underestimation of 6-10%, dependent on calculation schemes and solar 
zenith angle. For the other channels the irradiance underestimation were found to be 
3-5% at 313 nm, 4-8% at 320, 4-8% at 340, and 4-7% at 380 nm. An azimuth dependent 
angular response caused this error to be both azimuth and zenith dependent. The az-
imuth dependence was estimated to be in the order of 1-2%, dependent on channel and 
orientation of the instrument. 

Studies of noise characteristics revealed that the 305 nm channel deviated from the 
other channels with a low signal to noise ratio. All channels, except the 305 nm, had a 
mean signal to noise ratio larger than 100 for solar zenith angles below 90°. 

Cloud optical depth estimates retrieved from moderate 

bandwidth global irradiance measurements 

Trond Morten Thorseth 105 

Cloud optical depth was estimated from global irradiance measurements using a table 
lookup method, as suggested by Stamnes et al. 1990 [46]. A radiative transfer model 
(UVSpec) was applied to construct the lookup tables. When a thin cloud layer was intro-
duced in a radiative transfer model, the modeled ground level irradiance increased before 
a general decrease was observed. This caused a one to one identification problem in the 
interpolation of the Stamnes table that has not earlier been reported. The cloud optical 
depth retrieval algorithm was tested with an inclusion of instrumental angular response. 
At clear sky conditions a decrease in effective cloud optical depth of one unit (from three 
to two) could be found, when instrumental angular response was included in the table. 
Time series of global irradiance data from the GUV, operated in Trondheim from 1996 to 
1998, showed that 35 to 40 % of all measurements could be classified with a cloud optical 
depth in the range from 0 to 5. 55 to 60% of the measurements was classified as cloudy, 
with an effective cloud optical depth larger than 5. 
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Comparison of solar UV measurements performed with 

spectroradiometer and moderate bandwidth multichannel 

radiometer for different cloud conditions 

Trond Morten Thorseth, Berit Kjeldstad and Bjørn Johnsen 119 

Journal of Geophysical Research, 105(4):4809-4820, 2000 

A method to control spectral global irradiance data using moderate bandwidth multi-

channel radiometer data was analyzed. The multichannel instrument sampled at both 1 

min averages and a high frequency of approximately 0.5 Hz simultaneously with the spec-

tral data. Deviations between multichannel radiometer and spectroradiometer, caused by 

different angular response (cosine and azimuth), were investigated. Uncertainties due to 

separate sampling systems and nonideal timing were quantified and removed before data 

intercomparison. It is shown that high-frequency multichannel measurements, ideal syn-

chronized to spectral measurements can be used to identify short-term unexpected errors 

in spectral measurements down to a level of 5%, limited by the relative angular response 

error between the instrument during variable cloud conditions. 

Solar irradiance monitoring with moderate bandwidth radiometer 
Trond Morten Thorseth and Berit Kjeldstad 141 

Applied Optics, 20 October, 38(30):6247-6252, 1999 

A measurement scheme and an algorithm have been developed to retrieve global ir-

radiance ultraviolet solar spectra (290-400 nm) at a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz. The algo-

rithm combines spectral irradiance measurements performed with a slow (a few minutes) 

scanning spectroradiometer (Optronic Model OL752) and a moderate bandwidth multi-

channel radiometer (Biospherical ground-based ultraviolet radiometer Model 541). The 

filter radiometer instrument allows for continuous observations of global UV radiation at 

five channels (approximately 10-nm bandwidth), performed simultaneously with spectral 

measurements. Information about changing cloud conditions during a spectral scan was 

retrieved from filter measurements and applied to spectral data, hence estimated spec-

tra without cloud variations could be constructed. The quality of the estimated spectra 

depends on data quality from both instruments. The method works well in all kinds of 

weather conditions, as long as the Sun is above the horizon and none of the instruments 

are hampered by measurement errors. 
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Abstract 

Instrument characteristics of the spectroradiometer, used for monitoring global irradiance 
measurements in Trondheim, have been mapped and the angular response and spectral 
response were measured. Angular response data was combined with modeled spectral 
irradiance data to gain estimates of the angular response error. The angular response 
error was estimated to be in the range from 6 to 10%, if an isotropic radiance distribution 
was assumed for a given clear-sky. If a clear-sky radiance distribution was used the error 
increased to be in the range from 8 to 16%, dependent on solar zenith angle. 

The calibration procedure for the spectroradiometer is presented and some factors 
causing an uncertainty in the calibration were studied. An automatic calibration lamp 
current control was developed, and the influence of lamp current error on the absolute 
calibration was analyzed. A wavelength dependent error in the irradiance output from 
the lamp as a function of lamp current was found to be 1% per mA at 300 nm to 0.5 % 
per nm at 800 nm. 

As a part of the post-processing of the spectral irradiance data, a wavelength shift 
detection algorithm was developed after the scheme suggested by Slaper et al. [10]. Some 
details from the development and problems in the algorithm are presented. 
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2.1 Introduction 

A spectroradiometer Optronic OL752 (Optronic Laboratories Inc. Florida USA) was used 
for spectral global irradiance monitoring in Trondheim (63.47°N,10.46°E). The spectrora-
diometer system was redesigned to make an automated measurement every ten minutes 
during all weather conditions. The spectroradiometer has been slightly modified and 
put under computer control in a weather proof enclosure for automatic operation. This 
paper gives a description of the system, modifications made, calibration procedure, and 
post-measurement quality control made on data. 

2.2 Spectroradiometer concept 

Figure 2.1 gives a schematic overview of the spectroradiometer system, an Optronic OL752 
with modified input optics. The monochromator was placed inside a weather proof enclo-
sure. A build inn PID regulated heater element of 100 W was used to keep the temperature 
at 30°C. Inside the weather enclosure a fan circulated the internal air to reduce internal 
temperature gradients. A 96 W cooler element was included to remove superfluous heat. 
The PID controller, used to control the heater element, was also used to control the ther-
moelectric cooler(TEC). This regulator has an alarm switch that was switched on at 0.4°C 
above the regulation point. The alarm switch functioned as an on/off regulator of the 
cooler system. Several thermistors were installed inside the monochromator to monitor 
the temperature. 

The spectroradiometer was controlled by a PC through a locally developed sampling 
program (Turbo Pascal). A GPIB 1 protocol was used to control the spectroradiometer 
and a multimeter was used to scan thermistors inside the weather enclosure, also con-
trolled by the same GPIB bus. Additional outdoor temperature was logged with the 
same multimeter. The internal computer clock was corrected on diurnal scale using a 
GPS2 unit. The GPS was installed in February 1998. Signals from the GPS were read 
using a standard serial line (RS232). After installation of the GPS, errors in time scale 
were less than 2 s on a 24 hour time scale. 

The double monochromator has two holographic diffraction gratings (see Figure 2.2). 
The gratings have 100 mm focal length, 1200 lines/mm and f number of the monochroma-
tor is f/4. The detector is a S-20 photomultiplier tube (PMT) operated in current mode. 
Two thermistors were placed inside the monochromator in addition to a pt-100 element, 
placed inside the PMT housing by the manufacturer. Thermistor T1 was placed on top 

1 General Purpose Interface Bus 
2 Global Positioning System 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic overview of the spectroradiometer logging system and connection 
to the GUV-541 logging system. The spectroradiometer system consist of the controller 
PC gathering data from a multimeter, GPS and the spectroradiometer. Data from a 
separate GUV measurement system was retrieved through a cross-link between the two 
systems. For further details, see text. 

of the PMT housing and was glued to the housing for good thermal contact, while ther-
mistor 2 (T2) gives the temperature of the monochromator air. The PMT housing was 
cooled with a small thermoelectric cooler element (MI1013T-03AC, Marlow Industries 
Inc.) Cooling of the PMT tube was not made to keep the PMT housing at an absolute 
level. This means that the PMT temperature varies with the monochromator tempera-
ture at a temperature level ~12 K below the monochromator temperature. Bad design 
in the thermal heat bridge from the TEC to the surroundings caused the TEC to burn 
quite frequently. A breakdown was spotted by looking at the gradient between the two 
thermistors T1 and T2 placed inside the monochromator. If both thermistors showed the 
same temperature, a lack of thermal gradient indicated that the cooling of the PMT was 

DIffusor Head 

Air circulating fan 

Heating element 
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Figure 2.2 A sketch of the monochromator design showing the entrance slit, filter wheel, 
reflecting mirror, two gratings and the PMT housing with the cooler. The figure also shows 
the placement of thermistors Tl, T2, and TJPMT relative to the cooling system. 

defect. A low and stable PMT housing temperature was desirable to avoid changes in the 
signal noise level. In front of the monochromator is a filter wheel with three filters: A 
lowpass-, bandpass- and one highpass- filter, one open position and one blocking position 
for dark current measurements. To keep track of the position, a small dip was made in 
the wheel and a micro-switch is turned on when it enters the hole. The switch has a small 
wheel which physically touches the filter wheel. This solution grounds paint of the filter 
wheel, causing dust to enter the filters. 

Originally the monochromator was delivered with an integrating sphere. The integrat-
ing sphere showed significant azimuth dependence in the angular response [1], something 
that caused systematic errors in global solar irradiance measurements. The integrating 
sphere was later replaced with a flat transmitting teflon diffusor. The new diffusor caused 
a reduction in the entrance optics throughput compared to the effective integrating sphere, 
but removed the problematic azimuth dependent angular response. In general when spec-
tral irradiance measurements are made in laboratory with the detector oriented normal 
to the source the integrating sphere is better due to a sovereign throughput. 

The flat diffusor was placed inside an aluminum optics head, heated with a 100 W 
PID controlled heater element. The aluminum head provided a thermal buffer keeping 
the temperature of the optics head at a constant level around ~30°C. Heating at this 
temperature keeps the diffusor dry during summer time and ice free in the winter time. 
Figure 2.3 shows how the diffusor and the diffusor holder were placed inside a aluminum 
structure. To avoid water condensing at the inside of the diffusor dried air was circulated 
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Figure 2.3 The diffusor and the optical fiber, build into a diffusor head with air cir-
culation and heating shown to the left, with a schematic cut through the center showing 
the air inlet and outlet. The slice also illustrates how a fixation ring was used to fix the 
position of the fiber relative to the diffusor. 

inside. The dried air was taken from the weather enclosure and returned to the same 
volume. Inside the weather enclosure a bed with silica gel was used to remove moisture 
from the air. A fixation ring was placed between the optical fiber and the diffusor. This 
ensured a constant distance between the fiber and the diffusor after each dismounting. 

A cross link was establish between the moderate bandwidth filter radiometer system 
(GUV-541, Biospherical Instruments, San Diego, California) and the spectroradiometer 
in May 1998. A serial line was used to capture information sent from the GUV to the 
GUV - Temperature controller/Computer Interface. For each wavelength scanned with 
the spectroradiometer, one measurement from the GUV-541 was snapped and stored in 
formatted text files, separated from the spectroradiometer data. The two measurement 
systems were synchronised with errors less than 0.5 s. Synchronized rapid scanned multi-
channel data provided information about irradiance variability during the spectral scan, 
useful for cloud flagging. Data from the GUV has been used as a control of the stability 
of the spectral irradiance measurements, described in chapter 6. Information about vari-
ability in the irradiance from the GUV data was combined with the spectral irradiance 
data to estimate spectra at a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz in chapter 7. 

Figure 2.4 and gives an example of global irradiance spectrum scanned simultaneously 

Optical Fibre 

Fiber distance 
fix. ring 
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the 

Figure 2.4 Spectral global irradiance scanned at variable cloud situations simultaneously 
with GUV-541 measurements. 

with moderate bandwidth measurements at five channels, scanned at a variable cloud 
situation. 

2.3 Calibration 

2.3.1 Procedure 

The Optronic OL752 was calibrated against a 1000 W FEL lamp (EN86 from Epply) 
traceable to NIST. Data from the certificate was interpolated using a cubic spline algo-
rithm to get the same spectral resolution as the scanning resolution. Distance from the 
FEL lamp to the entrance optics was 50.0 cm, as shown in detail in Figure 2.5. A leveled 
laser was used to give a horizontal alignment line. The diffusor was first placed in the 
beam, thereafter the filament was positioned. The lamp and the diffusor head were placed 
in two separate chambers, separated by black clothing and a black baffle with a circular 
hole. Both chambers were covered with black clothing. After alignment of the lamp and 
the diffusor in the laser beam the laser was removed. 

The lamp current of 7.9 A was provided by a automatic current regulating system (See 
Computer Controlled Current Regulator on page 30 how the controller was connected 
to control the lamp current). Both current through the lamp and lamp voltage were 
monitored and stored. A wavelength calibration was performed against a mercury lamp. 
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Figure 2.5 A sketch illustrating the alignment of the lamp relative to the entrance 
optics. The lamp filament was placed normal to the center of the diffusor. 

The wavelength calibration was always performed at three lines 546.1 nm, 404.7 nm and 
ending with the triplets in the mercury emission spectrum around 312.567 nm, 313.155 
nm and 313.184 nm. Before the calibration started, a set of 5-10 scans were taken to give 
the monochromator time to build up the temperature gradient that normally exist during 
measurements. This was made while the lamp was heated and the Computer Controlled 
Current Regulator was stabilizing the lamp current. 

For irradiance calibration, an average of three spectral scans with a resolution of 0.5 
nm were scanned. When three spectra were consistent within 2-3%, an average of these 
spectra were used for the calibration. This contributed, to some extent, to average out 

SookCwtc»! 

Block Curt® 
Baffle 

Figure 2.6 A sketch showing the calibration setup, with the lamp chamber separated 
form the diffusor chamber using black curtains. 
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some of the noise in the measured instrument responsivity. 

2.3.2 Computer Controlled Current Regulator 

The current trough the 1000 W FEL lamp was controlled by applying a technique where 
the current was split in a large lamp current and a parallel adjustable current. The parallel 
adjustable current was controlled by a Computer Controlled Current Regulator (CCCR). 
The CCCR has an update frequency of 0.87 Hz giving the possibility to maintain an 
accuracy in the current through the lamp Iiamp to around 1 rnA. The CCCR software 
gave the possibility to use various shunt resistors and had a choice of current level. All 
data during the working time, including warm up time, lamp current and voltage were 
stored in data files. 

The power supply used was a Power Ten Inc. model 3400B-1502. This current/voltage 
source had a systematic drift of typical 5-7 mA per hour if not regulated. The idea with 
the regulation system was to divide the "constant" current I from the source in two, 
one large current through the calibration lamp Iiamp and a small adjustable computer-
controlled current I reg parallel to the lamp. By continuously adjusting I reg variations in 
hamp in the order of 0.01 mA could be compensated. The principle is widely known but 
to complete the description, it is summarized in Figure 2.7. 

Figure 2.7 Connection diagram for calibration setup showing how the current from the 
power supply I tot was divided into two parallel currents. By varying the current parallel 
to the lamp, it was possible to compensate for variations in the lamp current in the order 

Principle 

Computer Stepmotor Controled 
Variable Resistor 

Shunt resistor voltage feedback 

of 0.01 mA. 
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Table 2.1: 
Instrument Range Inp. Res 24 hour 

23°C± 1° 
1 year 

23°C± 5° 
HP 34401A 100.0 mV 10 Gfi 0.0030 + 0.0030 0.0050 + 0.0035* 
HP 43301A 1000 V 10 Mfi± 1% 0.0020 + 0.0006 0.0045 + 0.0010* 

* Accuracy ± % of reading 4- % of range 

The shunt resistor used was a Fluke Model Y5020 and the multimeter for measuring 
shunt voltage was a HP34401A. The shunt resistor participated in the inter-comparison 
at STUK, May-1996 [9] together with the old multimeter (Keithley DMM199) used until 
1996. The multimeter reading over the shunt resistor showed a deviation of 0.008% from 
the reference instrument, using the old DMM multimeter. This multimeter unfortunately 
broke down in the transport from the intercomparison. A new HP43301A multimeter was 
used for measuring the lamp voltage. The accuracy specifications for the multimeter used 
are given in the Table 2.1. 

During a calibration of the spectroradiometer, performed from 250 to 500 nm in steps 
of 0.5 nm, a set of 1427 lamp current measurements were taken. Mean value was 
7.90000±0.00016 mA (lu), equivalent to a percentage standard deviation of ~0.002%. 
FFT analysis of the current level showed that the signal consisted of white noise. This, 
together with observations, indicated that the current level was randomly distributed 
around the mean. The voltage level observed changed from one lamp to the other. For 
good lamps, the voltage level was stable with no significant drift. A typical voltage reading 
for EN-86 was 109.309±0.008 V under a calibration procedure as described. 

Error estimates 

The shunt resistor voltage was approximately 78 mV DC. In the 100 mV region the 
HP34401A multimeter has a resolution of 0.1/iV, a one year accuracy of 50 ppm of the 
reading plus 35 ppm of the range that gives an accuracy of 78.8-0.000050+100-0.000035 = 
0.0074mV. The shunt resistor has a given accuracy of 0.01%. By simply using ohms law 
I = VjR, it was possible to give an estimate of the standard deviation in the current: 

Results 

(2 .1) 

(2.2) 
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With R=0.0099994±0.000001 Ohm and V=78.8±0.0074 mV a current accuracy of 
7.9000±0.00074 A could be expected within a year. At the range of 300 mV the Keithly 
multimeter has an internal resistance larger than 10 Mf2. The current loss trough the 
shunt resistor voltmeter is 10000000.0/0.009 that is approximately 8 nA goes trough the 
multimeter. For the lamp voltage measurement this imply 10,000,000/15, approximately 
10 i-iA thus current lost through the multimeter could be ignored. 

A HP 34401A Multimeter was used to measure voltage across the calibration lamp. 
Voltage level across a 1000 W calibration lamp at 7.9 A was typically 105 to 110 V. The 
one year accuracy in the measurements (given operation at temperatures in a range 23° C 
± 5°) was given to 0.005% of the reading plus 0.0035% of the rage. This gives a reading 
at a 110 V±(0.00005 110 + 0.000035 • 1000) = 110 ± 0.04 V, an accuracy of 0.04%. 

Error in irradiance as a function of lamp current 

The accurate current adjustment made it possible to study the effect of current on the 
lamp emission. An experiment was set up where three scans of the lamp were taken for 
each current level. The current I caused a measured irradiance Emi\(I), for a small range 
around 7.900 A an assumption was made that the lamp output could be described as 
a linear function of the current. The method of least squares was used to calculate the 
coefficients in a linear model for each wavelength. The correlation coefficient for 380 nm 
was 0.95 and typically decreased for decreasing wavelengths due to an increased noise 
level in the signal. An empirical model giving the ratio of the irradiance at given lamp 
current I and given wavelength A to irradiance level at 7.9 A was given by 

D=(a0 + aiX + a2A2) + (60 + M + b2A2) * I. (2.3) 

The model was valid for a current range from 7.8 A to 8.0 A and representative for 
wavelengths from 290 nm to 800 nm. A percentage error in the lamp irradiance due to 
error in absolute current level could be achieved by subtracting one and multiply by 100. 
Best fit coefficients found by least squares were a0 = —17.13, at = 0.0357, a2 = —2.22e —5 
and b0 = 2.295, bx = -0.00452, b2 - 2.816e - 6. Figure 2.8 shows a contour plot of the 
error as a function of wavelength and lamp current. Calibration in general gets more 
sensitive to current accuracy at the lower wavelengths, typically one percent per mA to 
one percent at 2 mA error at 800 nm. 

2.3.3 Results 

The spectroradiometer was calibrated once every half year. The frequency of the cali-
bration was way too low, since it has been recommended to make a calibration against a 
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Figure 2.8 Modeled deviation (2.3) from 7.9 A irradiance given current and wavelength. 
Each contour line represent one percent deviation from 7.9 A 

1000 W standard once every six month [13]. Calibrations against 100 and 200 W lamps 
have not been made at our site due to the lack of a stable portable lamp. 

Figure 2.9 (left) shows the responsivity ratio between the last calibration and the other 
calibrations made. The sensitivity measurements showed a high sensitivity during winter 
time while the summer calibrations deviated with a lower sensitivity. 

By scanning three subsequent scans in one calibration procedure, information about 
the noise level in the calibration was obtained. Figure 2.9 (right) shows the estimated 
standard deviation as a function of wavelength for three lamp scans. The noise level was 
1% for 290 nm and decreased to ~0.3% at 400 nm (running average). As the measured 
points show, the scatter can be larger as much as 1.5% in some cases. 

The absolute spectral responsivity of the Optronic OL752 was correlated to tempera-
ture. This temperature sensitivity does not however explain the changes in responsivity 
seen in the calibration curves of Figure 2.9 (left). A general tendency of large tempo-
ral instabilities in the warm summer months can bee observed when spectroradiometer 
data are compared to GUV-541 data. Stability was re-established during winter months. 
Observations of the monochromator temperature shows that the temperature regulation 
system has problems regulating the temperature inside the weather enclosure. The cool-
ing system was not capable of handling the radiative forcing which occurred some hot 
days. This caused a temporal temperature rise in the enclosure. 
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Figure 2.9 The ratio of the responsivity at the different calibrations against the last 
average responsivity measured at last calibration (left). Standard deviation in measured 
responsivity calculated from three subsequent calibration scans (right). 

However, the instrument suffers from serious instabilities on both long and short time 
scales which can not be explained from temperature changes. When time series of the ratio 
between the GUV and the Optronic were calculated for a class of solar zenith angles, the 
correlation between the temperature and the ratio of the measurements was insignificant 
(R=-0.006, 60° < 0q < 70°). This showed that the temperature was not the main source 
of the stability problem observed in the ratio. 

2.4 Discussion 

Moving the instrument from the roof down to the calibration facility in the neighbour 
building represented a lot of vibrations and small shocks. From January 1998, the trans-
portation distance decreased significantly when the dark room facility was moved up to 
the control room. However, the monochromator still had to be carried down one floor. It 
has been shown from intercalibrations that movements of the monochromator have caused 
a change in the sensitivity of spectroradiometears [11] [5]. Moving the calibration facility 
represented a large improvement, but still the best future solution would be a calibration 
facility without having to move the instrument. This can easily be achieved by placing 
the weather enclosures indoor and using long fibers that can be pulled inside and placed 
in the calibration facility. 

One of the main factors affecting the absolute accuracy in a global irradiance measure-
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ment is the calibration standard. Absolute standards are defined by National Standards 
Laboratories but the absolute irradiance levels disagree by several percent in UVB [13], 
even lamps from the same laboratory disagree [9]. A intercomparison of the irradiance 
standards performed by Comité Consultatif de Photometrie et Radiometrie (CCPR) of 
the Comitté International des Poids et Mesures (CIPM) where standards from NIST 
(National Institute of Standards and Technology USA), NPL (National Physical Labo-
ratory, United Kingdom), and PTB (Physikalische Technische Bundesanstalt Germany) 
were compared. Transfer of standards where made using deuterium and tungsten-halogen 
lamps. The intercomparison revealed that spectral irradiance measurements performed 
by the different laboratories disagreed with each other by 5 % to 10 % in the wavelength 
range 200 nm to 400 nm[12]. This means that one can expect a systematic offset in the 
spectral global irradiance of ~3-5% inherited from the calibration lamp. 

2.5 Spectroradiometer characteristics 

2.5.1 Linearity 

When the spectroradiometer response at a specific wavelength becomes a function of the 
absolute incident irradiance level, there is a non-linearity in the irradiance response. This 
might be the case for a photon counting detector when the irradiance level is to high and 
the detector is not able to separate the incoming photons. There has been no sign of 
any non-linearity in the monochromator of the Optronic OL752. During intercalibration 
campaigns at lower latitudes [3] [9] the irradiance levels are much stronger than at the 
home site. Indications of significant non-linearity in the Optronic have not showed up in 
the comparison against other instruments. 

2.5.2 Slit-function 

Irradiance at a specific wavelength was gained within a spectral range from A, A + dA. 
The bandwidth was defined by full width half maximum dXp\yHM. The spectral response 
function was found by measuring a monochromatic laser line (Cd laser line at 325.029 
nm), performed at Izana NOG-96 intercomparison [9]. The measured slitfunction is shown 
in Figure 2.10. The spectroradiometer scanned from 315 nm to 335 nm in steps of 0.1 
nm. After the measurement, the line was mirrored around Xmax. Measurements of the 
slit function were made several times with different gray filters in order to ensure that no 
saturation occurred. 
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Figure 2.10 The slit-function measured at 325.029 nm plotted against the offset in nm 
from 325 nm. 

For 325 nm and with the slits used, a slit function of 1 nm FWHM was found3. It is 
expected that the slit function might vary with wavelength [8]. It has been found that 
the FWHM value of the slit function typically decrease 0.2-0.4%/nm with wavelength[5]. 

2.6 Angular response 

Angular response is the measured response at a given angle 9 relative to the normal 
incidence angle 6 = 0. Deviation from an ideal cosine response was denoted cosine error 
and the error in the measured global irradiance was denoted angular response error. The 
angular response error can be divided in two components, direct angular response error 
and diffuse angular response error. 

2.6.1 Angular response measurements 

The angular response was measured from 290 to 400 in steps of 10 nm for each 10° zenith 
angle. The response was measured for two azimuth <j>i and (f>2 = <f>i + 180 angles from 
zenith 0° to 90°. Measurements were performed against a 1000 W FEL lamp. An early 
version of the computer controlled current regulating system (2.3.2) was used to keep the 
current level at 7.900±0.001 A. The lamp was fixed in a standard vertical mode while the 

3 Entrance slit 0.125 mm, central slit 1.0 mm and exit slit 0.125 mm 
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Figure 2.11: A sketch of the setup for angular response measurement. 

entrance optics was rotated. Figure 2.11 shows a sketch over the setup for the angular 
response measurement. Measured irradiance for all wavelengths are shown in Figure 
2.12(left) as open circles. 

For each measured wavelength the cosine error was fitted to a simple model given by 
a forth order polynomial 

(7(0) = c0 + cj0 + c262 + C393 + c404. (2.4) 

Fitting the data to the cosine error model (2.4) by the method of least squares gave the 
the coefficients given in the Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: Spectral cosine error model 

A Co CL C2 c3 c4 

290 1.0 -2.14e-4 -9.41e-6 2.59e-8 -7.29e-9 
300 1.0 -8.12e-5 -1.53e-5 -1.92e-9 -6.21e-9 
310 1.0 -2.13e-4 -8.00e-6 3.73e-8 -7.29e-9 
320 1.0 -6.57e-5 -9.66e-6 1.24e-8 -7.08e-9 
330 1.0 - l . l l e -4 -5.89e-6 2.00e-8 -7.62e-9 
340 1.0 -7.61e-5 -6.59e-6 1.52e-8 -7.51e-9 
350 1.0 -6.29e-5 -6.89e-6 1.86e-8 -7.29e-9 
360 1.0 -8.24e-5 -5.74e-6 1.78e-8 -7.50e-9 
370 1.0 -1.38e-4 -1.44E-5 1.67e-8 -6.42e-9 
380 1.0 -1.39e-4 -1.48e-5 1.97e-8 -6.34e-9 
390 1.0 -2.19e-4 -9.45e-6 3.54e-8 -7.20e-9 
400 1.0 -1.80e-4 -1.97e-6 2.97e-8 -8.24e-9 

Average 1 -1.32e-4 -8.99e-6 2.05e-8 -7.16e-9 
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Figure 2.12 The measured (o) and modeled cosine error for the OL752 for wavelengths 
from 290 to 400 nm(left). The average modeled cosine error model for the OL752 for 
wavelengths from 290 to 400 nm. (right) 

Measured data are plotted together with the modeled data in Figure 2.12(left) is which 
give the angular response for the OL752. The model was normalized for 9 = 0 by setting 
c0 = 1 for all wavelengths. 

No significant wavelength dependence in the measured cosine error was observed for 
wavelengths from 290 to 400 nm. The average model for further use was then given by 

C(0) = 1 - .0001326» - (8.99e - 6)6>2 + (2.05e - S)6»3 - (7.16E - 9)04. (2.5) 

2.6.2 Angular response error estimates 
An estimate of the angular response error has been made for clear-sky measurements. The 
work is separated in two parts where the diffuse angular response error estimated sepa-
rately before the total angular response error was performed. Calculations of irradiance 
levels were made using a pseudo-spherical [4] version UVspec [2], Albedo was assumed 
Lambertian, using 10% reflection. Aerosols were turned off and a subarctic summer at-
mospheric profile was used. (AFGL-TR-86-0110). The diffuse angular response error was 
calculated using two different radiance models. In the first case, using an isotropic radi-
ance distribution and in the second, using a clear-sky radiance distribution from Grant 
et al. [7]. Solar zenith angles were taken from a solar trajectory representing June 21. in 
Trondheim. Table 2.3 shows the diffuse cosine error coefficient as calculated for the given 
solar positions and radiance distributions. 

Figure 2.13(left) show a plot of the diffuse angular response error calculated using a 
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Table 2.3 Diffuse angular response error for Optronic OL752 with flat transmitting 
teflon diffusor, using clear sky radiance distributions from Grant et al. for UVA and 
UVB. 

Azimuth Zenith UVA UVB 
155.94 90.85 0.860 0.868 
142.59 87.42 0.859 0.859 
129.58 82.78 0.856 0.851 
116.80 77.18 0.858 0.846 
104.04 70.90 0.859 0.846 
90.97 64.27 0.863 0.851 
77.16 57.61 0.869 0.859 
62.06 51.33 0.876 0.870 
45.13 45.94 0.882 0.879 
26.06 42.04 0.886 0.885 
5.24 40.23 0.886 0.889 
-16.00 40.86 0.886 0.888 
-36.04 43.80 0.884 0.883 
-54.02 48.54 0.879 0.874 
-69.95 54.45 0.872 0.864 
-84.32 60.98 0.866 0.855 
-97.70 67.67 0.861 0.848 
-110.56 74.16 0.858 0.846 
-123.30 80.13 0.857 0.848 
-136.18 85.28 0.858 0.854 
-149.35 89.33 0.859 0.864 

radiance distribution that was isotropic and using clear-sky radiance distribution. Two 
clear sky radiance distributions were applied; the first representative for integrated UVA 
and the second representative for integrated UVB. It is known that an assumption about 
an isotropic radiance distribution is most correct for low wavelengths [6]. This theoretical 
approach confirms that the error made by an isotropic radiance distribution increases 
with the wavelength. An expansion of the radiance model, where each parameter input in 
the model were made a function of wavelength and not only representative for integrated 
UVA and UVB, could correct for this error. This, however, requires a lot of data and 
from measured clear-sky radiance distributions. 
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Figure 2.13 Modeled diffuse angular response error (left) and total angular response 
error (right) using isotropic radiance distribution (-), radiance distribution from Grant et 
al. [7] for UVA (-o-) and UVB (-•-). 

2.6.3 Total angular response error 

To estimate total angular response error, both the diffuse and the direct component have to 
be corrected for the real instrument response function. Figure 2.13 shows the percentage 
total angular response errors calculated for isotropic diffuse, UVA, and UVB radiance 
distributions from Grant [7]. The error in the global irradiance scan from the Optronic 
OL752 was in the order of 10-15% for clear sky if a non-isotropic radiance distribution was 
used (Figure 2.13 right). The error was wavelength dependent and radiance distribution 
dependent. The modeled angular response error became less if the radiance distribution 
was assumed isotropic. The error in the measurements caused by a non-ideal angular 
response will clearly depend on the radiance distribution, thus if the sky is covered or 
partly covered by clouds, the prediction of cosine error will be difficult. Calibrated data 
from the Optronic in Trondheim was not corrected for the angular response in any way. 

2.7 Wavelength accuracy 

2.7.1 Introduction 

Wavelength calibration of a spectroradiometer is normally done against known spectral 
emission lines of a mercury lamp or an other spectral line source. In the case of the 
Optronic, this has to be done manually by placing a lamp in front of the entrance optics, 
causing a break in the measurement series. An algorithm able to check the wavelength 
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scale against a reference, without having to stop the normal logging sampling scheme, 
is to prefer. Such an algorithm gives an opportunity to make continuous monitoring of 
the wavelength stability. Thus, a wavelength shift algorithm essentially based upon a 
method described by Slaper et.al [10] was developed as a part of the post processing 
quality control. Some details and problems that arose are described in more detail. The 
simplest form of the algorithm uses one extraterrestrial spectrum as reference spectrum, 
independent upon atmospheric conditions and solar zenith angle at the measurement time. 
The reference extraterrestrial spectrum was not shaped by the atmospheric transmission 
in any way. The final goal with the algorithm was to get a tool that can be used in the 
quality control of the data set. Wavelength checks indicate stability of the instrument, 
and how often a wavelength calibrations were necessary. 

2.7.2 Description of the wavelength shift control algorithm 

The determined wavelength shift at a wavelength A i (subscript i indicates that A was 
a discrete variable) in the measured spectrum was determined from the details in the 
Fraunhofer structure in measured wavelengths close to A*. (i={l,2,...221} for a standard 
measured spectrum from 290 to 400 nm, measured with 0.5 nm steps). 

The Fraunhofer structure in the measured ground level solar spectrum was compared 
with the Fraunhofer structure in the extraterrestrial spectrum used as a reference. The 
spectra were not compared directly but it was assumed that the relative shape of the solar 
spectrum within 1 nm range 

was conserved through the atmosphere. A spectral absorption line at EM{A;) was dis-
tinguished from a peak Em(^j) by the ratio given by(2.6). A peak in the spectrum 
was identified by R\i > 1 and a spectral absorption line at i was identified by a R\i < 1. 
Some of the notation is shown in Figure (2.14). 

By making a vector R of ratios (2.6) over a set of wavelengths from the measured spec-
trum and the extraterrestrial spectrum, an optimal match was found when the wavelength 
scale was the same in the extraterrestrial and the ground level spectrum. By comparing a 
set of extraterrestrial ratios slightly shifted in wavelength with the measured spectrum, a 
shift could be identified from the best match vector pair. The ratio range gives the range 
of wavelengths included in the calculations of the error at a given wavelength. A ratio 
range of 8 nm like the standard ratio range, was based on measurement points from -8 nm 
to 8 nm away form the examined point at A j. This means that a determined wavelength 

R\i = 
2 • EM(\i) 

(2.6) 
E m { \ — 0.5) + EM(K + 0.5)' 
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Figure 2.14 Wavelength shift at A* =340 nm was determined from the measurements 
in the range Aj — p, A; + p. The figure to the right illustrated how the ratio range was 
defined. 

shift at a given wavelength A,, was an average shift in the range Aj — p, Aj + p, where p 
was the ratio range. 

The slit range was the range of the slit function used in the calculations. A slit 
range of 5 nm uses a slit-function covering -5 nm to 5 nm range of the slit-function in the 
convolution. Standard slit range was 5 nm if not otherwise given. 

Figure 2.15: Slit range of 2, 3, and 4 nm in the measured slit function. 
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2.7.3 Convolution of extraterrestrial spectrum 

The extraterrestrial spectrum EEX{\) was convoluted with the instrumental slit function 
S(\ i) to get a simulated measured extraterrestrial spectrum 

Em,Ex (A) = J EEx(A' - X)S(X')dX'. (2.7) 

If the original extraterrestrial spectrum had a resolution of 0.01 nm, the slit-function 
used had the same resolution resolution and E M ^ X {\ ) got a resolution of 0.01 nm. Some 
extraterrestrial spectra had a resolution of 0.05 nm. In this case the extraterrestrial 
spectrum was convoluted with the slit-function where only each fifth point was used, 
giving a resolution of 0.05 nm, and an interpolation to 0.01 nm with a cubic spline 
algorithm was performed afterwards. 

2.7.4 Choice of extraterrestrial spectrum 

The choice of extraterrestrial spectrum is central in a wavelength shift algorithm. Four 
extraterrestrial spectra were used to check any disagreement between the extraterrestrial 
spectra and the measured ground level spectrum. Figure (2.16) shows the convoluted 
extraterrestrial spectra; Atlas2, Atlas3, KittPeak, and SUSIM. 

There was a disagreement in the wavelength range from 300 to 350 nm between the 
different spectra which influenced the results and gave different wavelength shifts. A 
detailed plot Figure 2.16 (right) reveals a problem zone around 325 nm. Figure 2.17 
shows a sample of determined shifts in a measured global irradiance spectrum and how 

Figure 2.16 Extraterrestrial spectra (KittPeak, Atlas 2, Atlas 3, and SUSIM) convo-
luted with the Optronic slit-function(left). Some details of the extraterrestrial spectra 
convoluted with the Optronic slit-function around 320 nm (right). 
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Figure 2.17 Wavelength shift relative to SUSIM, Atlas2, Atlas3, and KittPeak spectrum 
for a clear-sky spectrum measured with Optronic OL752. 

the different spectra gave divergent results. Wavelength shift determined from the Atlas3 
spectrum deviates from KittPeak retrieved shifts with ~ 0.1 nm over the entire spectrum. 
At 330 nm KittPeak reference indicated a positive shift of ~0.04 nm, indicated by a peak 
in the determined shift. This is not seen in the shifts determined from the other spectra. 
All spectras except the KittPeak, indicated a negative shift around 325 nm. The general 
shape of the determined shift over the whole wavelength range seems to agree, except for 
the absolute level. 

KittPeak is measured at ground level and extrapolated to extraterrestrial by a Langley 
plot technique. Atlas 3 is measured by a satellite. Some of the absolute level deviations 
in the determined shift may be explained with the refractive index in the medium where 
the spectrum was measured. 

Table 2.4: Extraterrestrial spectra, resolution and range. 

Spectrum start wavelength resolution end wavelength 
KittPeak 296 nm 
SUSIM 296 
Atlas2 117 nm 
Atlas3 150 nm 

variable! 1300 nm 
variable! 349 nm 
0.05 nm 420 nm 
0.05 nm 470 nm 

The KittPeak spectrum was definitely the spectrum with the best wavelength resolu-
tion, but the problem was the variable wavelength scale in the original spectrum. The 
spectrum used here was linearly interpolated to a resolution of 0.01 nm in the range from 
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296 to 404 nm. The KittPeak spectrum was used in further wavelength shift determina-
tion. 

2.7.5 Sensitivity check 

To test how the slit-range influenced calculated shifts, three scenarios were tested using 
data from day 186 (clear-sky) during the NOGIC-96 campaign. Data from the complete 
day were used to calculate shifts using 2, 3, 4, and 5 nm slit range. It was assumed that 
a 5 nm slit range should be sufficient as a reference for determination of wavelength shift. 
Figure 2.18 shows the ratio of the shift determined in the spectra at 2, 3, and 4 nm slit 
range compared to a slit range of 5 nm. Shifts calculated using 2 nm slit-range deviated 
from the reference with 1.6% at the most, 3 nm with 0.4% and using 4 nm slit-range gave 
a deviation from the reference of less than 0.2%. 

2.7.6 Comparison against S U S P E N results 

The wavelength shift algorithm was tested on a set of data gained during the SUSPEN 
intercomparison in Greece 1997 [3]. These data had previously been analyzed by a wave-
length shift routine developed by Slaper et al.[10]. During this campaign day 185 data 
from the Optronic OL752 was sampled with stable wavelength settings, while data from 
the second day was influenced by a systematic temperature induced wavelength shift. All 
wavelength shifts determined with our wavelength shift algorithm were calculated with a 
5 nm slit range, 8 nm ratio range and compared to the KittPeak spectrum. Results from 

1.015 mi If 
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Figure 2.18 Ratio of extraterrestrial KittPeak spectrum convoluted with different slit-
function ranges. 
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Figure 2.19 Determined wavelength shift from day 185 during the SUSPEN cam-
paign(left) and day 186 (right). 

the calculations are presented in Figure 2.19. Calculations of the shift from day 185 re-
flects a good stability in the wavelength settings. Variation in the determined wavelength 
shift are 0.02 nm above 300 nm while there are determined instabilities of 0.1 nm below 
330 nm. During day 186 the monochromator temperature increased with 1-2°C and a 
systematic shift of 0.1 nm reflected the small temperature rise in the weather enclosure. 

Above 330 nm the results were stable and consistent, while there were clear zenith 
dependence in the determined shift below 330 nm. A peak in the determined wavelength 
shift appeared around 330 nm consistent with the de aviations seen in the extraterrestrial 
spectra at the same wavelengths Figure (2.16). This problematic peak was mentioned 
in the NOGIC-96 campaign report [9]. Figure 2.20 shows the determined wavelength 
shift found by Slaper on the same set of data. The results from the algorithm presented 
here were consistent with results from the SUSPEN campaign for wavelengths larger 
than 330. Below 330 nm there was a systematic deviation between the algorithms with 
variable solar zenith angle. In the algorithm presented here atmospheric shaping of the the 
spectrum by scattering and absorption of ozone were not taken to account. To do that, 
atmospheric transmission curves with high spectral resolution on the ozone absorption 
must be calculated. 

2.7.7 Conclusions 

To get an extensively understanding of the absolute wavelength settings, the algorithm 
had to be run systematically after a wavelength calibration against several fixed spectral 
emission lines. It is a well known fact that the slit function measured at 325 nm is not a 
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Figure 2.20 Determined wavelength shift from the routine run by Slaper during the 
SUSPEN campaign [3]. 

fixed size. The FWHM value of the slit function decrease with wavelength [5], something 
that can give systematic deviations in the determined shift with wavelength. Results from 
the wavelength shift algorithm were applied in the mapping of temperature response of 
the monochromator, results presented in chapter 3. 

The presented wavelength shift algorithm did not give consistent results with the 
algorithm implemented by Slaper for wavelengths below 330 nm. If the routine are to 
be applied for data below 330 nm, some corrections of the extraterrestrial spectra are 
needed and a correction for atmospheric ozone must be implemented. However, Slaper's 
implementation has later become available for all participants within the SUVDAMA 
community. 

2.8 Stability of the spectroradiometer sys tem (1997-

1998) 

To retrieve continuous time series of high-quality spectral global irradiance measurements 
are not easy. Continuous developments, wavelength calibration and sudden break downs 
cause holes in the data series. A calibration sequence causes a stop for two or three days. 
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Figure 2.21 and 2.22 show bars representing the percentage of data gathered relative to 
the sampling schedule. 

Most of the 1996 to 1998 data have been submitted to SUVDAMA database. 

A general uncertainty budged describing the quality of the data series has not been 
constructed. This has not been done due to the lack of stability seen in the instrument 
calibration (See Figure 2.9). Change in the relative response can be in the order of 20% 
from one calibration to the other. A general pattern was that the stability of the data 
seemed to be good during the winter months while large instabilities could be observed 
during summer months from May to August. A search for the reason of these instabilities 
was started and temperature has been shown to give change in both wavelength setting 
and absolute sensitivity. Errors introduced by temperature changes are presented in the 
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Figure 2.21 Available data from measurements 1997. The figure also illustrates the 
lack of data caused by different breaks in the monitoring program. 
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Figure 2.22 Available data from measurements 1998. The figure also illustrates the 
lack of data caused by different breaks in the monitoring program. 

next chapter. The observed instability was however larger than the error caused by 
calibration errors like, (all given 2a estimates) distance error <0.5%, off axis alignment 
error <0.5%, diffusor orientation < 0.5%, dark room stray light < 3%, lamp certificate 
error from the lab 4% and lamp current < 1%. Errors like noise in the calibration <1.5-
0.8%, hysteresis in the PMT, nonlinearity, wavelength setting error and stray light in 
the monochromator can not reach the level of 20% seen in the calibration to calibration 
stability Figure 2.9. Bernhard and Seckmeyer 1999 [14] have presented a discussion of the 
uncertainty budged of a spectroradiometer system. 
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Abstract 

Accurate spectral solar irradiance measurements depend upon a good calibration. If the 
spectroradiometer operates at a different temperature than the calibration temperature, 
sensitivity and wavelength settings of the instrument will change. This is the case for most 
spectroradiometers, but the magnitude of this effect will vary for different types of instru-
ments. In this study a widely used spectroradiometer, Optronic OL752, from Optronic 
Laboratories Inc. has been investigated. Both the effect of temperature on sensitivity 
and wavelength shift has been quantified. The sensitivity of the Optronic OL752 in the 
ultraviolet region, 290-400 nm, decreased approximately 0.8 %/K when the instrument 
was heated above the calibration temperature. Wavelength shift coefficients were derived 
for several wavelength regions with two independent methods. One of the methods used 
was direct observation of how the measured spectral lines from a Hg lamp, shifted with 
temperature. The other method, calculated the relative shift in the spectral global irra-
diance measurements by comparing the Fraunhofer structure in the measured spectra to 
the structure in an extraterrestrial spectrum. OL752 had a systematic wavelength shift, 
varying from 0.10 nm/K at 254 nm to 0.06 nm/K at 633 nm. CIE-weighted irradiance 
derived from modeled data, was used to estimate errors due to temperature effects. If the 
spectroradiometer temperature is not controlled, a change of 5 K may lead to an error in 
the derived CIE-weighted irradiance from 10% to 15% dependent upon solar zenith angle 
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and atmospheric conditions. 

3.1 Introduction 

The knowledge about decreased global total atmospheric ozone [1] [2] [3] and the con-
sequences of increased UV radiation [4] [5] have caused a need to measure solar UV 
radiation accurately. Many countries have establish UV networks, monitoring solar UV 
irradiation continuously, either with spectroradiometers, broadband meters or multichan-
nel instruments [6]. There have been an increased number of field experiments in which 
the effects of increased UV have been investigated on different biological systems [7] and 
there is a need to establish UV-dose rates. Accurate measurements of UV are complicated 
and the overall uncertainty can be due to several factors [8]. One of these factors is the 
ambient temperature. It is well known that the instrument response changes with tem-
perature, both spectroradiometers [9] [10] [11], broadband instruments [12] and narrow 
channel instruments [13]. To avoid the effect of fluctuating temperatures, many UV mon-
itoring instruments are temperature stabilized [14] or the effect is taken into account in 
the measuring procedure in different ways [15] [16]. If the effects of temperature changes 
are not taken into account or the temperature control fails, temperature dependent error 
will be introduced in the UV irradiance measurements. 

For most spectroradiometers both the wavelength calibration and the sensitivity cal-
ibration are temperature dependent. The calibration should be performed at the same 
temperature as the measurements are done. For non-temperature controlled spectrora-
diometers this is not always possible. During field experiments, the temperature might 
change several degrees, and the uncertainty in the UV irradiance will increase accord-
ingly. The aim of the present paper is to quantify the error introduced in solar spectral 
UV measurements, when the spectroradiometer temperature fluctuates. This is done for a 
frequently used spectroradiometer, Optronic OL752. Wavelength dependent temperature 
coefficients will be derived for wavelength shift and sensitivity. 

Biological dose rates can be derived from spectral solar irradiance spectra, when the 
biological action spectrum is known. The uncertainty in biological dose rates will depend 
both on the irradiance measurements and the action spectrum. The CIE reference ac-
tion spectrum for ultraviolet induced erythema in human skin, is a standardized action 
spectrum proposed by the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) [17]. The 
uncertainty in the CIE weighted irradiance, due to temperature induced errors in the 
measured solar irradiance spectra, will be examined. 
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

Instrumentation 

The spectroradiometer investigated was an Optronic model 752 (Optronic Laboratories, 
Orlando, FL, USA). The instrument has been used for three years to measure solar UV 
radiation on a frequent basis. Component part of the instrument is a double monochroma-
tor, focal length 100 mm, F number f/4, two concave holographic gratings 1200 lines/mm 
and a photomultiplier detector (PMT), S-20, cooled relative to the surrounding temper-
ature. The temperature of the PMT was approximately 14 K below the temperature 
of the monochromator. The entrance optics used was a i m quartz fiber and a teflon 
cosine diffuser (Bentham Instruments, Reading, UK). The combination of slits used gave 
a full width half maximum (FWHM) value of 1.0 nm. The instrument was temperature 
stabilized with a home made temperature regulated weather enclosure. The air inside 
the weather enclosure was circulated and dried, and the temperature of the monochroma-
tor could be controlled from the outside. Stable temperatures, within ±0.5°C, could be 
achieved in the range between 15 and 40°C, dependent of the surrounding temperature. A 
combination of heating and thermoelectric cooling (AC2000 Marlov Industries) was used 
to regulated the system. The temperature was continuously monitored inside the spectro-
radiometer at three different sites; the air inside the monochromator, in close connection 
to the monochromator chassis and close by photomultiplier tube. The air temperature 
inside the monochromator was the reference temperature for all the results. New software 
has been developed, to operate the OL752 through a standard GPIB interface, and to 
store the temperature data together with the spectroradiometer data. The instrument 
was wavelength calibrated with a Hg line at 312.9 nm, using the OL752-150 Dual Cali-
bration and Gain Check Source Module. Absolute calibration was performed with a 1000 
W tungsten-halogen lamps, type FEL lamp, issued by Eppley Laboratories, traceable to 
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA). The lamp participated in a 
lamp intercomparison [18] at Swedish National Testing & Research Institute, SP, in May 
1996 and agreed within 3% with the certificate. Slit function was measured with a HeCd 
laser (325 nm) [18]. 

3.2.1 Sensitivity 

Instrument sensitivity was measured at different temperatures, ranging from 20°C to 
35°C. The temperature was raised in steps of 5 K and at each level, the instrument was 
kept stable for three hours to allow all gradients inside the monochromator to stabilize. 
The instrument was wavelength calibrated at each temperature level, when completely 
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stabilized. Sensitivity was tested against a stable light source, a quartz halogen lamp 
(1000W FEL). The lamp current was supplied by a power supply from Eppley Labora-
tories. An additional home made current control unit in parallel with the lamp circuit 
compensated for any drift in the current. Lamp current was adjusted automatically each 
second and kept stable within 0.2 mA at 7.900 A. Lamp voltage was stable within 0.03%. 
The distance between lamp and diffuser was kept constant. Measurements of the emis-
sion spectrum, from 290 - 400 nm, was repeated ten times at each temperature level. The 
relative response change as a function of temperature was found. 

3.2.2 Wavelength shift 

Two different methods were used to quantify the wavelength shift. One of the methods 
was measurements of a Hg lamp in the laboratory with different instrument temperatures. 
Wavelength calibration was performed at 21°C. Temperature was increased in steps of 2.5 
K from 20°C up to 33°C and as a control, lowered to 25°C and 20°C. Four lines of the 
lamp (296.7 nm, 312.9 nm, 365.0 nm, 404.7 nm) were scanned from 2 nm below to 2 nm 
above the maximum with 0.1 nm resolution, totally 102 spectra. The monochromator was 
operated in a normal horizontal position and not moved during the experiment. Room 
temperature was kept constant. In the second method, wavelength shifts were derived 
from spectral solar irradiance measurements. The Fraunhofer structure in the global solar 
spectrum was compared with the structure in an extraterrestrial spectrum, a method 
described by Huber et. al. [19] and Slaper et. al. [20]. Two independent sets of irradiance 
measurements were used. The first set was a data set with 2 nm resolution from June 
1995. In this set, the monochromator air temperature changed from 17 to 33°C and back 
to 17 °C. Wavelength calibration was performed at 21°C. The second data set was from 
a warm day, May 1997, where the monochromator temperature raised from the normal 
temperature at 30°C to 33°C and cooled down to the normal level, 30°C, in the afternoon. 
In this case, wavelength calibration was performed at 30°C. Spectral resolution was 0.5 
nm. The extraterrestrial spectrum (KittPeak) was convoluted with the instrument slit 
function and adjusted until minimum deviation between the Fraunhofer structure in the 
extraterrestrial and the ground level spectra were found. This was repeated for several 
wavelength intervals of 16 nm for the 0.5 nm resolution data, and 40 nm for the 2 nm 
resolution data. The method has an uncertainty in the determination of wavelength shift 
of ±0.02 nm. 
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3.2.3 Error introduced in the calculated CIE weighted irradi-

ance 

A modified version of the PSEUDO SPHERICAL UVSPEC [21] model, based on discrete 

ordinate method [22], was used to create spectra for clear sky conditions. UVSPEC was 

modified to create a set of high resolution (0.05 nm resolution) ground level spectra with a 

method, outlined by Mayer et. al. [23]. The ground albedo was set to 10%, ozone level at 

340 DU, visibility to 120 km and cloud free conditions were used. Atlas3 extraterrestrial 

spectrum was used to calculate the spectrum from the transmission calculations. Spectra 

from 0° to 90° zenith were calculated and convoluted with a real slit function to give 

an simulated measured high resolution ground level spectrum. A systematic wavelength 

shift, AÅ, was introduced in the modeled spectra, where the shift was assumed constant 

for all wavelengths. The error caused by sensitivity change was added, using the modeled 

sensitivity curves as a function of temperature directly. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Sensitivity 

Our Optronic OL752 is normally operated and calibrated at 30°C. This temperature was 

chosen as the reference temperature in the sensitivity studies. The temperature dependent 

sensitivity change was slightly wavelength dependent. The sensitivity S was 7.2% higher 

at 20°C than the reference, at 25°C 3.8% higher and at 35°C 5.1% lower, where the values 

were averaged over wavelength. S(A) was fitted to a model given by: 

5 ( A ) - s 0 ( A ) + si(X)T + S 2 ( A ) T 2 , ( 3 . 1 ) 

where T is the temperature in °C. The deviation in sensitivity from the reference temper-

ature (30°C) was calculated from this model. Fig. 3.1 shows the percentage deviation in 

sensitivity where each contour line represents one percent change in sensitivity relative to 

the reference temperature as a function of wavelength. Noise due to fluctuations in the 

dark current during one scan, was averaged out for all wavelengths. This was done by 

using wavelength running means of s0(A), si(A) and 62(A). An average sensitivity change 

in the ultraviolet region from 290 to 400 nm was approximately -0.8 %/K, within the 

temperature range tested. 
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Temperature CC) 

Figure 3.1 Percentage deviation in sensitivity marked as contour plots (each line rep-
resent 1% change in sensitivity relative to the reference temperature, 30 °C) for the 
ultraviolet region between 290 nm and 400 nm. The corresponding temperature is given 
at the x-axis. 

3.3.2 Wavelength shift, Hg lamp 

The emission lines from a Hg lamp were measured continuously while the instrument was 
heated from 20° to 33°C and cooled down back to the starting temperature. The three 
lines in the 312.9 nm region, will be observed as one single line with a 1.0 nm bandwidth 
(FWHM) slit function. In Fig. .2 the measured emission spectra are shown for three 
different spectroradiometer temperatures. 

As the temperature increased, the position of the wavelength with maximum intensity, 
Xmax was shifted towards higher wavelengths. This means that the instrument measured 
radiation at a lower wavelength, than the setting of the monochromator indicated. This 
was defined as a positive wavelength shift. Xmax was found in each emission spectrum. 
The results for the 312.9 nm triplet are shown in Fig. 3.3 where Xmax is plotted against 
temperature. There is a strong correlation (R=0.97) between the change in Xmax and the 
spectroradiometer temperature. A slight decrease in intensity due to a reduced sensitivity 
could be observed as the temperature increased (Fig. 3.2). 

When the temperature was lowered from 33°C and back to 20°C, the wavelength shift 
was reversed and the maximum wavelength was found at the same position as before. 
Amax was fitted to a linear curve Xmax = a + bT by least squares method, where T is the 
temperature in °C and b is the temperature coefficient, which quantify the wavelength 
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shift caused by temperature change. Similar temperature coefficients were determined 

from the other Hg lines (Table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.2 Emission spectra of the Hg triplet line at 312.9 nm measured with the 

Optronic 752 (1 nm FWHM) at temperatures, 20.5°C, 26.1°C, and 30.4°C, 0.1 nm scan 

resolution. 
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Figure 3.3 Ama:r, maximum intensity wavelength detected for the Hg triplet line at 312.9 

nm as a function of spectroradiometer temperature. The regression line (least squares fit) 

is indicated by the line. 
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Table 3.1 Temperature coefficients for wavelength shift for Optronic 752 at four wave-
lengths in the temperature range 20°C to 33°C, determined with a 95% confidence interval 
and a correlation coefficient R. 

Wavelength (nm) Shift coefficient (nm/K) 95% C.I. Correlation (R) 
296.7 0.086 0.003 0.98 
312.9 0.084 0.004 0.97 
365.0 0.080 0.003 0.97 
404.7 0.074 0.002 0.98 

3.3.3 Wavelength shift, solar spectrum 

Comparison of measured ground based solar spectra and an extraterrestrial spectrum 
indicated a similar temperature dependent wavelength shift in the instrument. If the 
instrument shows a positive shift of 0.1 nm, the extraterrestrial spectrum must be shifted 
-0.1 nm to be able to find the best matching Fraunhofer structure. A wavelength shift 
algorithm will indicate a shift of-0.1 nm. All spectral shifts from the wavelength shift 
algorithm were multiplied with -1 to give the same definition of shift coefficients as in the 
laboratory experiment. Fig. 3.4 shows this wavelength shift at 376 nm as a function of 
temperature. There was a strong correlation between wavelength shift and temperature 
(R=0.99). Shift coefficients could be determined with regression. The temperature co-
efficient determined for the entire temperature range was 0.084±0.001 nm/K (Fig. 3.4, 
red line). There was a slight change of slope in the wavelength shift, when the tempera-
ture passed above 28°C (Fig. 3.4). The coefficient determined for temperatures between 
28°C and 33°C (Fig. 3.4, blue line) was 0.065±0.004 nm/K and for 20°C to 30°C the 
temperature coefficient was 0.09±0.002 nm/K. 

Temperature coefficients were derived for the whole wavelength range for global irra-
diance measurements with 2 nm scan resolution and with 0.5 nm scan resolution. Fig. 
3.5 summarizes temperature coefficients found from the mercury lamp in the tempera-
ture range 20-30°C 4 arid solar irradiance measurements, range 30-34°C 4 (0.5 nm scan 
resolution) and in the range 17-33°C 4 (2 nm scan resolution). 

For the highest temperature interval investigated (Fig. 3.5 4 (blue)), the coefficients 
were lower than for the whole temperature range (Fig. 3.5 4 (red)) or for lower temper-
atures (Fig. 3.5 4 (black)). The effects of temperature changes were less pronounced at 
longer wavelengths, independent of the temperature range investigated. When the coeffi-
cient was determined in temperature intervals from 28°C to 33 °C, (4 (green)) , we got a 
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Figure 3.4 Wavelength shift at 376 nm derived from global irradiance measurements (2 
nm resolution) compared with KittPeak extraterrestrial spectrum. The red line represents 
the best fit for the entire 17-33°C temperature range and the blue line represents the best 
fit for temperatures larger than 28°C. One can also observe that the last wavelength 
calibration was performed at 21 °C. 

overlap with the data determined from the 0.5 nm resolution spectra cj (blue) determined 
for the same temperature interval. When we used temperature intervals from 20 °C to 
30 °C (Cp (Green)) matching the mercury lamp tests, we got even higher temperature 
coefficients. The same was true for temperature coefficients determined for temperatures 
below 24°C. 

The shift coefficient varied from 0.080 nm/K at 320 nm to 0.065 nm/K at 380 nm 
for high temperatures, while the wavelength dependence was less for lower temperature 
ranges. The temperature coefficient at 254 nm was 0.101 nm/K, 0.062 nm/K at 546 
nm and 0.055 nm/K at 632 nm. The average temperature coefficient, independent of 
wavelength and temperature range, was stipulated to 0.08 nm/K. 

3.3.4 CIE weighted irradiance 

CIE-weighted irradiance from clear sky modeled spectra, with and without wavelength 
shift, were compared. The deviation in percent was found as a function of wavelength 
shift and solar zenith angle. Fig 6 shows the error in the CIE weighted irradiance for 
wavelength shifts from -0.6 nm to 0.6 nm (corresponding to a temperature change of ±7 
K), solar zenith angles from 10° to 90° and total ozone 340 DU (material and methods). 
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F i g u r e 3 .5 Tempera tu re coefficients for wavelength shifts, determined f rom Hg lamp, 

t empera tu re range 20°C- 30°C (c) (black)), solar irradiance measurements , t empera tu re 

range 30°C - 34°C, 0.5 nm scan resolution, (cj (blue)) and t empera tu re range 17°C -

33°C, 2 nm scan resolution, (^ (red)) Results f rom various t empera tu re ranges 20 to 

30°C(Cp (Green)), 17°C to 24°C ( ^ (green)) and 28°C to 33°C (<} (green)) f rom 2 nm 

resolution d a t a a t 376 nm. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals 

A wavelength shift towards shorter wavelengths (negative shift) which occurred when 

the ins t rument was operated a t a lower t empera tu re t han the calibration tempera ture , 

would give too high CIE weighted irradiance. A shift of -0.2 nm, will result in an over-

est imat ion of the CIE-weighted irradiance of 3-4%, dependent on the solar zenith angle 

(Fig. 3.6). If the ins t rument t empera tu re increases above the cal ibrat ion tempera ture , 

a positive wavelength shift will occur and the CIE weighted irradiance will be underesti-

mated . The error became less pronounced when the solar elevation was low (solar zenith 

angles > 65 degrees) 

When the t empera tu re of the ins t rument deviates f rom the cal ibrat ion tempera ture , 

two kinds of errors occur, caused by wavelength shift and change in sensitivity. These 

two errors was assumed additive. To quant i fy the uncer ta inty in CIE weighted irradiance 

due to t empera tu re changes, bo th the wavelength shift coefficients and the sensitivity 

coefficients were applied to modeled clear sky spectrum. An averaged wavelength shift 

coefficient of 0.08 n m / K was used for all wavelengths and independent of t empera tu re 

range. Sensitivity change was calculated using the fitted sensitivity model (Fig. 3.1). 

Both wavelength shift and sensitivity changes were introduced in clear sky spectra, and 

the error in the CIE weighted irradiance was calculated for t empera tu re changes in the 
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range f rom 20°C to 35°C. Fig. 3.7 shows the to ta l error in the CIE weighted irradiance 

when the t empera tu re changes f rom the cal ibrat ion t empera tu re of 30°C. Contr ibut ion 

f rom the wavelength shift error and the sensitivity error can be seen. The example in Fig. 

3.7 gives the error for clear sky conditions, solar zenith angle of 40° and ozone a t 340 DU. 

T h e es t imated error in the CIE weighted irradiance obtained when the spectrora-

diometer operates a t 20°C ra ther t h a n 30°C was more t h a n 20%. A t empera tu re change 

f rom a cal ibrat ion t empera tu re a t 20°C have the same induced error in the CIE-weighted 

irradiance f rom a wavelength shif t . The error caused by change in the absolute sensitivity 

will decrease because of the nonlinear decrease in sensitivity (See Fig. 3.1). F luc tua t ions 

f rom a stabil izat ion t empera tu re a t 20°C gives lower to ta l error per degree change t h a n 

a stabil izat ion a t higher tempera tures . 

3.4 Discussion 

T h e decreased ins t rument sensitivity observed, as the t empera tu re of the spectroradiome-

ter increases (average -0.8 % / K ) , is in agreement with propert ies found in other spectro-

radiometers [24]. T h e change in sensitivity correlated b o t h with the t empera tu re change 

inside the monochromator and a t the photomult ipl ier t u b e (R=-0.992). It is known in 

other spectroradiometers t h a t t empera tu re influences the filter t ransmission (10). We 
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are not able to distinguish whether the effect is caused by filters or the P M T from this 

experiment, due to strong correlation between monochromator t empera tu re and P M T 

tempera ture . The effects are not caused by increased dark current , which increases ex-

ponentially with the P M T tempera tu re , because every spect rum is corrected for dark 

current. For non- tempera ture stabilized spectroradiometers operat ing a t different tem-

peratures, a set of cal ibrat ion curves, valid within a certain t empera tu re range, should be 

available. If the relation between sensitivity and t empera tu re is known for one ins t rument , 

only one calibration curve is needed. The effect of the t empera tu re changes can be taken 

into account when the d a t a are calibrated. Changes in the ins t rument sensitivity can 

be observed with a por table l amp unit , for instance the gain-check lamp t h a t Optronic 

provides. The uncertainty of these lamps are a t least 5% or more [25] but t empera tu re 

drops of more than five degrees should be detectable. 

Tempera ture propert ies of the mater ia l used in the monochromator and the design 

of the optics within the monochromator is impor tan t for the wavelength stabili ty of t he 

inst rument . The two grat ings in the OL752 double monochromator are directly connected 

with a rod and some miss al ignment of the grat ings might occur as the t empera tu re 

changes within the monochromator . This is a problem for all spectroradiometers using 

gratings. However, the magn i tude of these effects will be more ins t rument specific. Both 

the design of the monochromator , focal length and properties of the gratings and the 

mater ials will influence. In the OL752 the wavelength shifted with t empera tu re in a 

Tempera ture C C ) 

F i g u r e 3 .7 Total error in CIE weighted irradiance derived from solar spectra , for different 

t empera tures in the Optronic OL752. Ins t rument cal ibrat ion a t 30°C, solar zenith angle 

of 40° and 340 DU. 
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biphasic way. A different temperature coefficient could be found in the lower part of 
the temperature range (17°C to 28°C), compared with the higher interval (28°C 33°C) 
(Fig. 3.4) for the whole wavelength range (Fig. 3.5). We do not know the reason for this. 
There is a time delay between when the air inside the monochromator has come to a stable 
temperature and when all the parts of the instrument have done the same. However such 
effects should show up as a hysteresis effect when the instrument is heated and lowered 
back in temperatures. During this time period temperature gradients might occur within 
the spectroradiometer. Even if the temperature nearby the monochromator chassis was 
monitored and found stable (as in our experiments), there might still be temperature 
gradients within instrument that is very difficult to detect and will influence the results. 
This might be the explanation why the temperature coefficients found from the Mercury 
lamp experiments done in the laboratory deviates slightly from those found with from 
solar irradiance measurements performed outdoors. 

Independent of the uncertainty in the absolute level of the shift coefficients, there is 
a very clear wavelength dependence (Fig. 3.5). Emission spectra of the Mercury lamp 
showed the wavelength shifts in the range from 250 nm to 632 nm. The spectral fine 
structure that were determined from the solar irradiance spectra (Fig. 3.5, blue and red 
points), are probably more due to the method used, rather than a real instrument effect. 
As an example; it is known that the KittPeak spectrum, used as a reference spectrum 
for the determination of the wavelength shift coefficients, give some problems in the 325-
330 nm region [26]. This causes some of the strange fluctuations in the shift coefficients 
derived from this spectrum. For the 0.5 nm resolution scans (Fig. 3.5, blue points) this 
cause a strange behavior up to 338 nm, while the same effect influences the results up to 
348 nm in the shift determined from the 2 nm resolution data, due to the method used. 
For wavelengths below 325 nm ozone absorption will influence the Fraunhofer structure 
and cause a systematic underestimation of the wavelength shift. The effect of ozone has 
not been removed in the data analysis. At low solar elevations (solar zenith angels larger 
than 70°), the ozone effect becomes more pronounced. This is the main reason why the 
95% confidence intervals are larger for wavelengths below 325 nm. 

The relative errors in the measured solar spectra, caused by wavelength shift, are most 
serious for shorter wavelengths. The error introduced in the CIE weighted irradiance will 
depend on the relative shape of the spectrum. This effect was illustrated best will modeled 
spectra (Fig. 3.6) where the shift coefficient of the Optronic was applied. The estimated 
error caused by wavelength shifts (Fig. 3.6) were in agreement with measured spectra 
(data not shown). These error estimates will depend upon the ozone concentration. For 
lower ozone concentrations than 340 DU larger errors will occur. Choosing another action 
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spectrum with a more steep slope than the CIE, for instance the DNA action spectrum, 
will be more sensitive to wavelength shifts and the estimated errors in the biological dose 
rates will be larger. 

To confirm the total error estimates with measured spectra is not an easy experiments, 
because very stable atmospheric conditions are needed over a long term. Temperature 
stabilization of the instrument is very time consuming and measurements should be done 
at a variety of solar zenith angles. Not good enough data were available to experimentally 
confirm the assumption that errors due to wavelength shift and sensitivity were indepen-
dent of each other and to confirm the estimated total error in CIE-weighted irradiance 
due to temperature changes. For a spectroradiometer used without a temperature con-
trol unit, which is the case for most instruments used in biological field experiments, one 
can of course eliminate the wavelength shift error by doing wavelength calibration before 
each scan. This is recommended. The change in sensitivity can be compensated as long 
as the temperature change is known and suitable calibration curves are used. In field 
experiments where the UV doses should be estimated within 10-20 percent, the effect of 
temperature should be taken into account. The OL752 model shows an excellent behavior 
at stable temperatures. The wavelength accuracy of ±0.1 nm can only be achieved when 
the temperature of the monochromator is stabilized at a given level with an accuracy 
of ±0.5 degrees. Intercomparisons reveal a uncertainty in the determined CIE-weighted 
irradiance from different instruments of 10-15% [18]. Temperature effects may give a 
significant contribution to some of the observed deviations between the instruments. A 
continuous monitoring of the monochromator temperature during operation, is necessary 
to be able to distinguish temperature effects from other sources of error. 
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Abstract 

Measurements from moderate bandwidth multichannel radiometer are considered and 

errors in the measured global solar ultraviolet irradiance due to angular response and 

spectral response are estimated. The spectral response of each channel were used to 

model the error made applying moderate bandwidth radiometer measurements as spec-

tral irradiance measurements. A model study was applied to consider errors that would 

have appeared if the GUV had been sun calibrated against the Optronic 01752 spectrora-

diometer. Calibration errors of the GUV were shown to be zenith and ozone dependent. 

Errors in global irradiance measurements, due to a non ideal angular response were esti-

mated for clear-sky, using several calculations schemes. Measured angular response was 

fitted to empirical models using least squares. The error estimates where radiance mod-

els were used in stead of the isotropic diffuse radiance, gave largest errors. The 305 nm 

channel had a systematic underestimation of 6-10%, dependent on calculation schemes 

and solar zenith angle. For the other channels the irradiance underestimation were found 

to be 3-5% at 313 nm, 4-8% at 320, 4-8% at 340, and 4-7% at 380 nm. An azimuth 

dependent angular response caused this error to be both azimuth and zenith dependent. 

The azimuth dependence was estimated to be in the order of 1-2%, dependent on channel 

and orientation of the instrument. 
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Studies of noise characteristics revealed that the 305 nm channel deviated from the 

other channels with a low signal to noise ratio. All channels, except the 305 nm, had a 

mean signal to noise ratio larger than 100 for solar zenith angles below 90°. 

4.1 Introduction 

UV networks world wide has been established due to an increased scientific and public in-

terests for UV climatology. Several networks are based on filter radiometer instruments [8]. 

One commonly used instrument is a broad band meter giving erythemal weighted irradi-

ance (previously RB-meter, now manufactured by Solar Ligth Co. Philadelphia ), where 

procedures for quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) have been developed from 

intercomparisons [15] and workshops [5]. Broad band instruments are popular due to 

their simplicity and low operational costs compared to spectral instruments. Broad band 

instruments are believed to be fairly stable, both in spectral and absolute response, but as 

stated in WMO report [5]; "considerable efforts in quality control and assurance (QC/CA) 

are required to produce scientifically useful information from broad band measurements. 

Therefore, maintenance and QC/QA for these instruments introduce substantial addi-

tional costs that can far exceed the hardware investment." 

Moderate bandwidth filter radiometers has a narrower bandwidth (approximately 10 

to 20 nm) than the broadband CIE- weighted UV instruments. They are often equipped 

with several channels, hence named multichannel moderate bandwidth filter radiome-

ters. Moderate bandwidth radiometers with several channels are used in several national 

networks. The GUV model from Biospherical (San Diego, California) is the core instru-

ment of the Bausch & Lomb financed UV network, consisting of 15 GUV-511 in USA. 

The Norwegian UV network consist of seven GUV-541 instruments covering Norway from 

Landvik(58.3°N, 8.5°E) to Ny Ålesund (78.925°N, 11.93°E). Responsibility of mainte-

nance, data sampling and calibration of the network is Norwegian Radiation Protection 

Agency (NRPA). 

A moderate bandwidth radiometer has the advantage of being cheaper than a spec-

troradiometer hence, several instruments can be used to cover a larger geographical areas. 

The limited spectral information available from the different channels can be used to 

derive total ozone, biologically effective dose rates, and effective cloud optical depth. In-

formation about ozone and cloud data can again be feed to a model to gain estimates of 

the spectral irradiance [1]. 

A moderate bandwidth multichannel radiometer GUV-541 from Bisopherical Inc. 

(sn:9274) installed at the measurement site in Trondheim together with a spectroradiome-
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ter, RBmeter, pyranometer, and pyrheliometer. The GUV was installed in October 1995 
and has given irradiance measurements at one minute averages since. For a period of 
7 months, a direct link was made between the GUV-541 measurement system and the 
spectroradiometer system. For each wavelength measured with the spectroradiometer, a 
measurement from the GUV was sampled. This gave synchronized measurements at a 
frequency of ~0.5 Hz. This additional information, provided by this expansion of the mea-
surement system, was the foundation of the work presented in two publications [19] [18]. 

4.2 Instrument characteristics 

Measurements of ultraviolet radiation will rely on the instrument employed and it's specific 
characteristics. Knowledge and an understanding of several instrument characteristics 
are important for interpreting the accuracy of the measurements, as they give systematic 
errors. In this paper, instrument characteristics like noise level, angular response, and 
spectral response have been examined. 

4.2.1 Design 

The multichannel radiometer GUV-541 has five channels covering UVB and UVA at cen-
tral wavelengths Ac=305, 313, 320, 340, and 380 nm. Five detectors are placed below 
a shaped transmitting teflon diffusor. Figure 4.1 shows a sketch of GUV-511, with the 
localization of the five diodes below the transmission diffusor. The GUV-541 is almost 
identical with the GUV-511, except for the Photosynthetic Active Radiation (PAR) chan-
nel which has been replaced with a 313 nm channel. The sensor in the 305 nm channel is 
a solar blind vacuum photodiode. The 313 and 320 nm channels have a GaP diode while 
the 340 and 380 nm use custom photodiodes. All channels have filters in front of the 
diode, giving a bandwidth of 7±1 nm at 305 nm, 11±1 nm at 313 nm and 320 nm, and 
10±1 nm at 340 and 380 nm. The diode holder sub assembly is temperature stabilized at 
40°C with a 50W PID regulated heater element. This ensures that both filters and diodes 
are kept at a stable temperature and keeps the diffusor free of ice during the winter. 

The core in the GUV-541 is a Z8 processor with a 12 bit AD converter giving a span of 
4096 discrete steps. A programmable amplifier giving three amplification levels is placed 
before the AD conversion. The voltage sampled at channel Ac is given by 

= COUNT • VnJ 
V{Xc} Gain- 4096 ' 1 j 

where Gain can be 1, 16 or 256, dependend upon the amplification level applied. COUNT 
is a 12 bit digital variable from the AD converter with an additional sign bit. The reference 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic overview of the GUV-511 showing some internal details of the 

GUV-541 with the diode holder sub assembly. 

voltage is ~10 V. Normal sampling rate of the GUV is 2 Hz. In addition to the five UV 

channels, reference voltage and diode assembly temperature are logged. A programmable 

gain amplifier is placed before the AD converter to increase the dynamic range of the 

sensors and to keep the voltage resolution at an optimal level. When the amplification 

level change, a small nonlinearity might appear if gain levels are not correctly adjusted. A 

non linearity between the amplification levels may not be visible on a one minute average 

measurements, but if the sampling rate is increased and no averaging is applied, a non 

linear dynamical response may appear. 

All GUV-541 instrument are tagged with a small label on top, as an indication of 

azimuth orientation. This small label is oriented against north for all the instruments in 

the Norwegian UV network. An azimuth dependence due to non symmetric placement of 

diodes in the diode holder sub-assembly will be the same for all instruments. 

4.2.2 Spectral response 

The shape of the spectral responses is created by the band-pass filters and the spectral 

response of each diode. The spectral response of the multichannel radiometer was mea-

sured for each channel by Bjørn Johnsen at the Norwegian Radiation Protection Agency 

(NRPA) [4]. Figure 4.2 shows a logarithmic plot of the measured relative spectral re-
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Figure 4.2 Spectral response measurements of the GUV-541(sn: 9274) and made by 
Johnsen [4], ( - * - ) 305 nm, ( - • - ) 313 nm, ( - o - ) 320 nm, ( - + - ) 340 nm and 
( - <3 - ) 380 nm. 

sponses for all channels in the GUV-541. All channels were normalized to one at maximal 
sensitivity. The spectral width was approximately 10 nm at FWHM but significantly 
wider at the shoulders from 5% of maximum response and down. The noise level was 
reached at le~4 for all channels. The 305 nm channel, with a low pass filter, has a 
sensitivity reaching down beyond 290 nm. 

4.2.3 Calibration 

The voltage signal from each channel V(XC) is proportional to the incoming global irradi-
ance Egtob(A) given by 

where R(Ac — A) is the relative spectral response function of the GUV channel with cen-
tral wavelength at Ac. The measurement irradiance from a GUV channel is in reality a 
weighted irradiance (units of W/m2) where the weighting function is defined by the spec-
tral response of each respective channel. Measurements from the GUV-541 can be inter-
preted as spectral global irradiance, at a given central wavelength Ac. Problems 
arise when the spectral distribution of the source change from the spectral distribution of 
the calibration source. Booth et al. [10] showed that calibrations made against a standard 
FEL lamp caused large errors in the spectral solar global irradiance measurements per-
formed with the filter instrument, compared to the spectral global irradiance measured 

(4.2) 
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by a spectroradiometer. Large improvements where found when the instrument was cali-
brated against the sun, forcing the GUV measurements to be equal to spectroradiometer 
measurements for certain global solar irradiance Espec(Xi). Thus the filter-radiometer 
relies on the spectroradiometer and there should exist a simple relationship between the 
two measurement given by 

EGUV(XC) = c(Xi)ESpec{Xi). (4.3) 

The relation between the spectroradiometer OL752 with a nm FWHM slit function 
and the GUV-541 as given by (4.3) has been addressed in section 4.3. 

When the instrument makes measurements in complete darkness some noise is mea-
sured. The offset, 0(XC), has to be removed from the measured voltage. The offset is 
assumed constant from calibration to calibration. When the incoming irradiance is known, 
voltage can be transferred to an absolute scale irradiance by removing dark voltage offset 
and make a scaling with a channel dependent scale coefficient S(XC). 

Calibration coefficients from a sun calibration provided by Biospherical Instruments for 
the GUV-541 are given in table 4.1 below together with dark voltage offset values. Table 
4.1 shows calibration coefficients giving irradiance estimates in W/cm2nm. 

Table 4.1 Sun calibration coefficients and offset values for GUV 541 (sn: 9274) by 
Biospherical Instruments. 

305 nm 313 nm 320 nm 340 nm 380 nm 
S(XC) [Vcm2nm/W} 

0(Ac) [V] 

0.4088 -0.1913 -0.1247 -0.0834 -0.0481 

-0.01112 0.000632 -0.001708 -0.000648 0.000662 

4.2.4 Noise 

Noise can be interpreted in two different ways. One is to look at the signal to noise ratio 
directly, as a function of solar zenith angle. An other is to look at the variation in the 
offset of the signal itself. The latter can be used to gain confidence limits of each single 
instantaneous measurement. Signal to noise ratio was calculated from the ratio 

a * 
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Figure 4.3 Signal to noise ratio as a function of solar zenith angle(left). Error lines 
indicate a one a level of the variation of the ratio. • 305 nm, x 313 nm, 0 320 nm, < 
340 nm and +380 nm. Histogram showing the distribution of 0(Ac) at 305 nm together 
with a estimated normal distribution (right). 

where FY*E(\C) was the standard deviation of the signal measured at complete dark (90 > 

110°). This standard deviation was the statistical variation in the noise where the mean 
level has been removed. a*E(\c) was calculated from all measurements for solar zenith 
angles larger than 110. The ratio of Ac) to E(Ac) was calculated from a set of data 
from April 1998 in Trondheim. This month of data gave a significant range of weather 
conditions giving a large covering in intensity for each solar zenith angle class, and at the 
same time, span the solar zenith angles of interest. Figure 4.3 shows a plot of the signal to 
noise ratio for all GUV channels. Noise was not a problem for the 313 to 380 nm channels 
at solar zenith angles less than 90°, since a signal to noise level of 10 was reached already 
at ~95°. For the 305 nm channel noise might be a problem. As an example, at 75° the 
signal can consist of 50% noise when irradiance levels are damped under conditions of 
thick clouds. Error bars in figure 4.3 (left) are one sigma levels and at extreme conditions 
the signal to noise ratio can be lower. 

An alternative way of looking at the noise in the GUV is to look at the statistical 
nature of the offset coefficient 0(AC). This is not a constant but has the nature of a 
random variable. By using data from the three first months in 1998, removing the scale 
and offset constant, variation in offset voltage was studied. Figure 4.3 (right) shows a 
histogram of the offset coefficient at 305 nm. With knowledge about the distribution 
about 0(\C) it was possible to make error estimates of the distribution of E(Ac). If 0(Ac) 
was assumed normally distributed N(no, o"o)] it was possible to derive the distribution 
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Table 4.2 Offset values and standard deviations (one sigma levels) of the offset coeffi-
cients 

205 nm 313 nm 320 nm 340 nm 380 nm 

O(Ac) -0.0111 0.000632 -0.0017 -0.000674 0.0009333 
Ac) 0.000459 0.000530 0.00112 0.00175 0.0156 

of (4.4) 

S( Ac) V S(XC) 'S(XC)J- K ' 
Based on measurements from the tree first months, distributions of the offset values were 
estimated. The results are presented in Table 4.2. 

Presented values were based on one minute averages. Only the offset at 380 nm 
deviated from the offset values provided by Biospherical Instruments (Table 4.1). The 
deviation may be caused by street lights at night time. 

The offset values and the distributions determined were only representative for the 
offset value for one minute averages and not for instantaneous values. For instantaneous 
values the standard deviation will increase significantly (a factor \/l20). The latter ap-
proach makes it easy to put confidence limits on a single measurement when only the 
offset noise was considered. 

Noise is strongly related to temperature of the detectors and signal conditioning elec-
tronics. A test based on data from 56 days evenly distributed during 1997 (84813 mea-
surements) gave a mean temperature 39.76±0.03°C with a maximum at 39.84°C and a 
minimum at 39.59°C. No significant deviations in the temperature were observed. 

4.3 Model studies of sun calibration 

Modeled spectral irradiance can be convoluted with the spectral response of the spectro-
radiometer and the GUV-541 to give "simulated measurements" for several solar zenith 
angles and atmospheric conditions. An estimate of c(A) given by (4.3), relating the GUV 
and spectral measurements together could be made. The relation will depend upon the 
spectral response of both instruments. 

The model used was pseudo-spherical [11] version UVspec [2]. Albedo was assumed 
Lambertian at 10% reflection. Aerosols were turned off and a subarctic summer atmo-
spheric profile was used. (AFGL-TR-86-0110) [3]. A spectral irradiance measurement 
with the Optronic 01752 was calculated from modeled spectral direct irradiance E%?r(A, Oq) 
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and spectral diffuse irradiance 8Q) by 

poo 
E%pt(\i, 0o) = / d\Ropt(\r - A)£#r(A, 0O) cos(0o) 

Jo 
/»oo 

+ / d A i J o ^ - A ^ / A A ) , (4.7) 
Jo 

where, RoPt{\ - A), is in the slit function for the Optronic at central wavelength A*. 
A similar irradiance spectrum was calculated for the GUV using the spectral response 
function at central wavelength Ac according to 

/» oo 

E%JV(\C, 80) = / dXRauviAc - A)£&(A, 80) cos(0o) 
Jo 

/•oo 

+ d\RGUV{\c-\)E%ss{\,00). (4.8) 
Jo 

A sun calibrating of the GUV " through" a spectroradiometer assumes there is a simple 
relationship between (4.7) and (4.8), given by 

E%pt(\i, 90) = C(\c)EQUV(\C, 80), (4.9) 

or 

= E ^ A Y ( 4 " 1 0 ) 

The angular response of both instruments were assumed ideal and only effects of 
different spectral response functions were considered. Figure 4.4 shows the calibration 
factor c(Ac) for the 305 nm (left) and 313 nm channel (right). Both channels had a clear 
zenith and ozone dependent sun calibration coefficients. Changes in ozone caused the 
shape of the solar spectrum to change, and hence a sun calibration factor change. If 
the GUV had been calibrated against the Optronic OL752 at 30°, a deviation between 
the two instruments at 305 nm would have been ~30% lower at 80°, for high ozone 
levels(400 DU). For low ozone levels(300 DU) the variation would be less than ~20%. 
Variations in the ratio of the same orders was found for the sun calibration at the 313 
nm channel. In general, as the solar zenith angle increase against 80°, the coefficients 
decreased. Calibration coefficients became more solar zenith angle dependent as the total 
ozone was increased. Figure 4.5 shows the results for the 320 nm and 340 nm channel. At 
the 320 nm channel, the variation in modeled calibration coefficients where in the order 
of ~ 20 % for solar zenith angles 00 < 80°. Ozone had a significant influence the GUV 
calibration of the 320 nm channel, causing a change of ~ 15 % at 80°. At 340 nm a 
variation in the order of ~4-5% was found for solar zenith angles less than 80°, caused by 
ozone variation. 
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Figure 4.4 Estimated sun-calibration coefficients as a function of solar zenith angle 
0O for the 305 nm channel (left) and 313 nm channel (right). Total ozone was 200 DU 
( - * - ) , 300 DU ( - 0 - ) , 334 DU(— o - ) and 400 DU ( - • - ) , no aerosols and assuming 
ideal angular response. 

Figure 4.5 Theoretical sun calibration coefficients as a function of solar zenith angle 
do for the 320 nm channel (left) and 340 nm channel (right). Total ozone was 200 DU 
( - * - ) , 300 DU ( - 0 - ) , 334 DU(— o - ) and 400 DU ( - • - ) , no aerosols and assuming 
ideal angular response. 
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Figure 4.6 Modeled sun-calibration coefficients for the GUV-541, 340 nm channel as a 
function of solar zenith angle. Cloud optical depth varying from 0 to ~100. No aerosols 
and an ideal angular response were assumed. Ozone 334 DU. 

Further calculations were made for a constant ozone level, but with a stratified cloud 
layer with variable water contents. The cloud layer was placed in the layer between 2 
and 3 km. The water density in the cloud layers was varied, representing an cloud optical 
depth, r, from zero to ~150 (at 340 nm). The average droplet size in the cloud was set 
to 10/im. Figure 4.6 shows c(Ac) for the 340 nm channel. The variation observed with 
variable water content was ~1% for all solar zenith angles and less for the other channels. 

4.3.1 Discussion 

The simulations showed that a calibration of the 320 nm channel at 30° zenith will give a 
calibration coefficient ranging from 1.04 to 1.05, dependent on the total ozone column. If 
the calibration had been made at 70° zenith the calibration coefficient would have been in 
the range from 0.97 to 1.04. The studies showed that the best results would be achieved 
making sun calibrations at a high sun elevation. 

The ozone absorption spectrum extend to ~350 nm before it drops to zero. At the 
same time the spectral response function of the 340 nm channel extend down to 335 nm. 
This overlap caused the irradiance measured with the 340 nm channel to be dependent 
upon variations in total atmospheric ozone variation. The sun calibration coefficients 
varied approximately 4-5% for total ozone in the range from 200 to 400 DU. 

Introducing a stratified cloud layer in the model caused no significant variation in the 
sun calibration coefficients. It was expected to get some coupling between cloud cover 
and total ozone, since the cloud cover increased the effective path length through the 
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atmosphere. It can be a connection between the cloud layer and the absorption of ozone 

if there is ozone present in the cloud layer height. Since a cloud is an efficient scattering 

medium, it causes an increased path through the medium before the photons hit ground. 

Ozone present in this increased path, may cause a significant enhanced in the ozone 

absorption inside the clouds [14]. 

Calculations of the link factors shows that if the GUV was used as an instrument 

for estimating spectral irradiance and was calibrated against a spectroradiometer at high 

solar zenith angles, the estimated irradiance is strongly overestimated at low solar zenith 

angles. 

Since the Optronic 01752 had a rather wide slit function, the ratio estimated may 

not necessary be representative for the relation between the GUV-541 and the reference 

instrument used in the sun calibration performed by Biospherical Instruments. 

4.4 Angular response error 

In a flat transmitting teflon diffusor, the detector area will be projected according to a 

cosine law, cos(Ø) = n • ft, where n is the detector area normal and ft is the direction 

of the incoming ray of light. A real detector has an angular response that for most 

incoming directions is lower than an ideal response. For some instruments there is a 

clear dependence of the azimuth angle in addition to a classical zenith dependent angular 

response. Deviations in the angular response from an ideal cosine response has been 

called cosine error. The angular response or cosine error cause a systematic error in 

global irradiance measurements. The error has here denoted angular response error. 

Measurements of the angular response were fitted to empirical models and applied 

together with modeled irradiance from a radiative transfer model [2] to make estimates 

of systematic errors caused by cosine error. 

4.4.1 Theoretical background 

Total angular response error can be divided the into a direct and diffuse component, 

diffuse angular response error, and error in the diffuse irradiance measurement. Secondly, 

the error made in measuring the direct component. A global irradiance measurement 

made with an instrument, with cosine error CÆ(ft), can be written as 

Eglob(\ Go) = dc(fio) • A, ft0) + Epjr(\, ft0)C*(ft0) cos(0o), (4.11) 

where the modeled diffuse irradiance, A,ft0), is damped with a diffuse angular 

response error, dc(Cl0), and the modeled direct irradiance, E^ir(A, ft0), is damped with 
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Figure 4.7 Cosine error (dots) for the 305 nm channel (left) and 340 nm channel (right) 

together with the best least squares fit to the azimuth average model (4.13)(solid line). 

the angular response CR(Q0) cos(0o) for the given solar position tl0. The diffuse angular 

response error is a function of all parameters that change the radiance distribution. To 

simplify the calculations, the sky was assumed clear and only the position of the Sun was 

changed. Total angular response error was calculated from the ratio of a modeled real 

measurement over a modeled theoretical measurement. The percentage angular response 

error was calculated from 

1 E%iff(\,n0) + E%ir(\,n0) J 
(4.12) 

Cos Err o) represents the percentage underestimation of the global irradiance due to 

the angular response error. If CosErr(Cl0) is known for a given atmospheric condition, 

measured data can be corrected. 

4.4.2 Angular response of the GUV-541 (9274) 

Angular response of the multichannel radiometer was measured for each channel by Bjørn 

Johnsen at NRPA [4]. Measurements of the angular response made it possible to calculate 

cosine errors and the results are shown for the 305 and 340 nm channel in Figure 4.7 as 

dots. Scatter observed in the cosine error measurements, seen in Figure 4.7, represented 

variations in the cosine error with azimuth angle. Further studies of the data revealed 

a clear systematic azimuth dependent angular response. The cosine error was fitted to 

several empirical models by a least squares algorithm. 
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Azimuth average cosine error model 

The simplest model of the angular response was an azimuth average cosine error function. 
Data was fitted using least squares to 

CR{6) = A0 + a1e + a202 + a3e3, (4.13) 

giving a functional description of the azimuth averaged cosine error. Table 4.3 summarize 
the coefficients giving the best fit of the data for each GUV channel to the model (4.13). 
Figure 4.7 shows a sample of the measured cosine error data (dots) together with the 
fitted azimuth average cosine error model (solid line) for the 305 and 340 nm channels. 
The 305 nm channel deviated from the other channels in the cosine error for the zenith 
angle range 30° to 70°. This range contributes contributes most due to the cos(0) sin(0) 
factor in the diffuse angular response error dc(\c). 

Surface model of cosine error model 

The cosine error was also fitted to a 2D empirical model. The need to incorporate the 
azimuth dependence in the cosine error called for an expanded empirical model capable 
of describing the azimuth dependence. Such a model was needed if an effect of azimuth 
dependent angular response error should be possible to estimate. A combination of poly-
nomials covering the zenith angle dependence and Fourier series covering the azimuth 
dependence were used. Fourier coefficients were applied to get a periodic function with 
azimuth. The model used is given by 

4 Onlr 8 OtrU _ 4 
Rc(6,<f>) =po(0) + YlPk(e)coS(—(j>) + £ ^ ( 0 ) s i n ( ^ - < A ) , (4.14) 

fc=l k=5 
where 

4 

Pk(0) = j2^y-1- (4.15) 
3=1 

Table 4.3: Fitted model parameters [equation (4.13)] for azimuth average cosine error. 
Channel a0 ai <3-2 « 3 

305 0.997 0.381 xe" -3 -0.254xe" - 4 -0.0456 xe" - 6 

313 0.997 0.638xe~ -3 -0.371 x e" - 4 0.0817xe~ -6 

320 0.998 0.223xe" -3 -0.193xe" - 4 -0.0565 x e - 6 

340 0.997 0.524xe" -3 -0.308 x e~ - 4 0.0229 xe" •6 

380 0.997 0.744 xe" -3 -0.384xe" - 4 0.1119xe~ -6 
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Fitted coeine error 305 nm, GUV Fitted coeine error 313 nm, GUV 

F i g u r e 4 . 8 T h e modeled cosine error for 305 nm channel (left) and for the 313 n m 

channel (right) 

One funct ion was f i t ted for each channel. The coefficients es t imated for each channel are 

presented in the Appendix in Table 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12. 

Figure 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show a polar contour plot of the f i t ted surface Rc(6, <j>). The 

305 nm channel had a symmetr ic angular response but had a tendency of an skewness in 

the response towards 180° At 313 nm an az imuth dependence had an increased response 

against 230° All t he other channels have similar az imuth dependence with an increased 

sensitivity against 120° a t 320 nm, 230° a t the 340 nm, and 340° a t 380 nm. 

Cosine error interpolated 

A th i rd a l ternat ive me thod for determining the cosine error surface Cavv{QkAk) was 

made using a 2D linear interpolat ion algori thm on the measured data-set . To be able to 

make an interpolat ion on the whole domain 0 = [0°..90°], ø = [0°..360°] d a t a had to exist 

out t o the edge of the domain . Since the measurements were only made down to 85°, d a t a 

a t 0 = 90° were created by copying d a t a f rom 6 = 85° For the az imuth domain, d a t a a t 

<j> = 360° was a copy of <j> = 0° 

Discussion 

Using interpolat ion of measured d a t a as a model gave a surface close to the the measured 

points bu t with an increased resolution needed for t he numerical integration. For the 

other two functions, some averaging were made in the curve fit and noise in the signal 

was averaged out . To judge the other models, in terpolated d a t a model was used as a 
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340 nm 

Fitted cosine error 320 nm, GUV 

Figure 4.9 The modeled cosine error for 320 nm channel (left) and for the 
channel (right) 

Fitted cosine error 340 nm, GUV 

Fitted cosine error 380 nm, GUV 

Figure 4.10: The modeled cosine error for 380 nm channel 
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Figure 4.11 The deviation in model [equation (4.13) left] and [equation (4.14) right] 
relative to interpolated data for the 305 nm channel. 

reference. Figure 4.11 shows the ratio between the interpolated data and the azimuth 
average cosine error model (4.13). In the same figure, the ratio between the best fit of 
the modeled surface (4.14) is plotted against the same reference. Figure 4.11 shows that 
the surface model with azimuth dependence (4.14) gave a significantly better description 
of the measured angular response than the azimuth averaged cosine error function. 

In a numerical integration over a radiance distribution, the interpolation based func-
tion was rather slow but most accurate. Linear interpolation caused all possible noise 
in the angular response measurements to be influential on the calculations. Figure 4.11 
shows that an azimuth averaged angular response model given by (4.13) deviates from the 
interpolated data by ~10-15%. By applying a surface model with an azimuth dependence 
(4.14), the deviation was reduced to 2-3% 6 < 85°. 

Azimuth dependence in the angular response of the GUV-541 can be traced back to the 
alignment of the diodes and filters below the shaped diffusor, illustrated in the schematic 
drawing of the diode holder sub. assembly in Figure 4.1. The 305 nm channel has been 
placed below the diffusor in a central position and hence has a rather symmetric angular 
response. The entrance down to the cylinders where the other filters and the diodes are 
placed, are off line, thus giving an azimuth dependence. However, the orientation of the 
different diodes as shown in Figure 4.1 are taken from the manual of an GUV-511 and 
did not match the measurements made for the GUV-541. 
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4.4.3 Schemes for calculating diffuse angular response error 

Consequences of a non-ideal angular response on solar global irradiance measurements was 
investigated using four cases. These cases were based on three different ways of modeling 
the cosine error and two possible choices of radiance distributions. Different combinations 
used in each case are summarized in the Table 4.4 below. 

Table 4.4: Calculation schemes used for estimates of total angular response error. 

Radiance model Cosine error model 
Case Isotropic Empirical Azimuth average Modeled surface Interpolated 

Case 1 X X 

Case 2 X X 

Case 3 X x a x a 

Case 4 X X 

a Diffuse angular response error was calculated using azimuth average cosine error 
function while direct component was damped using a modeled azimuth dependent 
surface. 

Case 1: Case one was calculated using an isotropic radiance distribution of the diffuse 
component and an azimuth average cosine error function. This was the simplest 
approach where an azimuth dependence in the cosine error of the instrument was 
ignored in the calculations the total angular response errors. 

Case 2: A radiance distribution from Grant et al. [13] was used together with an 
azimuth average cosine error function. Grant presents an empirical model based 
on data measured under a clear sky. Atmosphere classified by Grant as a clean 
continental atmosphere. 

Case 3: A combined calculation scheme. The diffuse offset coefficients were calculated 
using an azimuth averaged cosine error function (4.13) combined with isotropic 
radiance distribution. In the modulation of the direct beam a cosine error surface 
model, given by (4.14), was applied. 

Case 4: The last case used a radiance distribution from Grant et al. [13] together with an 
interpolation routine that linearly interpolated the cosine error data. This scheme 
made the most correct estimates for clear-sky calculations. However since the radi-
ance distribution for an overcast sky in general is unknown, these calculations will 
be wrong for the diffuse offset calculations when clouds are present. The radiance 
distributions are in general wavelength dependent. Calculations were based on a 
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radiance distribution fitted for total integrated UVA. This means that the model 
was most valid for clear-sky at the 340 and 380 nm channels. For lower wavelengths 
the radiance distributions are more isotropic and the estimates from an isotropic 
radiance distribution might be more realistic. 

In the following calculations the diffuse cosine error offset coefficients were calculated 
and then the total angular response error. 

4.4.4 Diffuse angular response error 

The angular response error estimates were made using modeled direct and diffuse irra-
diance. A radiative transfer model UVspec [2] was used to make clear-sky irradiance 
calculations. 

Using an assumption about an isotropic diffuse radiance distribution, a diffuse offset 
was found in the order of 5% for the GUV-541 for all channels except for the 305 nm 
channel, which had 7.4%. Table 4.5 summarize the results using an azimuth averaged 
cosine error function and isotropic radiance distribution (case 1). 

Table 4.5: Diffuse angular response error, isotropic radiance distribution 

Channel Ac dc(Xc) 
305 nm 0.926 
313 nm 0.950 
320 nm 0.950 
340 nm 0.954 
380 nm 0.954 

For case 2, radiance distribution information was included in the estimates of the dif-
fuse angular response error. Diffuse errors calculated as described for case 2, are presented 
in Table 4.6 (see Appendix) for a variety sun positions, representing a sun trajectory over 
the sky. When a non-isotropic radiance distribution was applied, the diffuse irradiance 
was damped with an average of 0.904 at the 305 nm channel. For the other channels the 
errors were ~2-3% less than the error at 305 nm. The diffuse angular response errors are 
plotted in Figure 4.12 (left). Inclusion of a diffuse radiance distribution caused a clear 
systematic dependence in the diffuse angular response error and, in general, the error 
increased. 
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Figure 4.12 Modeled diffuse cosine error using a radiance distribution and azimuth 
average angular response(left). Modeled diffuse angular response error using a radiance 
distribution and a cosine error function based on interpolation in the measured data(right). 

305 nm, - o - 313 nm, -<>- 320 nm, - + - 340 nm and - • - 380 nm. 

Figure 4.12 shows a plot of the diffuse cosine error coefficient as a function of solar 
zenith angle. Using a radiance distribution caused a zenith dependence in the diffuse 
error. The error increased with 2-4% from the offset estimated when an isotropic radiance 
distribution was used. The diffuse offset coefficients used in case 3 were the same as for 
case 1. 

The most realistic diffuse angular response error was calculated using both clear-sky 
radiance distribution together with a cosine error based on interpolation in the measured 
data. Calculations from case 4 is listed in Table 4.7 given in the Appendix. 

When realistic clear sky radiance distributions were used, the diffuse angular response 
error increased with 1-2% causing a zenith dependent diffuse error. With an azimuth 
dependent cosine error, an additional azimuth dependence had to be included in the diffuse 
error. For the 340 nm channel this azimuth dependence was as large as 1.5%. The azimuth 
dependence in the angular response error is expected further increase for real radiance 
distribution where circumsolar radiation cause an increased directional dependence of the 
radiance distribution. 

4.4.5 Total angular response error estimates 

Calculations of total angular response errors for 305 and 313 nm are presented in Figure 
4.13. For the 305 nm channel a small azimuth dependence in the error was observed when 
the error was calculated according to case 4. This was also the case for 313 nm. The 
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Figure 4.13 Modeled total angular response error for case 1 ( - • - ), 2 (—), 3 (-o-) and 
4 (-<0-) at 305 nm (left) and 313 nm (right) channel. 

azimuth dependence in the angular response error appeared for case 4 at both 320 and 
340 nm. (Figure 4.14) The 380 nm channel Figure 4.15 had a strong zenith dependence 
in the angular response error but the orientation of the instrument caused a reduction of 
the azimuth dependence. 

4.4.6 Effects if non-ideal angular response, conclusions 

Total angular response error due to a non-ideal angular response caused a systematic 
underestimation of the global irradiance measured by GUV-541. For sun calibrations, 
angular response errors of both the reference spectroradiometer and the GUV have to be 
considered to achieve a correct absolute calibration. 

The angular response error depends upon the orientation of the instrument relative 
to the sun trajectory. The 340 nm channel had the largest simulated azimuth dependent 
error. However if the instrument was a reoriented, azimuth dependence would blow up in 
a different channel. This supports the idea about being consistent with the orientation of 
the instruments, specially during instrument intercomparisons and within global networks. 

There is at the moment no correct way of including clouds in the estimates of angular 
response error, because the radiance distribution is in general unknown. The estimated 
cosine error for the 340 nm channel (Figure 4.14(right)) showed an upper limit of the 
diffuse error when an isotropic diffuse radiance distribution (case 1 and 3) were used, 
while there was a lower limit when a clear-sky radiance distribution was used. It is difficult 
to predict what happens in between these two extremes. If there is a thin cloud layer 
or an aerosol loaded atmosphere a significant part of the diffuse radiance distribution is 
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Figure 4.14 Modeled total angular response error for case 1 ( - • - ) , 2( -•- ), 3 ( -o-) and 
4 ( - 0 - ) at 320 (left) nm and 340 nm channel, (right) The curve is split in two due to the 
azimuth dependence where the upper curve shows the results from a morning trajectory 
of the Sun. 

Solar zenith angle 

Figure 4.15 Modeled total angular response error for case 1 ( - • - ) , 2( — ), 3 ( -o - ) and 
4 ( - 0 - ) at 380 nm channel. The curve was split in two due to the azimuth dependence, 
where the upper curve shows the results from a morning trajectory of the Sun. 
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centered around the sun as circumsolar radiance. This will cause the zenith dependence 
in the diffuse offset to be even larger since the radiance distribution gets even more 
directional dependent. 

Many algorithms have been developed to correct for the error due to cosine errors 
at clear-sky conditions [17] [9] [12] [6]. At the moment, no good algorithm exist that 
can be used to correct for cosine error when the sky is covered with clouds. The most 
challenging situations are when the sky is partly covered with a spatial variable cloud 
cover, due to a lack of sky radiance distribution information or alternatively information 
about the direct to diffuse ratio. To make a cosine error corrections, information about 
spectral diffuse to direct irradiance ratio is needed. Additional information about the 
distribution of the spectral diffuse irradiance preferable. Without any diffuse to direct 
ratio information, a cosine correction will be pure gambling. Normally knowledge about 
diffuse to direct ratio come from two subsequent measurements, one of direct and one of 
global irradiance, alternatively a global followed by a global with shadow-band to make 
an estimated of the diffuse part and hence estimate the direct. Both approaches demand 
atmospheric conditions to be stable over the time while making the two scans. A cosine 
error correction under variable conditions can however not be made with these algorithms. 
The latest developments towards a new entrance optics with minimal cosine error seems 
to be the best solution. New designs of entrance optics have been presented where the 
error in cosine response has been reduced to ±4% [7] and ±3% [16]. 

No effort has been made to make any estimates of the angular response error for cloudy 
sky. The only way to include a cloud in the ID model was by including a cloud in one 
layer, giving a homogeneous cloud covering one vertical kilometer of atmosphere. It is 
possible using 2D and 3D models, to make case estimates of the cosine error under an 
inhomogeneous cloud layer. 

4.5 Time series of U V data and cloud est imates 

Figure 4.16 below shows a time series of daily integrated irradiance data from the Trond-
heim GUV from 1995 to December 31. 1998. The data has been calibrated with the sun 
calibration factors provided by Biospherical Instruments given in Table 4.1. The data has 
not been corrected for drift in the sensitivity observed from the stability checks with the 
traveling standard instrument. 
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Figure 4.16 Time series of total integrated irradiance [kJ/m 2 nm ] from 1995 to December 
31. 1998. All channels are included. 

4.6 Summary 

This work shows some unavoidable errors that shows up in a filter instrument like the 
GUV-541. If a moderate bandwidth radiometer instrument are to be used as a spectral 
irradiance sensor, comparison against a spectral irradiance sensor will reveal channel and 
zenith dependent discrepancies. This means that if a sun calibration of a GUV is used 
as a measure of stability from one calibration to the other, an accuracy better than 5% 
cannot be achieved unless one can ensure equal spectral distribution of the spectral source 
at the calibration moment, for instance same solar zenith angle, stable ozone levels, and 
equal atmospheric conditions. 

These simulations show that the cosine error of each channel is in the range from ~5 to 
10%, dependent upon the channel, instrument orientation and the atmospheric conditions. 
When the sky is covered by clouds, an assumption about isotropic radiance distribution 
gets more correct than under a clear-sky. In general the cosine error gets larger for 
clear sky conditions. Since the radiance distribution gets more isotropic with decreasing 
wavelength, a general decrease in the error will be achieved by assuming isotropic radiance 
distribution. When a GUV is sun calibrated, both the GUV and the reference instrument 
have a cosine error and the error will to some extend cancel out. Orientation of the GUV 
can however cause a variation in the cosine errors in the order of ~2%, dependent upon 
the solar solar azimuth angle at the calibration moment. 

Noise seems to be no problem in the GUV measurements except for the 305 nm channel 
measurements. Measurements made from this channel have to be handled with care. For 
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low intensity conditions, 50% of the signal can be noise at a solar zenith angle of 75° 
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Appendix 

Table 4.6: Diffuse offset coefficients using radiance distribution 

<t> 0 00 Ac = 305 Ac = 313 Ac = 320 Ac = 340 Ac = 380 
155.94 90.85 0.900 0.926 0.927 0.928 0.934 
142.59 87.42 0.900 0.926 0.927 0.928 0.934 
129.58 82.78 0.899 0.925 0.926 0.927 0.933 
116.80 77.18 0.900 0.926 0.927 0.928 0.934 
104.04 70.90 0.900 0.926 0.927 0.928 0.933 
90.97 64.27 0.902 0.928 0.929 0.930 0.936 
77.16 57.61 0.905 0.930 0.932 0.933 0.938 
62.06 51.33 0.909 0.933 0.935 0.936 0.941 
45.13 45.94 0.912 0.936 0.938 0.938 0.943 
26.06 42.04 0.914 0.938 0.940 0.940 0.945 
5.24 40.23 0.915 0.938 0.940 0.941 0.946 
-16.00 40.86 0.915 0.939 0.940 0.941 0.946 
-36.04 43.80 0.913 0.937 0.939 0.940 0.944 
-54.02 48.54 0.910 0.935 0.936 0.937 0.942 
-69.95 54.45 0.907 0.932 0.933 0.934 0.939 
-84.32 60.98 0.904 0.929 0.930 0.931 0.937 
-97.70 67.67 0.901 0.926 0.928 0.929 0.935 
-110.56 74.16 0.899 0.925 0.927 0.928 0.933 
-123.30 80.13 0.899 0.925 0.927 0.928 0.933 
-136.18 85.28 0.900 0.926 0.927 0.928 0.933 
-149.35 89.33 0.901 0.926 0.928 0.929 0.934 
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Table 4.7 Diffuse angular response error using radiance distribution and interpolated 
cosine error data. 

<t> 0 00 Ac = 305 Ac = 313 Ac = 320 Ac = 340 Ac = 380 
155.94 90.85 0.904 0.935 0.932 0.928 0.927 
142.59 87.42 0.903 0.935 0.933 0.927 0.927 
129.58 82.78 0.901 0.932 0.932 0.924 0.926 
116.80 77.18 0.900 0.931 0.933 0.924 0.927 
104.04 70.90 0.899 0.928 0.932 0.923 0.928 
90.97 64.27 0.901 0.929 0.934 0.924 0.931 
77.16 57.61 0.903 0.929 0.936 0.926 0.934 
62.06 51.33 0.905 0.930 0.938 0.928 0.939 
45.13 45.94 0.908 0.931 0.939 0.932 0.943 
26.06 42.04 0.910 0.932 0.939 0.935 0.945 
5.24 40.23 0.910 0.931 0.936 0.936 0.947 
-16.00 40.86 0.912 0.930 0.936 0.940 0.947 
-36.04 43.80 0.911 0.932 0.934 0.941 0.946 
-54.02 48.54 0.909 0.932 0.931 0.941 0.943 
-69.95 54.45 0.907 0.932 0.928 0.940 0.939 
-84.32 60.98 0.905 0.931 0.926 0.938 0.935 
-97.70 67.67 0.903 0.930 0.924 0.936 0.932 
-110.56 74.16 0.902 0.931 0.924 0.935 0.930 
-123.30 80.13 0.904 0.934 0.926 0.936 0.930 
-136.18 85.28 0.904 0.934 0.927 0.934 0.929 
-149.35 89.33 0.905 0.937 0.928 0.934 0.928 
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Table 4.8: Coefficients for surface model of cosine error, 305 nm channel 

j=l. . . 2 3 4 
k=l 1.000 -6.020E-4 1.133E-5 -3.672E-7 
2 1.210E-3 -7.257E-4 2.128E-5 -2.066E-7 
3 -1.291E-4 8.805E-6 7.355E-8 3.723E-9 
4 -2.709E-5 1.466E-5 -6.242E-7 7.429E-9 
5 1.026E-4 -4.967E-6 1.367E-8 -6.828E-10 
6 1.030E-4 -1.187E-4 2.992E-6 -3.755E-8 
7 1.859E-4 -3.586E-5 9.559E-7 -4.202E-9 
8 3.174E-4 -1.558E-4 5.927E-6 -5.784E-8 
9 1.597E-18 -5.434E-19 1.382E-20 -4.657E-23 

Table 4.9: Coefficients for surface model of cosine error, 313 nm channel 

j = l - 2 3 4 
k=l 9.995E-1 -9.256E-5 -8.911E-6 -1.600E-7 
2 3.199E-3 -1.894E-3 5.779E-5 -5.784E-7 
3 -1.722E-4 6.487E-5 -2.419E-6 3.282E-8 
4 -1.347E-5 1.737E-5 -2.902E-7 3.563E-9 
5 7.475E-5 -2.689E-5 9.226E-7 -8.733E-9 
6 1.438E-4 -1.545E-4 4.442E-6 -5.113E-8 
7 1.184E-4 -3.517E-5 9.195E-7 -1.839E-9 
8 2.967E-4 -1.615E-4 5.765E-6 -5.849E-8 
9 1.593E-18 -5.413E-19 1.388E-20 -4.877E-23 
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Table 4.10: Coefficients for surface model of cosine error, 320 nm channel 

j=l. . . 2 3 4 
k=l 9.999E-1 -2.829E-4 -1.114E-6 -2.360E-7 
2 1.221E-3 -7.287E-4 2.130E-5 -2.064E-7 
3 -5.096E-5 -4.897E-5 2.667E-6 -2.804E-8 
4 -8.043E-5 4.004E-5 -1.303E-6 1.405E-8 
5 2.593E-6 -1.121E-5 3.481E-8 7.180E-10 
6 -1.846E-3 1.023E-3 -3.217E-5 3.234E-7 
7 3.134E-4 -9.555E-5 3.531E-6 -2.982E-8 
8 3.408E-4 -1.744E-4 6.285E-6 -6.289E-8 
9 2.746E-18 -1.035E-18 3.577E-20 -2.448E-22 

Table 4.11: Coefficients for surface model of cosine error, 340 nm channel 

j = l - 2 3 4 
k=l 1.000 -3.184E-4 6.324E-7 -2.503E-7 
2 1.303E-3 -7.389E-4 2.263E-5 -2.195E-7 
3 -3.129E-5 -3.444E-5 1.800E-6 -2.007E-8 
4 -1.194E-5 2.367E-5 -7.731E-7 6.029E-9 
5 2.747E-5 -2.260E-6 1.216E-7 -1.862E-9 
6 1.911E-3 -1.206E-3 3.724E-5 -3.901E-7 
7 1.330E-4 -4.436E-5 1.142E-6 -4.026E-9 
8 3.412E-4 -1.257E-4 4.639E-6 -4.705E-8 
9 4.325E-19 1.958E-19 -1.338E-20 1.753E-22 
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Table 4.12: Coefficients for surface model of cosine error, 380 nm channel 

j=l. . . 2 3 4 
k=l 9.997E-1 -1.519E-4 -5.791E-6 -1.813E-7 
2 -9.741E-4 5.327E-4 -1.666E-5 1.882E-7 
3 -1.283E-4 4.721E-5 -1.690E-6 2.607E-8 
4 4.316E-5 3.739E-6 -2.997E-7 2.029E-9 
5 3.197E-5 5.597E-6 -2.377E-7 1.559E-9 
6 1.460E-4 -1.638E-4 4.611E-6 -5.580E-8 
7 2.836E-4 -1.202E-4 3.911E-6 -3.036E-8 
8 2.741E-4 -1.115E-4 4.497E-6 -4.547E-8 
9 2.086E-18 -4.346E-19 9.504E-21 -7.522E-24 
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Abstract 

Cloud optical depth was estimated from global irradiance measurements using a table 
lookup method, as suggested by Stamnes et al. 1990 [1]. A radiative transfer model 
(UVSpec) was applied to construct the lookup tables. When a thin cloud layer was 
introduced in a radiative transfer model, the modeled ground level irradiance increased 
before a general decrease was observed. This caused a one to one identification problem 
in the interpolation of the Stamnes table that has not earlier been reported. The cloud 
optical depth retrieval algorithm was tested with an inclusion of instrumental angular 
response. At clear sky conditions a decrease in effective cloud optical depth of one unit 
(from three to two) could be found, when instrumental angular response was included in 
the table. Time series of global irradiance data from the GUV, operated in Trondheim 
from 1996 to 1998, showed that 35 to 40 % of all measurements could be classified with a 
cloud optical depth in the range from 0 to 5. 55 to 60% of the measurements was classified 
as cloudy, with an effective cloud optical depth larger than 5. 

5.1 Introduction 

In addition to solar elevation and atmospheric ozone, clouds are one of the most influential 
factors affecting global UV-irradiance on the ground. The height of the cloud, cloud 
optical depth, and cloud morphology are factors altering the ground level UV irradiance. 
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One way to retrieve cloud optical depth is from direct sun measurements. For some 
sites, information about cloud height and coverage can be achieved from meteorological 
observations. 

Stamnes et. al. [1] suggested that spectral global irradiance measurements could be 
used to infer effective cloud transmission or effective cloud optical depth re// . Global 
irradiance data is compared to a "Stamnes-table" of tabulated global irradiance data 
calculated using a radiative transfer model. Global spectral irradiance is modeled for 
a set of solar zenith angles and cloud optical depths to generate a Stamnes-table. By 
comparing the measured irradiance with a table of modeled irradiance, for a given solar 
zenith angle, an effective cloud optical depth is interpolated out of the Stamnes-table. 
This gives an estimated parameter that provides information about the effective cloud 
optical depth based on the influence on global irradiance. Later Dahlback [3] has shown 
that data from a GUV could easily be applied for estimating both total ozone and effective 
cloud optical depth, despite the rather wide spectral response of each channel 10 nm). 
In this paper the influence of angular response error on the estimates of cloud optical depth 
has been investigated. It has also been shown that the pseudo spherical radiative transfer 
model, used to generate the Stamnes-table, generates irradiance levels that increase with 
the inclusion of a thin cloud before the irradiance level again decreases with increasing 
cloud optical thickness. This causes problems with the lookup table if it is not handled 
carefully. 

5.2 Theoretical background 

In order to be able to retrieve cloud optical depth from global irradiance measurements, 
two criteria must be met: Fist of all, high quality global irradiance measurements must 
exist. Secondly, sufficient information about atmospheric conditions together with albedo 
must be available as input to a radiative transfer model. Modeled global irradiance 
must be comparable with measured global irradiance. A comparison of UVspec and 
irradiance measurements made in Garmich-Partenkrichen, show that this can be done 
with a deviation between model and measurements from -11 to 2% [6] for wavelengths 
between 295 to 400 nm. 

Global irradiance measurements were performed with a filterradiometer with a known 
spectral response. Spectral response characteristics of the instrument was easily incorpo-
rated into the Stamnes-table. The instrumental cosine error was more difficult to include 
in the calculations of the Stamnes-table, since this error is coupled to the radiance distri-
bution and hence the cloud pattern. Only homogeneous cloud layers could be represented 
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in the ID radiative transfer calculations. 

If cloud optical depth is estimated for wavelengths with no ozone absorption, only 

aerosols, atmospheric density and temperature profiles, extraterrestrial spectrum and 

albedo have to be known as input parameters to the model. With direct sun measure-

ments, background aerosol levels can be established and estimates of the effective Lam-

bertian albedo can be estimated[7]. Without spectral direct sun measurements albedo 

and aerosol levels have to be guessed. 

5.2.1 Radiative transfer 

Direct and diffuse solar irradiance were calculated using a pseudo spherical radiative 

transfer model UVspec[8]. The equation describing transfer of monochromatic radiation 

through a plan parallel medium is given by Chandrasekar [9] 

Mv{rv^,4>) = ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ( 5 1 } 

The source function Sv{TV,H, ø) is given by 

p2ir p-1 U> (T ) F F 
Sv{Tv, FX, <j>) = J d(p' J dn'Pv(rv, FI, (f)\ rf, (j)')IV(TV, /i, <f>) + (5-2) 

(1 - UIV)BV{T(TV)) + —PV{TV, H, <P; FX0,4>0) exp ( -TV /FXO), (5.3) 
47T 

where IV(RV , N,<F>) is the intensity at cloud optical depth TV, seen in direction /i = cos(0) 

and (j>. The position of the Sun is given by fi0 = cos(60) and (f>0. Parameters describing the 

medium are single scattering albedo LJ(TV) and phase function PV{RV, /j, 4>\ /J,', <P')- Subscript 

v indicate frequency or wavelength dependent variables. Albedo comes into the model as 

a boundary condition at the bottom of the atmosphere. Further details about the discrete 

ordinate method and how it is used to solve the radiative transfer equation can be found 

in the paper by Stamnes [10]. The pseudo-spherical approach to solving the radiative 

transfer equation is described by Dahlback and Stamnes 1991 [13]. 

When several scattering constituents are presented in a layer, an average phase func-

tion was calculated according to 

P ^ ^ M = (5.4) 
Pi \TV) 

where the total scattering coefficient (3-CA(T„) and absorption coefficient are given by 

/ r ^ H E ^ ^ r m (5-5) 
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= (5.6) 
i 

Both scattering and absorption cross sections crf6s(A) and <r-ca(\) and hence scattering 

and absorption coefficients, as well as the phase function of spherical particles, can be 

calculated using Mie theory[ll]. For cirrus clouds consisting of ice, the same theory can 

be applied to yield an estimate of the phase function. 

A cloud is put into a plan-parallel by averaging the phase function of the scattering 

cloud particles into a layer in the existing phase function, representing background scat-

tering model calculated for Rayleigh scattering and possible aerosols. Cloud layers will 

be homogeneous with the same thickness as the thickness of the layer it has been put into 

and have an infinite extension in the horizontal direction. Optical properties of the water 

clouds were calculated by the parameterization scheme of Hu and Stamnes [12]. Real 

clouds have a size distribution n(r) of droplets that can be described by a generalized 

gamma distribution. From the size distribution an equivalent droplet radius re can be 

calculated according to 

r e = l?n(rydr 

" fo° n{r)r2dr 

For shortwave radiation the volume extinction coefficient 3ext are almost wavelenght in-

dependent and can be approximated with [12] 
3 • LWC 

Pext « — r , ( 5 . 8 ) 

where LWC is the liquid water content of the cloud. 

5.2.2 Conversion from water content to cloud optical depth 

Four parameters are used to describe the cloud in UVspec; cloud base and top, LWC and 

effective droplet radius re. Cloud optical depth was a more conventional parameter, so 

a simple conversion from cloud layer water contents LWC to cloud optical depth of the 

cloud layer was constructed, for the given cloud configuration and atmosphere. 

Assuming that the direct irradiance can be described by 

E 
- l n ( ^ ) — frøRayleigh ' TRayleigh frøaerosol ' Taerosol frøozone ' 7ozone ^cloud ' Tcloud• (5.9) 

The sum of all the first components except nid^d • tcIou<I were found by modeling a clear-

sky with the sun in zenith. 60 = 0 means that mdoud = 1 and simply rc;0Urf could be 

calculated from (5.9). A simple model converting water contents in the modeled cloud 

layer to cloud optical depth was found by a least squares fit to a simple relation given by 

Tdoud = 0.1579 + 155.8413 • LWC. (5.10) 
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This simple conversion was only valid for the atmospheric conditions given in the modeling 
of this specific case and has no further general application. 

5.3 Generation of the lookup-table 

5.3.1 Atmospheric input parameters 

A pseudo-spherical implementation of the discrete ordinate method [13] has been applied 
to improve spectral irradiance calculations for low solar zenith angles, since this is the 
case for most situations at our latitude. In the model calculations, column ozone was fixed 
to 334 DU and the ground albedo set to 0.1, assumed Lambertian. A subarctic summer 
atmospheric profile (AFGL-TR-86-0110) [14], and a clear atmosphere was assumed. Visi-
bility was set to 250 km in the model. Measurements of aerosol levels during winter time 
have shown visibility levels up to 240 km (Microtops II measurements in Trondheim). A 
set of direct and diffuse irradiance spectra were calculated for solar zenith angles between 
30° and 90°. For each set, 20 different cloud conditions were calculated with a stratified 
cloud layer between 2 and 3 km. The average droplet size in the cloud layer was set to 
10nm and water content varied from zero to 1 g/rn3. 

5.3.2 Inclusion of instrument response 

A normalized relative spectral response function was used to get comparable weighted 
irradiance as measured by the GUV-541, by convoluting modeled spectra with the spectral 
response of the GUV-541's 340 nm channel. Diffuse irradiance was multiplied with the 
diffuse error coefficient including diffuse angular response error. Then the angular response 
curve both azimuth and zenith dependent were used to damp the direct component before 
the two tables were joined. Sun trajectory data and measured irradiance data were used 
as information to retrieve cloud optical depth from the Stamnes-table by interpolation. 
This approach was presented as case 3 in the discussion of cosine error in chapter 4. The 
disadvantage of including the cosine error was a slower algorithm, since the chart had 
to be rebuild from direct and diffuse irradiance each time the algorithm was called. If 
azimuth dependence had been ignored, a quicker method based on a global irradiance 
table could have been used. Due to a discrepancy between the clear-sky modeled data 
and clear-sky measurements the Stamnes-table was adjusted with a constant coefficient 
to achieve an optimal fit between the modeled and measured data. The coefficient was 
found by optimizing the ratio between the measured and modeled data at a clear day. 
The absolute level adjustment between the measurements and the lookup table was made 
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Figure 5.1 Modeled irradiance data for 340 nm channel, modeled for cloud optical 
depths from 0 to ~ 1-50(dotted lines). The dots shows measured irradiance from the 340 
nm channel for July 3. 1997 (left). Estimated effective cloud optical depth, with (.) and 
without (+) angular response form the instrument in the lookup table, (right) 

for the table with cosine response error. The same constant was applied to the table 
constructed without the cosine response error as well. Thus the algorithm allows us to 
estimate an equivalent stratified cloud optical depth that made measured irradiance agree 
with the modeled irradiance. 

5.4 Results 

Figure 5.1 (left) shows measured and modeled global irradiance for the 340 nm channel 
from July 3. 1997. This was an illustrative day with a thick cloud cover in the morning, 
that cleared up in the afternoon. As the clouds left the direct beam path, an amplification 
of ~10% compared to modeled clear-sky irradiance was measured, lasting 2-3 minutes. A 
suspicious damping ( rejf » 150) of the 340 nm channel lasting for ~10 minutes could be 
observed in the morning at around 8 UT, illustrating a situation where the entrance optics 
of the GUV was blocked. Figure 5.1 (right) shows the cloud optical depth estimated using 
the table lookup method based on data from the 340 nm channel at July 3. 1997. 

Cloud optical depth estimated from the Stamnes-table including cosine error, gave 
lower cloud optical depth estimates than the Stamnes-table without. Both lookup tables 
were corrected with the same constant coefficient giving optimal fit between the model 
with cosine error included and measurements at clear-sky condition. Estimated cloud 
optical depths from both lookup tables are presented in Figure 5.2 (right), showing details 
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Figure 5.2 Estimated cloud optical depth from July 3. 1997 where effective cloud optical 
depth has been estimated with (.) and without(+) angular response data included in the 
lookup table. 

from the clear-sky afternoon. An inclusion of cosine response error in the Stamnes-table 
caused a systematic reduction in estimated cloud optical depths of ~1 for clear-sky. A 
non-linearity in the 340 nm channel can be seen at 19:00 pm. The non-linearity was 
caused by a change in a amplification level before the AD converter in the GUV. 

5.5 Limitations with the lookup table method 

Amplifications observed in real measurements of global UVB showed that clouds not only 
damp global irradiance but are capable of amplifying the global irradiance to irradiance 
levels above clear-sky conditions [15]. By introducing a homogeneous cloud layer into a ID 
model, a thin cloud (r ~ 1) caused ground level to increase above clear-sky irradiance, for 
solar zenith angles less than 80.6° at 340 nm. At effective cloud optical depths above 2, the 
irradiance decreased from clear-sky levels with increasing cloud optical depth, as expected. 
(See Figure 5.3.) Since a lookup table method depends on an unique dependence between 
effective cloud optical depth and irradiance, this increase before decrease in irradiance 
with effective cloud optical depth caused serious problems for the table lookup algorithm. 
In Figure 5.3 the area shaded grey represents estimated irradiance levels at cloud optical 
depths where the irradiance was larger than for clear-skies. The increased irradiance 
predicted by the model by introducing the cloud, was in the order of 1%. This area could 
not be applied directly in a table lookup method. Only data from the table where re/f > 1 
were used in the table lookup method. 
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Figure 5.3 Modeled irradiance data for 340 nm channel, modeled for cloud optical 
depths from 0 to ~150. The shaded area represents irradiance levels that are higher than 
the clear-sky value. Each line represents different solar zenith angles from 90° to 40°. 

Data larger than modeled tabulated irradiance were interpreted in a linear manner and 
cloud optical depth were extrapolated to get an estimate. This could cause an estimated 
cloud optical depth that sometimes were negative. An estimated negative cloud optical 
depth can only be interpreted as a cloud layer with cloud optical depth less than 1. For 
some cases it could have been caused by a situation where a fractional cloud cover had 
caused an irradiance levels higher than clear-sky irradiance. 

5.6 Cloud optical depth distribution in Trondheim. 

Time series of the effective cloud optical depth can provide information on how clouds 
influence global irradiance measurements at a site. Global irradiance measurements from 
the GUV in Trondheim from 1996 to 1998 were analyzed. Figure 5.4 shows a histogram of 
the cloud optical depth for the entire year of 1996 and July 1997. From the histogram one 
can classify roughly three categories of cloud conditions according to amplified re// < 0, 
clear 0 < Teff < 5 and damped due to clouds r efj > 5. Table 5.1 summarize some results 
from entire year distributions of 1996, 1997 and 1998. 
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Figure 5.4 Histogram of estimated effective cloud optical depth from entire 1996 (left) 
and July 1998 (right) 

Table 5.1 Percentage distribution of effective cloud optical depth based on all available 
data through the year. The count value gives the number of measurements counted in 
the class. 

1996 1997 1998 
Class Teff count % count % count % 

Amplified 
Clear 
Damped 

Teff < 0 

0 < T e f f < 5 

Teff > 5 

19111 7.57 % 
92263 36.56% 
140927 55.85% 

12574a 9.72% 
40979a 31.69% 
75733a 58.57% 

10565 
75569 
105497 

5.51% 
39.43 
55.06% 

a Based on measurements from January 1. to July. 

The July distribution (Figure 5.4[right]) seems to be a combination of three the different 
Gaussian distribution with means ~3, ~9 and ~26. The peak at re// ~ 3 represents the 
distribution of the estimated effective cloud optical depth at clear-sky. It must be noted 
that data presented in Table 5.1 is taken from an entire year of data. Since periods with 
snow cover are included, a lot of effective cloud optical depths were estimated with a too 
low albedo in the lookup table causing some estimates of Tejf to be too high compared 
with the realistic values. However, to classify cloud optical depth of 5 as clear-sky is also 
a rather crude classification. 

These calculations showed that ~ 5-10% of the measurements were measured at an 
estimated effective cloud optical depth less than zero or under amplified conditions. ~ 
30-40% were found in the range of 0 to 5 and 55 to 60% were clearly damped by clouds. 
The last class also contained measurements where the entrance optics was blocked for the 
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direct sun, as caused by for example curious experimentallists or birds. 

5.7 Discussion 

This cloud optical depth retrieval algorithm ignored the fact that a cloud layer can be 
temporal and spatial variable, the cloud droplet size distribution variable, and that the 
height of the cloud layer can vary. Clouds are found in several layers at several heights. 
The method made an estimate of how much clouds damp the irradiance and how thick 
a cloud layer had to be applied in the model to achieve the same damping of the global 
irradiance. The estimated effective cloud optical depth is sensitive to the guessed albedo. 
As an example, Stamnes et al. [1] found that 10% uncertainty in albedo (assumed snow 
albedo in Antarctica of 0.75) cause an error in the estimated cloud optical depth of 30-
40%. For Trondheim, which can be classified as urban areas with some scattered fields 
of farmland, the albedo was estimated to vary from 3-10% at summer time to probably 
20-50% during fresh snow conditions at winter time [2], However these fresh snow periods 
were quickly polluted from urban pollution and hence the albedo was quickly reduced. 

Measurements of global irradiance at a variable cloud cover show that clouds are 
capable of amplifying the ground level irradiance. This can be seen in Figure 5.1 when 
the clouds were leaving the direct beam path and a spike in the measurements appeared. 
The amplification can last only for some seconds before the cloud covers the sun and cause 
a clear damping of the global irradiance level. Since the amplification can be so short 
lived, the absolute level of the amplification is dependent upon the sampling rate and 
averaging time in the sampling. The effective cloud optical depth is useful as a parameter 
for cloud flagging. Combined with detailed temporal variation, flagging and for cloud 
flagging purposes the results shown in Figure 5.2 are useful. 

However as stated by Dahlback [3] there is a problem with clear-sky conditions to 
get good estimates of effective cloud optical depth. If the purpose of the lookup table 
algorithm is to get the absolute level of the effective cloud optical depth, modeled and 
measured data has to agree on an absolute scale. Measurement to model intercomparison 
has been shown to be difficult enough for clear-sky [6]. If the results agree, data retrieved 
from the lookup table method can be used as input to derive modeled spectra. To be able 
to simulate measurements on an absolute scale, several atmospheric parameters put into 
the model have to be fixed from measurements of real atmospheric conditions. This can 
be done for aerosols and ozone by direct sun measurements. However, since no spectral 
direct sun measurements exist for Trondheim, several model input parameters had to be 
guessed. Still, having a relative parameter for effective cloud optical depth is useful for 
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cloud flagging purposes. 
The GUV-541 had a complicated angular response error. This made it difficult to fit 

model data and to measurements without the angular response included. The azimuth 
dependence gave systematic deviations during the day. Instrument specific spectral and 
angular response were included in the lookup table. The effect of instrument responses 
in the lookup table gave some changes to the inferred cloud optical depth. However, a 
correct retrieval of the effective cloud optical depth is directly related to the complicated 
problem with correcting for angular response error during variable cloud cover. 

The inclusion of instrument angular response in the lookup table caused a change in the 
estimated effective cloud optical depth for clear-sky conditions. With improved angular 
response error estimates, the difference would have increased. The angular response error 
estimates of the GUV-541 increased by ~ 20-50% when real radiance distributions were 
used compared to the isotropic diffuse radiance assumption. By changing to a more 
realistic clear-sky radiance distribution like the modeled radiance distribution from [16] 
an improvement the of clear sky estimates was achieved, but still large uncertainties could 
exist for cloudy situations. 

If direct sun measurements were available, modeled estimates could have been tied up 
to the realities in stead of basing the model estimates on guessed input parameters. This 
means that the model is more able to calculate irradiance levels more correctly and a fair 
comparison to absolute level irradiance measurements can be done. 

When the cloud optical depth is estimated, it can be used for cloud flagging and other 
purposes where information on cloud cover is needed. One possible application would 
be as an additional parameter in the process of correcting for the cosine error in the 
ratio between the Optronic OL752 and the GUV-541, or for pure angular response error 
correction algorithms. 
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Abstract 

A method to control spectral global irradiance data using moderate bandwidth multi-

channel radiometer data was analyzed. The multichannel instrument sampled at both 1 

min averages and a high frequency of approximately 0.5 Hz simultaneously with the spec-

tral data. Deviations between multichannel radiometer and spectroradiometer, caused by 

different angular response (cosine and azimuth), were investigated. Uncertainties due to 

separate sampling systems and nonideal timing were quantified and removed before data 

intercomparison. It is shown that high-frequency multichannel measurements, ideal syn-

chronized to spectral measurements can be used to identify short-term unexpected errors 

in spectral measurements down to a level of 5%, limited by the relative angular response 

error between the instrument during variable cloud conditions. 
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6.1 Introduction 

During recent years, ozone depletion has been discovered in the Arctic as well as in the 
Antarctic, especially during spring months [Rex et al., 1997; Amin et al., 1994], giving 
rise to a general concern about a possible increase in biological detrimental UV B (280 
to 315 nm). In Norway, a network of easy maintenance filter instruments together with 
more specialized spectroradiometers have been established for ultraviolet (UV) radiation 
monitoring. The overall aim of these measurements are to gain long-termed UV trends, 
in addition to giving an increased knowledge of atmospheric processes influencing UV 
radiation levels at the ground. This requires high-quality UV data. High quality data can 
only be achieved by following procedures for calibration and quality control [ Webb et al., 
1998], developed during recent large intercomparisons [Seckmeyer et al., 1998; Kjeldstad 
et al., 1997]. Filter instruments, without moving mechanical parts, might be more stable 
than spectroradiometers on a short-term timescale of some weeks. Spectroradiometers are 
frequently absolute calibrated against standard lamps and are thereby more reliable on a 
long term. For sun measurements, spectroradiometers are recommended for calibration 
of broadband and narrowband instruments with known spectral response, rather than 
standard lamps [Booth et al., 1994]. Still, if the calibration of the moderate bandwidth 
radiometers is intended for estimating spectral irradiance, the calibration coefficients are 
a function of all atmospheric factors that cause a change in the shape of the spectrum 
[Booth et al., 1994; Dahlback, 1996] . If strict quality assurance and quality control are 
followed, temperature-controlled broadband meters do not necessarily have significantly 
lower accuracy than spectroradiometers [Leszczynski et al., 1998]. 

At many locations, several UV monitoring instruments are operated in parallel. In 
addition, there might be ancillary solar measurements, pyranometer and pyr-heliometer 
which provide some additional cloud cover information. Two instruments at the same site 
can be compared with each other, as an internal control of the stability. If the spectrora-
diometer has changed between two calibrations, comparison with a filter instrument might 
reveal the kind of changes that have occurred and when it happened. A systematic drift in 
the spectrometer between calibrations, as well as rapid changes in sensitivity during one 
single day, can be revealed. A precise instrument comparison requires detailed knowledge 
of spectral and angular response of both instruments. By applying methods developed 
during intercomparisons, systematic diurnal deviations between the instruments can be 
quantified. Corrections for cosine errors, caused by the imperfect angular responses, can 
be made for clear-sky conditions and improve the comparison [Bais, 1998], but corrections 
are more difficult when there is a temporal changing cloud cover. 

The aim of this paper is to present a procedure where ancillary data from a moder-
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ate bandwidth multichannel filter instrument are used to monitor short-term instabilities 

of a spectroradiometer between calibrations. A method has been applied to obtain si-

multaneous equivalent-weighted irradiance from both instruments during variable cloud 

conditions. The effect of different angular responses in the instruments are simulated and 

discussed. The importance of synchronized measurements are evaluated, and the effect of 

possible drift in timescale of the computers controlling the two compared measurement 

systems is quantified for given specific samples. 

6.2 Equipment and Methods 

6.2.1 Spectral Measurements 

Global solar spectral UV irradiance was measured with Optronic model 752 (Optronic 

Laboratories, Orlando, Florida), which is installed on the roof of the University building 

in Trondheim (63°43'N, 10°43'E). The double monochromator (0L752-0-PMT) and the 

detector (photomultiplier S-20 operated in current mode) was placed inside a weather 

enclosure, temperature stabilized at 30° ± 0.5°C. Reliable measurements are strongly 

dependent upon a constant temperature in the monochromator environment for this in-

strument [Thorseth et al., 1997]. Temperature data were stored together with spectral 

data as a quality control parameter. If not otherwise stated, spectra measured at a con-

stant temperature ±0.5° were used in the comparison. The original integrating sphere 

has been replaced with a flat Teflon D5 Bentham diffusor and a fiber bundle, due to a 

nonideal azimuth response in the old integrating sphere [Josefsson et al., 1994]. The an-

gular response for the modified entrance optics was investigated by measurements against 

a 1000 W halogen tungsten lamp (type FEL) at 50 cm. Measurements were made for 

each 10° zenith and at two azimuth angles, 0° and 180°. No significant azimuth response 

was observed, neither in the laboratory experiments nor in the outdoor intercomparison 

with other spectroradiometers. Further instrument details have been published elsewhere 

[Kjeldstad et al., 1997]. 

Irradiances I from 290 to 400 nm in steps of 0.5 nm were measured every 10 min. 

One spectrum obtained with the OL752, denoted l£L7S2(Åi(ti)), started at time 4(time 

in minutes past midnight), measuring A; at relative time ti ranging from 0 to 420 s where 

the index i goes from 1 to 221. 

A global positioning system was connected to the spectroradiometer system and used 

to correct the time-scale of the computer on a diurnal basis. Daily corrections of computer 

time were normally 2 to 3 s. Calibration of the spectroradiometer was done regularly 
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against a 1000 W halogen tungsten lamp (type FEL) traceable to National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST). Detailed description of the calibration equipment is 
published by Kjeldstad et al., [1997]. 

6.2.2 Moderate Bandwidth Multichannel Radiometer Measure-
ments 

Moderate bandwidth radiometer measurements were perform with a multichannel filter 
instrument typed GUV-541 (Biospherical Instruments, San Diego, California) simultane-
ously with spectral measurements. 
Both the diffusor head of the GUV-541 and the spectroradiometer were positioned at the 
same height, approximately 1.5 m apart. The GUV-541 model is essentially a GUV-511 
where the photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) channel has been replaced with a 313 
nm channel. The central wavelengths of the other channels are 305, 320, 340, and 380 
nm. The instrument is temperature stabilized at 40°C and deviations larger than 0.4°C 
were not observed during an entire year of continuous operation. The GUV instrument in 
Trondheim is part of a national UV-monitoring network, consisting of seven permanently 
installed GUV instruments and a transfer standard GUV. The instruments were initially 
calibrated in 1995 by the manufacturer, traceable to NIST. Drift has since been controlled 
by circulating a transfer standard to the measurement sites every year. The transfer stan-
dard itself undergoes frequent calibration controls by the Norwegian Radiation Protection 
Agency (NRPA) and also shipped to the manufacturer for annual recalibration against 
the manufacturers own standards. The GUV in Trondheim has remained stable within ± 
2% from the initial calibration during the first two years of operation but had a sensitivity 
reduction of 1 to 3 % within the last year. 

Measurements of the spectral response functions 
and the angular response functions were made for each channel at NRPA. Angu-

lar response measurements were made for each 10° zenith and each 45° azimuth angles. 
The measured angular response data were fitted, using least squares method, to a model 
made up of a combination of Fourier series and polynomials. The Fourier series incorpo-
rated a periodic azimuth response, and the polynomials handle the zenith dependence. 
Bandwidth of each channel is approximately 10 nm. GUV-541 measurements cannot be 
interpreted as spectral irradiance measurements without making obvious errors [Booth 
et al., 1994], Despite this moderate bandwidth, measured irradiance from these instru-
ments are expressed as spectral irradiance. Reliable results require a calibration of the 
instrument performed with a light source with the same spectral shape as the investigated 
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source [Booth et al., 1994]. In this study, irradiance measurements by GUV have been 
interpreted as weighted irradiance in units of watts per square meter (W m~2), denoted 
D. The spectral response function of each channel defines the spectral weighting functions 
used to transfer spectral irradiance measurements to weighted irradiance. 

The GUV was controlled by a computer, separated from the spectroradiometer sys-
tem. A modem connection was used to correct the computer time on a diurnal basis. The 
GUV controller computer was corrected each morning at 0530 UT for a drift of approxi-
mately 10 to 14 s. The standard sampling scheme for GUV gave 1 min average-weighted 
irradiance DXc (tj), where tj was the time in minutes past midnight. For a test period of 
several months, a direct link between the spectroradiometer measurement system and the 
moderate bandwidth radiometer system was made. Otherwise, these two different timing 
systems worked independently. Moderate bandwidth measurements at five channels were 
sampled simultaneously with the spectral measurements, giving a set of 221 GUV mea-
surements at each channel for each spectral scan. In this case, the sampling frequency of 
the filter instrument was ~0.5 Hz. To distinguish simultaneous sampled measurements 
from 1 min averages, the simultaneous irradiances are denoted Dfvv(tk + U), where tk 
gives scan time start as for spectral irradiance measurements. The time offset U from 
scan start indicates that the simultaneous measurement was measured at the same time 
as the spectral irradiance at \ . 

Irradiance from a spectral scan is plotted against wavelength A, or scan time tt in Figure 
1. Weighted irradiance sampled simultaneously by the moderate bandwidth radiometer 
are given with the same time scale ti. The scan was taken under a variable cloud cover. 
One can continuously observe the influence of cloud variation on the GUV channels and 
also observe how the same variation distort the global irradiance spectrum. The shaded 
grey areas illustrate the relative spectral response functions R^V (X) for Ac=340 nm and 
380 nm. 

For comparisons of spectral irradiance measurements from OL752 with GUV-541-
weighted irradiance values, spectral measurements were weighted with spectral response 
of GUV channels. Within this study only comparison between the 340 nm channel and 
the spectroradiometer has been shown. In principle, similar comparisons can be done 
with all channels. Spectral irradiance 7i°i752(Ai(fj)) was transferred to an instantaneous 
GUV comparable weighted irradiance D°c

i752, by applying the response function R^'JV(X) 
according to 

D°™(tk + At) = (6-1) 
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t-rO Scan timet, W-420 sec. 

Wavelenght [nm] 

Figure 6.1 Example of irradiance data available from one spectral scan (thick contin-
uous line) from 290 to 400 nm and weighted irradiance from the moderate bandwidth 
multichannel radiometer (GUV 541), 305, 313, 320, 340, and 380 nm channels (lines with 
dots), sampled simultaneously at ~0.5 Hz. The x axis represents both wavelength and 
time for the spectral scan and timescale for the multichannel radiometer irradiances. The 
grey shaded areas illustrate the spectral response function of the 340 nm channel and the 
380 nm channel on a relative scale. 

The actual time (t* + At), when the weighted instantaneous irradiance derived from 
spectral measurements was sampled, is shifted At from the scan start time tk, for all Ac. At 
will depend on the spectral response function of the specific channel on filter instrument 
R ^ v ( \ ) , as well as the scanning speed of the spectroradiometer. As an example from our 
study with OL752 and GUV-541, At for the 305 channel was approximately 30 s while 
the 380 channel was approximately 350 s. 

D°L752(tk + At) can also be compared to 1 min averages E^^V(tj), if tj, giving the 
best estimate for t^+At, is known. An optimal accuracy could be achieved when weighted 
irradiance calculated from spectral measurements was compared to a weighted mean of 
instantaneously weighted irradiance GUV measurements Z ) ^ , as given by 

DfUZ(tk + At) = ± Df™(tk + U)Rfr{U). (6.2) 
i= 1 

Here the spectral scale of response function R f u v ( \ i ) is replaced with time, and 
the function is used as a time-weighting function Rf^v(ti). Time weighting will improve 
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comparison of the two instruments when there are rapid changes in irradiance level during 
the sampling of the spectrum. The time offset At from the time the scan started is the 
same as for the weighted irradiance calculated from the spectra in (6.1). This approach 
has the advantage that signal noise from both instruments is averaged down in comparable 
sizes through spectral and time averaging. 

6.2.3 Adjustments of Desynchronized Measurements 

Under ordinary operation, spctroradiometer and GUV were connected to separate com-
puter systems. Timing errors might therefore be introduced in comparison of 1 min 
averages from GUV and constructed weighted irradiance from the spectroradiometer. A 
simple routine was developed to find a minimal deviation in the timing of the two instru-
ments and to correct for that. Since {tj) has a 1 min time resolution, At in (6.1) 
can only be determined on a discrete 1 min level. The routine uses the ratio of weighted 
irradiance from OL752 (6.1) and 1 min average-weighted irradiance from the 
GUV and calculates the ratio variance. Because of different signal to noise ratio of these 
two instruments, comparisons at low irradiances were strongly influenced by noise from 
the GUV. Only data for solar zenith angles less than 90° were used. 

6.2.4 Modeling 

Effects of different instrumental angular responses on the ratio of the measurements from 
the instruments were simulated using modeled diffuse to direct ratios. Software from 
the UVspec program package (A. Kylling, UVspec, a program package for calculation of 
diffuse and direct uv and visible intiensities and fluxes (available by anonymous ftp to : 
kaja.gi.alaska.edu, cd pub/ 
arve) 1995) (here after referred to as K95) was used to solve the radiative transfer equation 
using the discrete ordinate method (DOM) [Stamnes et al., 1988]. UVspec is a freely 
available software package for calculations of diffuse and direct radiance and irradiance. 
For diffuse irradiance calculations, only the azimuth-averaged radiative transfer equation 
has to be solved [Lenoble, 1993]. A pseudospherical version of the DOM-based radiative 
transfer solver has been used for all calculation of direct and diffuse irradiance made 
in this work [Dahlback and Stamnes, 1991]. Azimuth-averaged intensities were used to 
calculate irradiance instead of applying a calculated radiance. To simulate measured 
global irradiance, the transmittance was calculated at 0.5 nm resolution, interpolated 
to higher (0.05 nm) resolution using cubic spines and multiplied with a high-resolution 
extraterrestrial spectrum according to Mayer et al., [1997]. This high-resolution spectrum 
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was convolved with spectral response for both instruments to simulate measurements 
with the same spectral response as the measured irradiance data. The model neglects 
polarization and Raman scattering. Surface albedo was assumed Lambertian and set to 
0.1. Ozone was set to 334 Dobson units (DU). A clear atmosphere has been assumed with 
a tropospheric visibility of 200 km. References to atmospheric profiles, aerosol, and ozone 
profiles, and cloud parameterization, as well as detailed descriptions of the model, can be 
found in the documentation of UVspec (K95). 

Global irradiance measurements in conjunction with radiance measurements are rare. 
Applied cosine corrections are often based on measured diffuse to direct ratio, assuming 
isotropic diffuse radiance distributions. For UV B the assumption of isotropic diffuse 
radiance causes errors of the order of 1.5%, increasing for wavelengths in the visible part 
of the solar spectrum [Grobner et al., 1996]. An ideal theoretical angular response function 
C(0) is expected to have a simple cos(0) dependence. Deviations from an ideal response 
are denoted cosine error CE{9). 

C(9) = Ce(0)COS(0). (6.3) 

No significant azimuth and wavelength dependence was found in the spectroradiometer 
cosine error. An azimuth dependence in the angular response was found in the GUV. The 
angular response for the GUV is then given by 

C ^ ( M ) = ^ ( M ) c o s ( 0 ) . (6.4) 

Weighted irradiance, as measured with the spectroradiometer for one defined GUV chan-
nel, were constructed from modeled (index M) spectral direct and diffuse irradiance, 
according to 

D°M
L752(0O) = J RTRMHIDMI!F{00,A) + 

I°ir(0o, A) <M0o)C°L752(eo)}d\. (6.5) 

The diffuse component correction factor /<j was calculated from 

/•f/2 
fd = 2 CgL752{0)cos(0)sm{0)d0. (6.6) 

Jo 

The modeled weighted irradiance was more complicated for the GUV-541 since the in-
strument had an additional azimuth dependence in the angular response function. The 
diffuse component correction factor was channel dependent, since each channel had a 
unique angular response curve. GUV-weighted irradiance was a function of both solar 
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zenith and azimuth. The simulated ratio between the two instruments at specific solar 
position (00,<j)0), given by 

became solar trajectory specific. However, also depend on instrumental cosine errors for 
both instruments, in addition to atmospheric factors changing diffuse to direct ratio. 

6.2.5 Cloud Optical Depth Estimates 

Effective cloud optical depth could be retrieved by a table look up method outlined by 
Stamnes et al., [1991], where the same model, as described in the model paragraph, was 
used. A table of GUV-541-weighted global irradiance was constructed for different solar 
zenith and azimuth angles and cloud optical depths. Effective cloud optical depth was 
estimated from the table according to a method by Dahlback, [1988]. Further development 
was done by including angular response of the GUV-541 into the look up tables to improve 
agreement between modeled data and real measurements. A modeled cloud layer was 
represented with a homogeneous cloud layer between 2 and 3 km. The average water 
droplet size was set to 10 fim, and the water densities were varied from zero to 1 g/m2. 
A background level of aerosols was applied using a visibility of 200 km. An increase in 
background level of aerosols was interpreted as clouds in the definition of " effective cloud 
optical depth." Data from the 340 nm channel were used in the table look up method, 
since this has a minimal sensitivity to ozone changes. 

The time shift algorithm controlled the two separate measurement systems and tested on 
synchronization. Errors in the ratio of the 1 min GUV-averaged irradiance D ^ V ( t j ) and 
weighted spectral irradiance measurements D^752(tk + At) can occur due to timescale 
differences. The timescale of all 1 min averages was checked against the timing of spec-
troradiometer measurements. The standard deviation of the diurnal ratio of the weighted 
irradiance was calculated according to 

The timing of spectral-weighted irradiance D ^ ^ ^ k + At) was fixed, while the timescales 
of GUV measurements were changed, giving an offset AT from -15 to 15 min. Minimum 

RATION (0O, = D%uv(0oAo) 
D°M™\eo) ' 

(6.7) 

6.3 Results 

(6.8) 
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variance a\c (AT) at time tj + AT represented optimal timing of the GUV 1 min averages 
compared to weighted spectral irradiance. Time shift AT, calculated for each GUV 
channel,a\c (AT) was in general found to be within the range of 1 to 6 min. An example 
of calculated for four channels, Ac=313, 320, 340, and 380 nm from one specific scan 
are plotted in Figure 2 as a function of the applied shift AT. The value of AT was an 

Figure 6.2 A plot of the diurnal standard deviation as given by equation 6.8 for the 
Ac=313 (squares), 320(asterisks), 340(pluses) and 380 nm channels (diamonds) as a func-
tion of the time offset from the start of the spectral scan. 

estimate of At from (6.1) for the GUV 1 min average. This means that tk -I- AT was 
used to replace tj in the 1 min averages. The time shift will depend on sampling speed 
of the spectroradiometer, spectral response function of the broadband instrument, and a 
possible timescale drift in one of the instrument-sampling system. The timescale of GUV 
1 min average irradiance were adjusted in accordance to the analysis, and synchronization 
of the two instruments could be improved. However, 1 min averaged irradiance from the 
broadband instrument did not allow optimal synchronization better than 30 s. With this 
lower limit some scatter in the ratio between the instruments could be observed. 

By increasing sampling frequency of the filter instrument to 0.5 Hz, which made it 
possible to synchronize every GUV sampling to a spectral measurement, scatter in the 
ratio could be reduced, and variations in the ratio caused by changing cloud cover strongly 
decreased. Figure 3 gives an example of diurnal ratio between GUV measurements and 
Optronic-weighted irradiance given for the 340 nm channel. Circles show ratios from 
minute averages GUV irradiance measurements (tj), while plusses represent the 
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Figure 6.3 Diurnal ratio of GUV 340 nm channel data and weighted irradiance calculated 
by equation (1). The GUV-weighted irradiance is represented as 1 min averages (circles), 
and time-weighted, instantaneous-weighted irradiance (pluses), as defined by equation 
(2). The inserted figure shows diurnal 1 min average irradiance from the GUV's 340 nm 
channel of the same day as an illustration of the cloud conditions. 

same ratio retrieved from time-weighted GUV irradiance T^'xA^k + Ai) obtained from 
0.5 Hz GUV-sampling scheme. Global irradiance at 340 nm (1 min averages) from the 
same day is shown in the embedded figure, indicating rapid changing cloud conditions 
before noon and more stable conditions in the afternoon. Calculated ratios, using 1 min 
average irradiance from the GUV, varied from 1.15 to 1.55 this specific day, while the 
same ratio based on time-weighted irradiance, + At), showed a variation from 
1.12 to 1.33 for a solar zenith angle less than 90°. Time-weighted irradiance from filter 
instrument measurements (equation (6.2)) can be compared with spectral measurements, 
independently of temporal dynamics of the cloud layer, while minute averages caused 
larger scatter. For stable atmospheric conditions as observed in the afternoon (Figure 3) 
both methods for representing filter instrument measurements worked well. Because of 
different noise levels in the two instruments, larger deviations at low solar zenith angles 
were observed. The method fails for solar zenith angles larger than 90°. 

When high-frequency sampled data from the GUV Df^v(tk + U) were stored, both 
time-weighted irradiance and 1 min averages could be calculated from the same set of 
data. By introducing a systematic time offset in the high-frequency sampling values by 
shifting the index i in U, an effect of drift in time between two measurement systems 
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Figure 6.4 Ratio between a time-weighted GUV irradiance at 340 nm (equation (2)) and 
spectral-weighted irradiance channel constructed from the spectral measurement and a 
similar dose rate from time-weighted GUV measurements, where the GUV measurements 
were shifted in time from -50 to 50 s. Real measurements without a time shift are given at 
zero offset, indicated with a vertical line in the figure. The inserted figure shows diurnal 
1 min averages from the 320, 340, and 380 nm GUV channels, for the day analyzed. 

could be investigated. Diurnal ratios of spectral-weighted irradiance as given by (6.1) and 
time-weighted irradiance from GUV given by (6.2) with GUV measurements shifted from 
-50 s to 50 s were calculated. These new ratios, as a function of the shift in time, are 
plotted in Figure 4. Data were taken from one day with extreme cloud cover changes, as 
indicated with 340 nm 1 min averages from the GUV in the figure within Figure 4. The 
ratio between the two instruments were insensitive to time shift ranging from -10 to 30 s 
during these extreme cloud conditions for all solar zenith angles. The variations observed 
within the tested time offset interval between -10 and 30 s, ratio 1.03 and 1.08, were caused 
by a different cosine response of the two instruments. For clear-sky conditions, ratios were 
considerably less sensitive to timing error. The nonsymmetrical insensitivity to time shift 
in Figure 4 reflected the nonsymmetrical shape of the spectral response/ weight function 
of the 340 nm channel. The experiment was repeated with 1 min averages and one single 
instantaneous value D^JV(tk + U), where fj matches the scan time for Xt. Figure 5 shows 
standard deviation of diurnal ratios based on time-weighted GUV data, 1 min averages 
DXc ( t j), and a single value instantaneous sampling Df^v(tk + U), where the timing of 
ti matches At. Time-weighted GUV irradiance (pluses) gave the stable ratio over a period 
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Figure 6.5 A plot of the diurnal standard deviation of the ratio between the instruments 
for weighted time mean GUV 541 data (pluses), 1 min averages from the GUV (squares) 
and instantaneous data picked from the GUV (circles) as a function of time shift in the 
GUV data. The lower limit is as indicated, the diurnal variation in the ratio is due to 
different cosine error in the instruments. 

of ~50 s. With 1 min averages, GUV values and optimal timing were found, when GUV 
timescale was shifted -8 s, but the variance was larger than with time-weighted irradiance. 
Comparing instantaneously-weighted irradiance from the GUV gives a minimum variance 
at zero offset, as expected. 

Comparison of the two instruments revealed a diurnal variation in the ratio (specially 
shown in Figure 3) which was explained as an effect of different cosine response. The co-
sine effect was quantified by simulations, using synthetic spectra calculated from UVspec 
and adjusted for cosine response for each instrument. Ratios between simulated mea-
surements from both instruments were calculated for a Sun trajectory corresponding to 
June 21 in Trondheim at clear-sky conditions. Ratios between GUV measurements and 
spectroradiometer measurements are shown as a function of solar zenith angle in Figure 
6. The thick continuous curve shows ratios with clear-sky conditions for the given solar 
trajectory as a function of solar zenith angle. Dotted curves show modeled ratios for 
different cloud cover as cloud optical depth is increased in the model. The simulations, 
shown in Figure 6, predict that different cosine errors will cause a diurnal variation of ap-
proximately 2.5% between the two instruments at clear-sky conditions. Deviations caused 
by azimuth error in the GUV were modeled to be of the order of 0.5% (represented by the 
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Figure 6.6 Modeled ratio at 340 nm between the instruments, where the angular response 
of both instruments is included in the model. The continuous thick line represents the 
clear sky-ratio where the azimuth response was included in the model. The thick dotted 
line is clear-sky with averaged azimuth response. Dotted lines represents the ratio as the 
cloud optical depth in the model is increased. Calculations are based on a Sun trajectory 
representative for June 21 in Trondheim. 

two thick curves, labeled clear-sky morning and clear-sky afternoon), which is insignifi-
cant for most purposes. At total diffuse conditions where the direct beam will be blocked, 
the ratio became 1.045. 

Ratios between the two instruments were investigated during a test period, using time-
weighted irradiance data from GUV. To illustrate how the method works and how diurnal 
ratios can be observed for the two instruments, a time period of 8 days is shown in Figure 
7 (open squares) The ratio varied around 1.2. A mean deviation of 20% between the two 
instruments was due to a non-ideal absolute calibration during the specific period. Despite 
this deviation, this period was chosen because it illustrated how a relative comparison 
between the two instruments flagged days with special problems. Clear days showed a 
typical variation of approximately 5%, seen for instance at days 146, 149, and 150. At 
day 151, one of the instruments obviously drifted off 10% at the middle of the day but 
returned back to the normal ratio at the end of the day. Days 147 and 153 had a variable 
cloud cover. 

A possible irreversible drift in one of the instruments during the day could be quantified 
by establishing a correction factor found by forcing the ratio of the measurements to be 
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Figure 6.7 A plot of the measured ratio of GUV over Optronic of the 340 nm channel 

(squares) and the corrected ratio (pluses) as an 8 day time series. A linear diurnal trend 

was corrected for in the original ratio. The inserted figure shows the linear correction 

applied to correct the ratio for the same period of time. 

1.045 at solar zenith angle 85°, as found from simulations on the effect of cosine error 

(Figure 6). Two correction factors could be found per day from measurements, and 

assuming a linear drift during the day, a set of correction factors could be derived for all 

measurements. Applying these correction factors to all ratios, a set of corrected ratios 

could be found. Corrected ratios still showed diurnal variations, as shown in Figure 

7 (asterisks), but short-term drifts deviating from a linear drift will be included in the 

corrected ratios. Correction factors applied for the period shown are plotted in the inserted 

figure. Correction factors were between 0.850 and 0.872, which indicates a rather small 

drift. During the three first days the drift was approximately 1%, correction factors 

between 0.863 and 0.870. A larger drift could be observed during day 149, indicated by 

a 2% change in the corrections factor between morning and afternoon. A similar 2% 

deviation could be observed at day 152 in opposite direction. Time series of correction 

factors will reflect day-to-day drift in the ratio between the instruments. Variability of 

correction factors might flag special events that occur or indicate causes for deviation in 

calibrations for the same period. 

Removing some of the unpredictable instrumental errors from the data set, by cor-

recting the irradiance ratios with correction factors as described above, permanent instru-

mental deviations could be studied with measured data. For instance, deviations caused 
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by different angular response at different cloud conditions could be compared with the 
simulated deviations found in Figure 6. Three months of data from 1998 were corrected 
for daily linear drift, and the corrected ratios were sorted according to the estimated ef-
fective cloud optical depth. Corrected ratios were analyzed as a function of solar zenith 
angle and cloud optical depth. Results from comparing 340 nm channel with spectral 
measurements could be found for solar zenith angles between 40° and 90° and for a set of 
effective cloud optical defined. For conditions with effective cloud optical depth less than 
5, a solar zenith dependence could be observed in the ratio, although some scatter (Figure 
8, top). The diurnal variation in the ratio was in the same range as that predicted by 

40 50 60 70 80 90 
Solar zenith angle 

Figure 6.8 A scatterplot of the ratio between the Optronic and the GUV 541 as a 
function of solar zenith angle, estimated form the 340 nm channel. Each plot represents 
a given class of estimated effective cloud optical depth. 

the theoretical ratios simulated by the UVspec model and angular response of the instru-
ments. The zenith dependence in the ratio became less obvious when the effective cloud 
optical depth increased. From r >20, no zenith dependence could be found in the ratio. 

6.4 Discussion 

Spectroradiometer and filter instruments, using separate logging systems, can be embraced 
with a relative drift in timescales. In the two systems described above, two kinds of errors 
could be expected: Timing of 1 min averages from GUV might not match the timing of 
constructed weighted irradiance from the spectroradiometer because one cannot guarantee 
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that At in (6.1) matches the discrete steps of tj. Another possible error was drift in the 
computer clock causing a synchronization error. 

The time shift algorithm was applied on a set of 5 months data, and no serious timing 
problems in the logging systems could be identified. The algorithm failed occasionally. 
Detailed studies of these days, usually showed large deviations in the irradiance measured 
by the two instruments. This could be a result of obstructions over the instrument field 
of view, for example resting birds. A systematic shift in time offset of GUV data, gave no 
clear minimum variance, or for some cases a minimum variance larger than the previous 
days. The algorithm was used to identify days with obvious failures, for instance, when 
one of the instruments was blocked. 

For comparison at variable cloud conditions, synchronization was required and discrep-
ancies within some seconds introduced additional errors in the instrument ratios (Figures 
4 and 5). By representing moderate bandwidth radiometer data as a time-weighted ir-
radiance Dw Ac (t/c + At), a new physical parameter was created which was more suitable 
for comparison with weighted irradiance from spectral measurements. Time-weighted 
irradiance was less sensitive to synchronization errors than instantaneously weighted ir-
radiances D®uv(tk + tj) and gives, additionally, an improved signal to noise ratio, due 
to the averaging process. The averaging time depends on the time interval the spec-
troradiometer needed to scan the spectral region of the specific GUV channel. Rapid 
changes in irradiance level during the scan, due to clouds, was automatically included in 
the time-weighted irradiance derived from the GUV signal. This was the main reason why 
time-weighted GUV irradiances gave less scatter in the instrument ratios than both 1 min 
averages (Figure 3) and instantaneous irradiances (data not shown). The time-weighted 
irradiance from the GUV was averaged over time with a weighting function identical with 
the GUV spectral response. The effective averaging time given in this new parameter was 
dependent upon the spectral scan speed and the spectral response function of the GUV 
and is of no use for purposes other than an instrument comparison. 

Even at extreme variable cloud conditions, the diurnal ratio between time-weighted 
GUV irradiance and weighted global irradiance from spectral measurements will mainly 
depend on instrument characteristics and stability (Figure 3). With stable instruments, 
for instance, unexposed for temperature fluctuations, diurnal variation should mainly be 
caused by different entrance optics. Typical variability found in measured ratios at clear-
sky conditions were 2% larger than the effects predicted by the model (Figure 6). This 
can partly be explained by simplifications made in the simulation, assuming isotropic 
diffuse radiance distribution [Grobner et al., 1996]. The modeling assumptions made, 
using a homogeneous cloud layer, do not represent the complexity seen in reality under a 
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fractional cloud cover. A realistic model needs an input of several retrieved atmospheric 
parameters to achieve correct absolute levels [Weihs and Webb, 1997a; Weihs and Webb, 
1997b]. However, absolute irradiance levels are not needed to estimate the relative cosine 
error between two instruments with different angular response. Further improvements in 
cosine error corrections are needed for all weather conditions. 

One of the purposes with this comparison method was to detect rapid instrumental 
changes in one of the instruments. According to predictions made by modeled spectra 
the ratio between the instruments were forced to be 1.045 at solar zenith angle 85°. A set 
of correction factors were calculated for each day, based on measurements at solar zenith 
angle 85° and the assumption that instrument drift was linear during the day. Any change 
in sensitivity deviating from a steady linear drift during the day might be seen in corrected 
ratios, if diurnal variation due to different angular response is know. However, cosine 
correction of measurement during changing cloud cover is still under development and will 
be the limiting factor for retrieving information of short-term fluctuation diurnal drift in 
one of the instruments. Difference in absolute irradiance scale for the two instruments, 
due to calibration, were automatically embodied in the correction factors. Thus factors 
were typically of the order of 0.85 - 0.87 for days without significant change in absolute 
sensitivity (Figure 7). The corrected ratio did not include long-term drift between the 
instruments but short-term variations. During day 151 the corrected ratio extends 1.15, 
indicating an irregularity. Closer analysis of the spectrometer data showed that parts of 
the deviation could be explained by an increased temperature in the spectroradiometer of 
2°. Increased temperature causes a reduced absolute sensitivity of approximately 2% and 
a systematic wavelength shift of ~0.12 nm at 340 nm [Thorseth et al., 1997]. However, 
temperature could not fully explain the deviation. This day was meant as an illustration 
of irregularities that can be revealed by the comparison procedure. For solar zenith angles 
larger than 85° the ratios were shown to be equal, since the diffuse radiation dominates 
and the diffuse angular response became constant. When cloud optical depth increases 
and the radiance distribution is more evenly distributed over the sky, the ratio between 
the two instruments should tend to a constant, independent of solar zenith angle. This 
constant is given by the ratio of the diffuse component correction factors defined by 7 for 
the two instruments. The modeled ratio explains some of the variation seen in the diurnal 
ratio in Figure 3 for low effective cloud optical depth conditions. 

Relative changes in sensitivity between the instruments from the morning to the after-
noon could be identified by the change in correction factors during the day. For instance, 
some few percent of drift could be observed during day 149, similar in the opposite direc-
tion at day 152. Longer time series of correction factors will indicate day-to-day drifts in 
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the instruments. Several months with data were analyzed and corrected ratios between 
the two instruments at 340 nm were calculated as a function of solar zenith angle and 
different cloud optical depths (Figure 8). For effective cloud optical depths up to five, a 
clear zenith dependence could be observed in the corrected ratio, again illustrating the 
relative cosine error between these two instruments. At larger optical depths the zenith 
dependence becomes less clear and the scatter increases. However, most of the corrected 
ratios are within ±5%, independent of cloud optical depth. Measurements with ratios 
deviating more than 5% can easily be identified, and further investigated, for all weather 
conditions. Similar comparisons can be performed for all GUV channels. The scatter was 
much less than what could be achieved with 1 min averages or instantaneously weighted 
irradiance. 

Storage of 1 Hz ancillary data will increase the amount of data significantly. The 
advantages must be considered against the extra cost. However, for systems operating 
with different computer clocks, a small drift in the clocks of some seconds would not influ-
ence the calculated ratios between time-weighted GUV irradiance and weighted irradiance 
from the spectral measurements. The time shift algorithm can be used, in addition, to 
adjust for larger deviations that might occur over a longer time period, for instance, some 
days. A postaveraging process decreases signal to noise ratio, which is important for filter 
instrument measurements in the UV region. High-frequency irradiance measurements, 
performed with filter instruments, can be adjusted to other measurements in a flexible 
way, for instance, situations where several spectroradiometers are operating at the same 
site but without being completely synchronized. 

This monitoring algorithm cannot replace a frequent calibration of spectroradiometers 
but can provide useful information about short-term stability of the instruments. The 
diurnal variation caused by a different cosine error limits the detection level when searching 
for a possible drift. Relative changes larger than ±5% should be possible to detect. 
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All-weather ultraviolet solar spectra retrieved at a 
0.5-Hz sampling rate 

Trond Morten Thorseth and Berit Kjeldstad 

A measurement scheme and an algorithm have been developed to retrieve global irradiance ultraviolet 
solar spectra (290-400 nm) at a sampling rate of 0.5 Hz. The algorithm combines spectral irradiance 
measurements performed with a slow (a few minutes) scanning spectroradiometer (Optronic Model 
OL752) and a moderate bandwidth multichannel radiometer (Biospherical ground-based ultraviolet 
radiometer Model 541). The filter radiometer instrument allows for continuous observations of global 
UV radiation at five channels (approximately 10-nm bandwidth), performed simultaneously with spectral 
measurements. Information about changing cloud conditions during a spectral scan was retrieved from 
filter measurements and applied to spectral data, hence estimated spectra without cloud variations could 
be constructed. The quality of the estimated spectra depends on data quality from both instruments. 
The method works well in all kinds of weather conditions, as long as the Sun is above the horizon and 
none of the instruments are hampered by measurement errors. © 1999 Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: 000.2170, 010.1320, 010.1920, 120.6200, 300.6540. 

1. Introduction 
A general concern about reported stratospheric ozone 
depletion1-2 h a s caused an increased interest in biolog-
ical harmful ultraviolet radiation that reaches ground 
level. Studies of detrimental effects of ultraviolet ra-
diation and processes that cause altered radiation pat-
terns have been important for an understanding of the 
consequences of a possible altered ground-level ultra-
violet climatology. Ground-level global irradiance 
variations occur at several t ime scales. Solar cycles, 
seasonal changes in the S u n - E a r t h distance, and di-
urnal changes in solar zenith angle are predictable 
factors for irradiance variations. There are also sea-
sonal variations in column ozone in addition to statis-
tical variations a t shorter t ime scales. However, one 
of the most pronounced factors tha t affect the ground-
level irradiance is changing cloud conditions. Clouds 
can be an effective shield against ultraviolet irradiance 
but can also amplify ground-level irradiance compared 
wi th clear-sky conditions.3 Under a temporally and 
spatially variable cloud cover, changes in global irra-
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diance of the order of 6 0 - 7 0 % can occur wi th in sec-
onds. Global solar ultraviolet irradiance can be 
quantified by different measur ing techniques.4 Spec-
tral measurements wi th properly calibrated high-
quality spectroradiometers give the most accurate 
information about radiation but are often too t ime-
consuming to m a p rapid changes in atmospheric trans-
mission. For coastal regions around the Norwegian 
Sea, changing cloud cover influences a h igh rate of 
global irradiance measurements . One can obtain in-
formation about cloud cover changes during a spectral 
scan by sampling global irradiance w i t h a moderate 
bandwidth mult ichannel filter radiometer at a h igh 
frequency. 

A n empirical method h a s been developed to esti-
m a t e global irradiance spectra a t a sampl ing rate of 
0.5 Hz, t h u s the spectra are l e s s affected by changing 
cloud cover. T h e algorithm is based on combined 
spectral global irradiance data from a slow scanning 
spectroradiometer and t h e filter ins trument data 
sampled a t 0.5 Hz . 

Spectral information, modified for cloud changes , 
retrieved from t h e s e m e a s u r e d data se t s m i g h t be 
useful for comparison w i t h model spectra. The 
technique could be useful in other situations; for ex-
ample, spectral m e a s u r e m e n t s of underwater ultra-
violet radiation, where a t tenuat ion coefficients are 
retrieved from spectral m e a s u r e m e n t s at different 
depths at w h i c h variable cloud cover complicates the 
data analysis . 
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2. Equipment and Methods 

A. Spectroradiometer 
Spectral global irradiance, measured six t imes an hour 
w i t h an Optronic Model OL752 spectroradiometer 
(Optronic Laboratories, Inc., Orlando) at Trondheim, 
Norway (63.47 °N, 10.47 °E), w a s denoted Eopt(kit t j ) 
( W / m 2 nm). A single scan from 290 to 400 n m at 
0.5-nm resolution took approximately 7 min. The 
scan started a t t ime Ts, where index s represents the 
t ime past midnight in 10-min increments (s 
[ 1 . . .144]) and tj gives the t ime offset relative to scan 
start T3 w h e n w a s measured. Performing a scan 
from 290 to 400 n m in steps of 0.5 n m implies mea-
surements at 221 wavelengths (J = [1 . . .221]). tj is 
not necessarily l inear because of filter changes at some 
wavelengths . The spectroradiometer has a flat Te-
flon diffuser and samples w i t h a slit function of ~ 1 n m 
full width at half-maximum. The instrument w a s 
built into a temperature-stable weather enclosure and 
placed on a roof for continuous operation under all-
weather conditions. A more detailed instrument de-
scription can be found elsewhere.5 The procedure for 
calibration of the spectroradiometer, instrument re-
sponse, and stability has been described elsewhere. 6 

B. Moderate Broadband Multichannel Radiometer 
Simultaneous wi th spectral measurements , w e mea-
sured global irradiance wi th a mult ichannel moderate 
bandwidth radiometer. The ground-based ultraviolet 
radiometer (GUV), Model 541, obtained from Bio-
spherical, Inc., S a n Diego, Calif., h a s five channels , 
each wi th a bandwidth of approximately 10 nm, cov-
ering the UVA and U V B solar rays. Irradiance data 
from the GUV-541 radiometer, denoted Z?GUV(\C, tj), 
w a s interpreted as spectral global irradiance measure-
ments . \ c g ives the central wave length at each chan-
nel, where c = (305.0, 313.0, 320.0, 340.0, 380.0) nm. 
Time tj is the same relative t ime scale as that used for 
the s imultaneously measured spectral measurements , 
relative to a specific scan start Ts. For each spectral 
measurement Ea„t(\h tj), five broadband irradiance 
va lues EGUV(K, TJ) were sampled. Uncertainty in rel-
ative t ime scales tj w a s less t h a n 0.5 s between the two 
data sets. Figure 1 shows a typical spectral measure-
m e n t of the solar spectrum wi th s imultaneous GUV 
measurements at five ultraviolet channels. Circles 
mark the t ime tj w h e n measurements were directly 
comparable and relative adjustments were made. 
For a further discussion on the compatibility of these 
two measurement sys tems see Thorseth et al.8 

C. Determination of Estimated Spectra 
Filter radiometer measurements were used to provide 
information about relative irradiance variability a s a 
function of t ime f,- during a spectral scan. For each 
channel a m e a n global irradiance value EGUV(\C) w a s 
calculated for each spectral scan. Relative variability 
-Dguv(\c, t j ) w a s expressed as deviation from the scan 
mean: 

Wavelength [nmyscan time Is] 

Fig. 1. Spectral global irradiance measured with the Optronic 
OL752 spectroradiometer from 280 to 400 nm in 0.5-nm steps for 
420-s duration (thick curve) simultaneously with a moderate (—10-
nm) bandwidth Biospherical GUV 541 filter radiometer at five UV 
channels, 305, 313, 320, 340, and 380 nm, at the same cite (dots). 
Circles mark the time tj when measurements were directly com-
parable and relative adjustments were made. 

where scan m e a n i s defined as 

^ 221 

Ec,UV(K) = T̂TT 2 ĜUvCv> tj)- (2) 

Deviat ions from the scan m e a n irradiance Z)G U V were 
calculated for all the G U V channels . A n example 
from one scan is shown in Fig. 2, which shows that a 
6 0 - 7 0 % change in irradiance level can occur wi th in 
seconds. 

All the channels , except for the 305-nm channel, 
behaved identically wi th rapid cloud changes. The 
inset in Fig. 2 shows a detailed sequence of rapid ra-
diation fluctuations in the middle of the scan that occur 
from 230 to 250 s. The enhanced solid line i l lustrates 
how the 305-nm channel deviates from the other chan-
nels. The detector in the 305-nm channel had a 

ISO 200 250 
Scan time t, (a) 

DGITV(K> tj) — 
^GUv(^-c) tj) 

EgU\(K) 
(1) 

Fig. 2. Relative irradiance variations from a mean level DGUV(\C, 
tj) for five UV channels, 305 nm (-•-), 313 nm (-+-), 320 nm (-•-), 340 
nm (-0-), and 380 nm (-0-) during the spectral scan shown in Fig. 1. 
The inset shows an enlargement of the time scale around case 2. 
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Wavelength [nm] 

Fig. 3. Relative irradiance deviation from a scan mean D o u v ( \ c , 
tj) ( • ) at five UV regions, 305,313,320,340, and 380 nm, measured 
with a filter radiometer at three different times during the spectral 
scan shown in Fig. 1, referred to as cases 1,2, and 3 in Fig. 2. The 
linear fit, £>(\;, tj) is represented by the solid lines and the 95% 
confidence limits on the estimates are represented by dotted lines. 

slower dynamic response. A simple ramp function 
tes t revealed a t ime constant of 0.95 s for this channel, 
whereas the other channels had no significant t ime 
constant. The 305-nm channel deviated from the oth-
ers in noise characteristics. For extreme cases wi th 
heavy cloud cover, the signal-to-noise ratio could be 
only 10 at 70° zenith. Based on this observation, data 
from the 305-nm channel were excluded from further 
analysis . 

For each tj measurement , w e used a l inear model to 
e s t imate deviat ion from the m e a n for all wave lengths 
D by u s i n g the least -squares method. D i s g iven by 

D(k, tj) = åj + bj\. (3) 

The l inear est imate of D made i t possible to calculate 
deviation from scan m e a n for each wavelength during 
the scan. Three different cases, numbered 1 ,2 , and 3 
in the scan presented in Fig. 2, are plotted in Fig. 3. 
A n est imated 95% confidence interval on the predic-
tion of D is indicated by dotted l ines on the same plot. 
Case 1 i l lustrates a situation wi th enhanced radiation 
compared w i t h the m e a n level whereas case 2 w a s 
lower, but both measurements were picked during 
rapid changes. Case 3 i l lustrates a situation wi th 
stable conditions wi th in a minute in the scan. I n both 
cases wi th rapid changes (case 1 and 2) channel 305 
deviates more than the others from a linear model. 
A t stable conditions a clear l inear relation between D 
and wave length could be est imated wi th a confidence 
limit less than the instrument noise level. 

B a s e d on D(\, tj), one can cull information about 
relat ive irradiance change for al l wave lengths to ga in 
an e s t imated average spectrum Eopt(kj) by us ing 

p—,. v _ E°pt(K, tj) 
^optlty - ~ ° i j , 

D(K, tj) 
(4) 

Wavelength [nm] 

Fig. 4. Set of estimate spectra (gray curves) obtained during a 
spectral scan (solid black curve) on a logarithmic scale and a linear 
scale. Maximum and minimum estimated spectra are repre-
sented by solid gray curves. 

where is the Rronecker delta function wi th S4 • = 1 
for i = j and 84 • = 0 for i # j . The est imated average 
spectrum represents a scan m e a n for each wavelength. 
B y combining the mean spectrum Eopt(\;) w i t h the 
est imated surface t)(\, t j ) [Eq. (3)], instantaneous spec-
tra É(Xh t j ) could be est imated at any t ime tj from 

É(K,tj) = K*(K)D(K,tj)- (5) 

Figure 4 shows a s e t of e s t imated spectra (thin gray 
curves) generated from the measured spectrum 
•Eopt(\;) on^a normal and logarithmic scale. The 
m a x i m u m Emax(\j) and m i n i m u m Émin(X.;) e s t imated 
spectra are indicated by thick gray solid curves. The 
measured speptrum (black solid curve) i s bounded by 
E m i n (k i ) and E m „ J k , ) a s expected. 

3. Quality Control of Estimated Spectra 

When w e stored high-frequency sampled irradiance 
from a mult ichannel narrow-band filter radiometer in 
addition to the spectral scan from a spectroradiometer, 
spectral information of ultraviolet radiation could be 
retrieved at variable cloud conditions. The quality of 
est imated spectra depended on data quality from both 
instruments. Short-term stability within a few min-
utes w a s needed for the filter radiometer, whereas the 
spectroradiometer needed both short- and long-term 
stability. Detai led information of the spectral U V 
variability at current atmospheric conditions w a s ob-
tained wi th the spectroradiometer, such as the abso-
lute irradiance levels and spectral structure. The 
overall quality of the est imated spectra w a s completely 
dependent on spectral response, absolute calibration, 
and spectroradiometer stability. High-quality wave-
length and irradiance calibrations were needed for the 
spectroradiometer data. Relative variations caused 
by cloud changes during a spectral scan were esti-
mated from the relative changes measured w i t h the 
filter instrument. High-quality calibration of the fil-
ter instrument w a s not strictly needed, a s long as the 
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response correlated wi th relative changes on real irra-
diance levels. W h e n bad quality readings were ob-
tained wi th the filter radiometer, an error w a s 
introduced into est imated spectra accordingly. 

A. Identification of Outliers 
If noise were not present in the data, none of the mea-
sured spectral irradiance va lues would extend the es-
t imated m a x i m u m and min imum irradiance spectra: 

Eminih) — E o v t ( \ t E m a x (XJ . (6) 

The measured spectrum Eoptshould be equal to 
t h e es t imated m a x i m u m spectrum £ m a x ( X ; ) w h e n the 
irradiance level is a t i ts h ighes t during t h e spectral 
scan. The inf luence of possible stat ist ical errors 
during generat ion of the e s t imated spectra could be 
identif ied by comparing the e s t imated m a x i m u m and 
m i n i m u m spectra w i t h t h e measured spectrum. 
T h e ratio r m a x should not extend to unity, a n d simi-
larly, r m i n should not be l e s s t h a n unity: 

Emaxih) 
, , _ -EoptOw), > . m̂inlM - (A.J = :1. 

(7) 

rmax became larger t h a n uni ty (overshoots), it served 
a s a n indication tha t the e s t imated spectra generated 
during tha t scan w e r e hampered by u n w a n t e d noise. 
Overshoots reflect t h e accuracy of t h e es t imated spec-
tra. 
K 

T h e m a x i m u m value of rmax(X. i) found a t kt = 

•Eopt(̂ i) gpptM 
(8) 

If everything were correct, i? m a x would be equal to 
unity for all the spectra. Some statistical noise in the 
generation of .E m a x ( \ i ) could be est imated from the §5% 
confidence interval calculated by,the prediction of D in 
Eq. (5). From the es t imates of £ m a x (X, ) ± A o n e 
could calculate a confidence limit for R„ AR: 

R„ ± AR = •EoptOO 
) ± A S ( \ m M ) 

(9) 

T h e i ? m a x for all the spectra obtained during two 
days w i t h variable cloud condit ions is represented as 
examples in Figs . 5 and 6. The uncerta inty of R i s 
presented as vertical error l ines. The solid l ines rep-
resent global irradiance from t h e 340 -nm G U V chan-
nel , where the upper curve g ives m a x i m u m 
irradiance measured wi th in a scan, and the lower 
curve gives a m i n i m u m value. The shaded area in 
be tween represents the magni tude of irradiance fluc-
tuat ion at 340 n m wi th in each scan. 

Some problems arose w h e n there w a s a change in 
amplif ication level on one of t h e G U V channels 
w i th in the s a m e scan sequence. In the 12-bit 
analog-to-digital converter there is a programmable 
amplif ication module. This s ignif icantly improved 

10 15 
Time [UTC] 

Fig. 5. Upper solid line represents the maximum irradiance 
achieved at 340 nm within each scan for 31 May 1998. The lower 
line represents minimum values. The shaded area shows the irra-
diance variability within each spectral scan. The ratio between the 
measured spectral irradiance and the maximum estimated spec-
trum for each scan Rmax, shown as dots, range between 0.8 and 1.15. 
The ratios retrieved from spectra measured with solar zenith angles 
greater than 90° are marked by circles. Crossed dots are situations 
for which the amplification level in one of the GUV radiometer 
channels changed during the scan. The # represents scans for 
which one instrument was not able to measure direct radiation. 

the dynamic range of the ins trument even though a 
smal l nonl inearity in sensi t iv i ty w a s introduced for 
some cases. The algorithm w a s especial ly sens i t ive 
to changes i n the 313- and 380 -nm channels inas-
m u c h as t ) w a s es t imated by use of the least -squares 
method and g iven tha t the edge points h a v e a greater 
inf luence on the result . Spectra for which the am-
plif ication level changed at the 313- and 380 -nm 

10 15 
Time [UTC] 

Fig. 6. Upper solid line represents the maximum irradiance 
achieved at 340 nm within each scan for 19 May 1998. The lower 
line represents minimum values. The shaded area shows the 
irradiance variability within each spectral scan. The ratio be-
tween the measured spectral irradiance and the maximum esti-
mated spectrum for each scan iJm„, shown as dots, range between 
0.8 and 1.15. The ratios retrieved from spectra measured with 
solar zenith angles greater than 90° are marked by circles. 
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Fig. 7. Ratio between the respective measured spectral irradiance 
and maximum estimated spectrum for each scan, denoted maximum 
error shown as dots, range from 0.9 to 1.1. The ratios re-
trieved from spectra measured with solar zenith angles greater than 
90° are marked by circles. Crossed dots represent the situations for 
which the amplification level in one of the two GUV radiometer 
channels, 313 and 380 nm, changed during the scan. The + marks 
ratios for which the discrepancy was found below 300 nm. The • 
represents the data that indicate that the GUV radiometer had an 
obvious failure, e.g. gave negative values from one GUV channel. 

channe l s during the scan are indicated by a n x in 
Fig. 6. The frequency of cases w i t h a changed am-
plification factor during a scan, increased by partly 
cloudy w e a t h e r and low irradiance levels, i s s h o w n in 
Fig. 6. A more detai led analys is of Rmax tagged w i t h 
# (in Fig. 5) revealed two spectra a t which t h e G U V 
w a s blocked a n d the variabil i ty in t h e filter instru-
m e n t w a s not correlated w i t h the variabil i ty mea-
sured by t h e spectroradiometer. Es t imates of R m a x 

marked by circles indicate solar zeni th angles at 
w h i c h the S u n w a s below the horizon. 

B. Evaluation of the Extended Test Period 
The method w a s tested extensively over a period of 19 
days. Deviat ions between synthetic and measured 
spectra, quantified by Rm^, were calculated for 2 1 5 4 
measured spectra, covering solar zenith angles greater 
t h a n 42 deg. Rmax for all the spectra wi th in the entire 
period of t ime is shown in Fig. 7, where Rmax is plotted 
a s a function of solar zenith angle. Most of the esti-
mated spectra retrieved from measurements wi th the 
S u n above the horizon are wi th in ±1%. Here w e 
omitted the confidence interval on R from K g . 7. 

Deviat ions greater t h a n ± 2 % were marked accord-
ing to a se t of predefined criteria. All the va lues 
calculated w h e n solar zeni th ang les w e r e greater 
t h a n 90° are marked by circles. A s for Figs . 5 and 6, 
spectra w i t h changed amplif ication levels a t the 313-
and 380 -nm channels during the scan are indicated 
by an X. A + marks the scans at which deviat ions 
be tween synthet ic and measured spectra occurred 
only in the wave length range below 300 nm. Values 
marked w i t h • are spectra obtained w h e n the G U V 
radiometer failed to m e a s u r e a s ignif icant s ignal , per-

h a p s because of shad ing or blocking of t h e entrance 
optics. F lagg ing of spectra based on four predefined 
k n o w n possible problems e l iminated only a few 
points w i t h deviat ions tha t could not be explained. 

4. Discussion 
The algorithm w a s based on combined data from two 
m e a s u r e m e n t sys tems . For some cases, obstruction 
of t h e ins truments or different noise levels at low 
intens i t ies gave divergent resul ts and the algorithm 
failed. Measurements m a d e w i t h the S u n close to or 
below t h e horizon gave sys temat ic deviat ions t h a t are 
due to different signal-to-noise levels in the spectro-
radiometer a n d t h e filter ins trument . No i se in the 
G U V radiometer channels increased s ignif icantly 
w h e n the data were modified from 1-min averages to 
ins tantaneous va lues at 0.5 Hz. S i tuat ions for 
which the G U V radiometer w a s obstructed could be 
identified and flagged by v i sual inspection of t h e G U V 
data. The smal l nonl inearity problem caused by a 
change in the amplif ication level w i th in a scan gen-
erated several outliers. Th i s w a s the case for all the 
e s t imated m a x i m u m spectra for which Rmax became 
less t h a n 0.95. However , changing amplif ication 
levels did not automatical ly imply a problem. 

If filter ins trument m e a s u r e m e n t s performed w i t h 
a moderate bandwidth are interpreted as spectral 
irradiance measurements , one m u s t take special pre-
caut ions to avoid errors tha t are due to changes in the 
spectral distribution of the source, which is the case 
for the 305 -nm channel and the solar spectrum. The 
S u n calibration factors for filter radiometers have 
been shown to be dependent on solar zeni th angle and 
atmospheric conditions such as total ozone, aerosols, 
and radiance distribution for which comparisons are 
performed.7 However s ince the method used only 
relative changes observed from t h e filter ins trument 
over a period of ~ 7 min, mos t of the se factors could be 
a s s u m e d constant . A s imulat ion of S u n calibration 
factors and dependence of cloud optical depth have 
s h o w n that a modeled homogeneous cloud layer does 
not alter S u n calibration factors by more t h a n —1%. 
Since both ins truments h a v e a s ignif icantly different 
angular response, the angular response error varies 
in t h e two ins truments . 8 Everyth ing tha t caused a 
change in radiance distribution, such as a cloud cov-
ering t h e Sun, caused the t w o s y s t e m s to observe 
different changes in global irradiance. It would 
h a v e been preferable to have a n equal angular re-
sponse for both s y s t e m s to remove the cosine error. 

Spectral information from es t imated spectra w a s 
culled from spectroradiometer measurements . At-
mospheric parameters such as ozone and aerosol con-
tent were a s s u m e d to be constant during the scan 
t ime of approximately 7 min. T h e only atmospheric 
parameter a s s u m e d to change w i th in th i s short pe-
riod of t i m e w a s cloud optical depth. S ince t h e mea-
surements w e r e t a k e n in J u n e a t 6 3 °N, short-term 
variat ions in ozone and aerosols were not expected to 
cause any deviat ion from the as sumpt ion of a s table 
atmosphere wi th in a 10-min scan t ime. The l inear 
model of t ) versus wave length [Eq. (3)] caused a l im-
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i tat ion that represents nonl inear changes in the de-
viat ion from a m e a n irradiance level. 

Numerous studies as sume that cloud transmiss ion 
is wavelength independent in the UVA and UVB.9 '1 0 

It h a s been theoretically established that cloud param-
eters such as single-scattering albedo, asymmetry, and 
the extinction coefficient are nearly constant i n the U V 
range.1 1 There are, however, measurements that in-
dicate that thick clouds have a n effective transmit-
tance that is wave length dependent.1 2 Physical 
interpretation of these results shows that cloud prop-
erties combined w i t h Rayleigh scattering can explain 
this wave length dependence.1 3 

W h e n clouds cause photons to bounce between a 
cloud layer and a Rayleigh scattering atmosphere 
above, the effective pathway increases. This causes 
ozone absorption and Rayleigh scattering to be more 
efficient, g iving a wavelength dependence in the effec-
tive transmiss ion of the cloud.14 If these changes oc-
cur wi th in a short t ime interval (a few minutes) , they 
would not be visible in the est imated spectra. Some 
of the cases tha t show disagreement in the range below 
300 run (spectra marked wi th a plus in Fig. 7) might, of 
course, be due to enhanced ozone absorption caused by 
an increased optical pathway through the atmosphere, 
but instrumental instabilities could also be the reason 
for such deviations. From this point of v iew it would 
be an advantage to include information from the 
305-nm channel. The slow response properties that 
occur during rapid changes were considered to be a 
more serious problem. This method w a s developed 
mainly to handle rapidly changing cloud conditions. 
If one can discover methods to circumvent the response 
problem of the 305-nm channel, it would be an im-
provement to include all the channels. The impor-
tant short wave length region could be more precisely 
est imated. 

Inversion algorithms based on mult ichannel moder-
ate bandwidth radiometers that can provide the same 
spectral sampling rate have been suggested.1 5 '1 6 

However, a comparison of these results wi th modeled 
results would not provide n e w information for model 
comparisons. The inversion algorithms build upon a 
combination of modeling transmiss ion properties of 
the atmosphere and ground-based moderate band-
width mult ichannel irradiance measurements . 

Comparisons between modeled and measured spec-
tra under cloudy situations are problematic because of 
cloud variations. Such a comparison, modeled for 
fractional cloud cover, is difficult because the mea-
sured spectra do not represent the instantaneous sit-
uat ions that a model can yield. There are some 
narrow-band mult ichannel detectors under develop-
ment 1 7 that might give sufficient absolute spectral in-
formation w i t h a h igh sampl ing frequency. These 
detectors could, to some extent , replace the two sys-
t e m s presented here. 

This s tudy w a s supported by t h e Norwegian Re-
search Council, project 470520 , and the Coordinated 
Ozone and Ultraviolet project 1 2 8 0 5 6 / 7 2 0 . 
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